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About National Magnetic Resonance Society

National Magnetic Resonance Society (NI\{RS) is a premier body
which is providing a platform for scientific deliberations to the
researchers/scientistdprofessionals working in the field of magnetic
resonance. It gives me immense pleasure to share with you all that NMRS
has successfully entered into the 20e year of its existence. During this
penod the Society has expanded its horizon from national to international
level and also its life mernbership is about to touch the number 1000.

The National Magnetic Resonance Society has made major contribution in
afiancing the awareness and usefulness of magneliq resonance in various b,ranches of
science. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NIUR) is most important spectroscopic technique. It
becomes a prilllLary tool for obtaining information about physical, chemical, electronic and
struchnal aspects of small to bigger molecules. With the development of multidimensional
NMR experiments, invention of portable NMR machines and advancement in the
technolory; NMR spectroscopy is a choice of scisntists including chemical, biomolecular,
matenal, pharmaceuticals, geological, biomedical etc.

The continuous and sincere efforts of all those concerned with NMRS has
brightened globally the visibiliff and the activities of the Society. Along with providing
'Honorary Membership' to the distinguished scientists and Nobel laureates from all over the
world, the Society is also making continuous efforts in identifuing &e young talent in the
country and nurturing them as well. As a regular event in every NMRS meeting, a special
session is devoted to young researchers and the best ones are honoured with awards. The
Society has made provision for travel grant also so that the young students attend
intemational conferences.

I welcome the delegates to the 20*h Annual NMRS Symposium at Tezpur University,
Tezpur (Assam). This Symposium will feature the talks and posters on various aspects of
NMR encompassing methods, applicaticns, imagrng, metabonomics, and quanfum
computation. I thank the organizers for their excellent arrangement and I hope this
Symposium will be a great success where the relevant issues of magnetic resonance would
be discussed in its deliberations.

\_,
I /r ,l ;",trtl , ,

Prof.'A. S. Erar
President

NMRS
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Stable Isotopes for Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (IUMR)
Far over 30 years, CIL has offered innovative products that have

enab|ed P\IMR spectrosc*pists, chemists, structural biologists and

countfess other scientigts to achieve their goals. This is because

CIL fulty supports a diverse ranse of products that are critical in

the NM* analysis of both sma[[ molecufes and biological polyffiers

such as proteins and nueleic acidE,

' Deuterated solvents
. Biomolecular reagents

and ZHl 13Cl tsll substrates

uuvuln .igotope.com
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Welcome to NMB$2or4 ln Tezpur Universit5rl Assam

6 raefirys from fezp wr'Uniuers i$
Magnefic resonance is one d f6e rnosf wide{y sfafre/ an/ use/, fawnating anfwaafi{e specfroscopic

phenomenon, Oue fo trte specfacukr a/tancemenfs, if rtas gone fo such an eTtenf f6af if now 
fene{rafes 

afinost

a[fe{/i of rcience t6r"b ac* as a 6t$e amory frtem, Now ma7nefie resnnance ,Per,t nf, now dsfat an/
opportani{fa as far w trtAr aytplicattont are eoncernel ?{nce, if it verj imfortanf an{gruf nwasi$ fo

lbcws ana{ aqcfiarye fino*rt$a in magno{ie rannance and rokte{ 
Stfienoruena 

ln fetal& nlnnng sienfbfl,

usea, reyarcrtea, sfuden&, indwtrras an{acartnia, 9n wder to {a*fitafo fkf 6J ereating a pfafform, it is our

p{wsure fo infonn yu ilaf Oeparfmenf of C6emna[ Ssiencet, fezpur I,{niuarsftj arganias Nationa{

Magnefic Rsonanu Saeiefi-zat4 [NMK,S-zoril ymfutiilrn du*J Fe6 z-g, 20fi af fezfur

'L{niuewi{y, fle zoth one in ffie nfiat, 9f tu now *el{ furo** tkt NMRS mutiny pky an imporfanf rart in

/isseminating trte Qnow{e/ge in magnetic resanance an/re{atedprtenmnena, To our /cigrtt, tiis is for fhe ftrsf
fima ilat NMRS maoting is oyanizedin tfie Nodrt Eattern ryron d lnrta, 9t? a maffw dgrwt privi[Ee

and rtonour to 6osf NM&,!-zoq, 'ltle were overwhertne/ 6j trte immente rarfow$ recelue/ fram frte

parficiltanfs,

frtawpporb an/afiices recaue[frantrtePra$/enf, se*efarj andwauhew of Nafiona{Magnefrc

flpsonance Society in a{rufufi areuer! commen{a6fe, we$nca$ aefinout{efgetrtat,

'l{.le are 6igrt$ t6anrt{r{* fhe peers in ffie aru from lnfia an/ahroa/wrto ore7n,n3 to parfieipate

infheympwium,

f6e oganizors wanf fo Wfirer fieir grafifu/e to aff frte {?0w0rs d ills evenf for t6eir generous

supporf fhaf mafu 
1,otst6{e 

trtis euent 6appen,

1ur feam of uoknfeers hot o{*e inaa/i6{e amounf d worfis for trtis wenf, .91tw;af t6anb A trtis

fwm,

0n harta{f d organizers d NMRS-zu4 an/faytur't{niuewi$, we Efone{our hwrfiesf wa{come

to fhe parfiapanfs 0f NMRS-20{4, '?t)e ara {ookry forwarl fo a grand wccax d Nlvt\S-zortt

ymfi$ium,il
-ft,IL* 4t 3M*
Dr. Ashim J. Thakur

,{r "

h,'rulSo,m**

Dr. Bipul Sarma
Conveners: Department of Chemical Scienses, Tezpur University, India
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Five different approaches for
Verification & Elucidation of
unknownsl using NMR!

K K Bhagchandani (Directar of Asia & Pacific Operations)
Advanced Chemistry Development Inc.

Bio-data

Following a Masters in Physics with an MBA, K.K. Bhagchandani has

worked in the life sciences industry for 20 years. Having started his

career in India working for pharmaceutical industry leaders Ranbaxy and

Pfizer, he made a change in his career path with a move to software and

IT. For more than a decade he has been involved in &e Asian business

world working for global IT-So*ware companies that provide enabling

technologies for pharmaceutical and chemicat R&D. In 2003 he joined

ACD/Labs (a leader in software for Structure Characterization,
predictive ADME-Tox, PhysChem, and nomenclature software; a

company providing solutions for analytical data handling and chemical and analytical knowledge

management). At ACDlLabs he is spearheading the Asian Business as Director of Asia and Pacific

Operations. He has been a regular presenter at international scientific conferences and meetings,

presenting tools that will help increase efficiurcy and productivity in R&D.

Abstract

It is almost a necessity that for any organic chemistry research to be complete a thorough

characterization of the compound has to be done (and many times the related compounds also). NMR
has been a key technique for elucidation / Characterisation of chemical compounds for ages and

continues to do so. NMR by its nature contains more information about chemical structure as

compared to other techniques, however, for complete elucidation one needs to work with several

experiments from several analytical techniques. Modern tools now can handle multiple techniques

and extrapolate the information one to another to facilitate elucidation. Often times, fuII

characterization is not required; and scientists are sometimes just confirming the structures with the

data to prove their hypothesis is correct for the structure. These tools can not only help in complete

characterizatron but also in spectroscopically validating the chemical structures and dereplication to

save time.

With ever in4reasing needs of regulatory requirements and quality consciousness; it is imperative for

all companies to deal with the impurities in detail including the minutest details. The cost of either

having an impurity or a vrongly identified impurity can be seriously high and can even shake the

stock price of the company. Therefore one of the key aspect of this is complete shucture



charucterizalion of these impurities as early as possible and as conclusively as possible. Considering
that impurities can be structurally related/similar to the pure compound the challenge is even more
time consuming to work with them. This document is to share on how the CASE (Computer Assisted

Structure Elucidation) can help researchers in reducing the time consumed and increase dependability
o f the charac ter ization results.

This presentation is focused on sharing
1. Five different approaches to work with NMR data to resolve / confirm the

chemical structure.
2. How much can software help in assisting elucidation
3. When to use dereplication approach and when to use confirmatory approach
4. How using these approach can expand the reach of thought process of an

expert.

Spend less time processing and interpreting
data with the new Spectrus Workbooks.

Uniform multi-vendor,
multi-technique software
(NMR, LCIUV/MS, lB, Raman,
and more) offering you the
freedom to choose the best
instrument for the job.

Advanced interpretation
algorithms developed by
experts for experts.

lntelligent visual assistance
with spectra to structure
as5ignments.

True lntegratlon of structuret
wfth spectra, including
Markush.

Capture and rtore the human
lnterpretation and chemlcal
context of data ln a
s€archable knowledgebase.

Enable collaboratlve sclence
and share organlzatlonal
intelllgence wlth the
Spectrus platform.

Spectrus Workbooks
Characterize Structures with More Con*dence in Rerord Time

&p
ACD/ LAbB



M/S ASSAM CHEMICALS
A.T. ROAD, SIVASAGAR - 785640 (ASSAM)

Ph:- A37 7 2-22297 5 F ax>037 7 2-232122
Email: assamchemicals@yahoo.in

Mobil : - 09 43 5356848, 09 43 52039 45

Branch Offrce :- D.C.B. Road, Near Roayal Oak School, Jorhat-l
Deals in:- Sophisticated Research Equipments, Laboratory Chemicals, Diagnostics

Reagents, Surgical Goods, Glassware, Filter Papers etc.
N.B. :- Specialist in Microscopes (Imported)

(IN ASSOCIATED WITH SISTER CONCERN )

M/S NETCO ENTERPRISE
MOB : - 09 43 5356848, 0943 5487 47 9

mail Id:- netc

?,flAi Seat 0au**ntrr.ttt Ttmc

ZENITH INDIA
Gauri Sova Complex
Nepali Mandir, Paltanbazar, Guwahati-78l 008.

Email : zenithindia200 1 @grnail.com
Zenithindi a_surgi chem@rediffmail. com

P h . N o : -9435 1 0427 6 (M), 9$ 5A42924 (M)

sTOeKn$T;
MERCK, AVANTOR (RANKEM), HI-MEDIA
THERMO FISHER, LOBA, S.D. FINE

GE HEALTHCARE (WHATMAN), Biolink
Dealer:

BOROSIL, SIGMA- ALDRICH, TARSONS, SARTORruS
AIKA, ELICO, SYSTRONICS, EUTECH, HANNA,
LABOMED, OLYMPUS, METLER TOLEDO, AFCOSET, DENVER
DHONA, KUMAR, REMI, RELITECH etc.
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PHONE :(0361)2542613 Email:sohanlall@hotmail.com
M-09435044921/94j504878s FAX: (0361)2s413s 1

AUTHORISED DISTRIBUTORS OF :.

OI. SIGMA.ALDRICH CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.
O2.MERCK SPECIALITIES PVT. LIMITED

(Manufacturers of Chemicals & Instruments)
02. LOBA CHEMIE PVT. LTD.

(Manufacturers of 'Loba' Brand Chemicals)

03. HIMEDIA LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
(Manufacturer of Media & Laboratory Chemicals)

04. SISCO RESEARCH LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
(Manufacturers of Laboratory Chemicals)

05. BOROSIL GLASS WORKS LTD.
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Magnetic Resonance SocietY,
2dh Symposium of National blr'l'

Va,loi$t t*tasrla

lndia; NMRS-2014
February 2- 5,2A14

Tezpur UniversitY

Organizer: Department of Chemical Sciences, Tezpur University- - ^
Contacl convenors, Dr. Ashim J. Thakur & D. Bipul Sqrma; Department of Chemical Sciences, Tezpur university, Tezpur784028,

Rsi)iwr Ssidy o*lhl

Email: nmrs2o

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

Registration

Inauguration
Honible Vice Chancellor Prof. M. IL Chaudhuri, Tezpur University, India

Hon'ble Vice Chancellor Prof. A. S. Brar, Guru Nanak Dev University, India

?i.1
lri0:15.fi'- - IT-i;daii" Grdi, Uiilu"rsiryof Cambridge, UK [ISMAR-NMRS Lecture]

..;..,, :,:', 
r:r Ifj;qiill.!*1li!.,1i),k,;' .,.r.'::'-.r':.j...r1r:r.:.i.i:llPE!!ul.rJff,ry.{tF"r.+};lf;tr}rl!irs*;!{*l*n}r?!,,.tt llrl'1-ri!ff:!ffi:rt;1ffi::

f 
j.Zb - f S.5O IT,2: f. S. Matrest, IISER Pune [Prof. S. Subramanian's 60th Birth Day Lecture

14.00 - 14.30

15.50 - 16.05

16.35 - 17.05

17.05 - 17.35

17,35 - 18.05

Award 20131

Multi-spin Quantum control: Applications in NMR and Quantum Information

oP-l: Sachin R chaudhari, IISc, Bangalore [Jharana Rani Best student Award

for 20131

Extraction of Magnitudes and Relative Signs of nJsp couplings: A Pure Shift

and RES-TOCSY

R#il*'ffi *ri:i':"''. '

IT-3: Daniel Huster, University of I'eipz'g, Germany

Molecular Dynamics of G Protein-Coupled Receptors in Membranes

IT-4: Bernhard Blumich, RWTH Aachen University, Germany

IT-5; Nico National Heart and Blood Institute. USA

PLENARY TALK: IT-6: Robert G. Griffin, MIT, USA
Chair Prof. K. V. Ramanathan

09.00 - 14.00

9.0{F9.40



09.40 - 10.10

10.10 - 10.40

10.40- 11.10

Session4: Chair: Prof. N.
Suryaprakash, IISc Bangalorg

Venue: Council *Iallr TU

IT-7: Asher Schmidt, Israel
Institute of Technology, Israel

The interplay ofPhosPhate and
water in tuning ACC
metastability - from stabilization
to crystallization via a nanorscale
solid-solid phase seParation: A
molecular NMR vierry'

IT-9: Matthias Ernst, ETH Zurich
Optimized Proton-Driven SPln
Diffusion by Tailored RF-
Irradiation Schemes
IT-t 1: Philippe Lesot. UniversitY
de Paris-Sud. Frauce
NMR using Chiral AnisotroPie
Solvents: Recent Methodological
Advances and new AnalYtical

Session 5: Prof. Gabriele Varani;
Universtty of Washington, USA
Yenue; S-eminar Hall,.Dept. odChqm.
Sc. TU
lT-8: Koichi Kato, Nagoya CitY
University, Japan

NMR approaches for elucidating the

functional roles of carbohydrate chains

I'I-10: Rolf Boelens, Utr€cht University,
The Netherlands
Structure and dynamics in gene

regulation and DNA repair
lT-12; K. V. Ramanathan, USc, Bangalore

I 1.30 - I2.00

12.00 - 12.30

12.30 - 13.00

Session 6: Prof. S. IL Dolui,
Tezpur University
Yenue: Council Halt' TU

IT-13: Thomas SzyPerski,
University at Buffalo, NY, USA

I I-15: Hanudutta AtreYa, IlSc
Bangalore
Nrw NMR methods for raPid
data acquisition and analYsis:

Application to Metabolomics

IT-1?: Arindam Ghosh, NISER
Bhubneswar
Are the wavelet based de-noising
techniques necessary or oPtimum
for NMR sPectroscoPY?

Session * Cbair: Bemhard Blumich,
RWTH Aachen UniversitY, GermanY
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High Frequency Dynamic Nuclear Polarization

R. G Griffin
Francis Bitter Magret Laboratory and Department of Chemistry

Massachusetts Institute of Technolory, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

E-Mail: rgg@mit.edu

Over the last few years we have developed cyclotron resonance maser (a.k.a. gyrotron)

microwave sources that operate at frequencies of 140-527 GHz that permit DNP enhanced NMR
(DNPNMR) experiments in magnetic fields of 5-18.8 T (tH NMR frequencies of 211-800 MHz,

respectively). We review the instrumentation used for these experiments, which include new NMR
probe desigqs and tunable g5notron oscillators and a gyroamplifier based on a photonic bandgap

iavity. Collectively, these advances in insffumentation have recently yielded sigrrificant impfovements

in the observed DNP enhancements.
In addition, we disquss frequency profiles of the electon-detected solid effect experiments

obtained using trityl radical that show intense saturation of the electron at the usual solid effect

condition. Wsalso observe higher order solid effect transitions involving two, thtee, or four nuclei

with surprising intensity, suggesting that higher order transitions are important primarily in the

transfer dfpolarization to nuclei nearby the electron.

Third, we document the effects of nuclear signal quenching induced by the presence of a

paramagnetic polarizing agent fcr conditions used in MAS DNP experiments on homogeneous

solutions. Despite the substantial losses due to quenching, we find that four different polarizing

agdnts all provide substantial gains in signal intensity, and in particular that the net enhancement is

optimal for biradicals that mediate the cross effect DNP. We suggest that these effects could be

mitigated with appropriately designed electron decoupling experiments.

Finally, using narrow line radicals (BDPA and sulfonated BDPA) we have recently detected

Overhauser enhancements in insulating solids. Most previous investigations of the Overhauser

DNP employed samples with mobile electrons - for example liquids, metals or conducting solids.

Thus, this is the first example of Overhauser enhancements in insulators. The process is mediated by

e'-tH hyperfine coupling and the experimental data show a field dependence that scales as A o, in
contrast to the inverse field dependence associated with the cross and solid effects, A\1, and 6a
respectively.
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Atomic details of protein folding, interactions and function
revealed byNMR

L. Nisius, N. Irajpai, L. Skora, J. Habazettl, M. Gentner, H.-.J. Sass, M. WHor and
S. Grzesiek

Biozentrum, University of Basel, CH-4056 Basel, Switzerland,
E-Mail: stephan. grzesiek@unibas.ch

We extensively use residual dipolar coupling, paramagnetic labeling, scalar couplings and

other NMR and non-NMR parameters to characterize folded and unfolded protein states in a

quantitative manner. We will give several recent examples. Scalar couplings across hydrogen bonds

(H-borids), which report on the electronic overlap between donor and acceptor orbitals, present a

highly sensitive measure of H-bond geometrry. Using H-bond scalar couplings, we have recently

mapped the pressure and temperature dependent deformation of ubiquitin's H-bond network.t We

recently also obtained atomic details ofthe pressure-assisted, cold-denatured state ofubiquitin by
high-resolution NMR techniques.2 This state has structural propensities, which are very similar to
ubiquitin's alcohol-denatured (A-) state. At non-denaturing concentrations of methanol, a complete

ffansition from the native to the A-state can be achieved at ambient temperature by varying the

pressure from I to 2500 bar. This method should allow highly detailed studies of protein folding
transitions in a continuous and reversible manner. Abelson kinase (Abl) is an important drug target

in the treatment of chronic myelogenous leukemia. We have characterized the solution conformations

of the multidomain SH3-SH2-kinase c-Abl core in complexes withATP-site and allosteric inhibitors.

Our data provide detailed insights on the poorly understood combined effect of the two inhibitor
types, which is able to overcome drug resistance.3 Time permitting we will also give NMR structural

and dynamical insights on multidrug recognition in the minimal bacterial rnultidrug resistance protein

TipA.

References:
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NMR of small and large Dynamic Systems
H. Sunt, M. Schmidt|, M. Mallert, N. Schiltzenmeisterl, H. M. Ge2, F. Hallwassl, E.
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U. M. Reinscheidl, L. Russol, M. Maestrel, L. Wong, S. Pirkuliyevat, J. Kilhn6, S.

Ryazanovlf,, J. Wagnef, J. Levins, S. Shis, C.O. Fernandeze, A. FischerT'|q, N.

WenderT'l|, N..Resaei GhalehtJ; S. Eimer7,t0, A. Leonovt'7, A. Gieses, R. Benzl2, A.
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tDept. forNMR-based Struct. Biology, Max-Plancklnstitute forBiophysical Chemistry; 2State

Key Lab, Pharm. & Biotech. Nanjing Univ. China; 3Dept. Med. Chem. Univ. Utah, USA; aOrg.

Chem. Univ. Vigo, Spain; 5 Kunming Botany inst. CAS, Kunming, China; 6lnstitute for cellular and

molecular immunolory, G6ttingen, TDFG-Center for the Molecular'Physiolory of the Brain,
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NMR spectroscopy is especially suited for the investigation of structurally heterogeneous

systems. In the presentation, several avenues towards the characterization of such disordered
molecules will be given. First, the combination ofNMR spectroscopy employing anisotopic parameters

such as residual dipolar couplings and residual chemical shift anisotropies will be demonstrated in
combination with chiroptical methods to provide absolute configurations of non-crystallizable
molecules whose structures can only be described by ensembles. An interesting cases in which three

independent enantioselective syntheses lead to the wrong absolute configuration will be presented.

In the B-cell antigen receptog the largely infinsically disordered protein SLP65 constitutively

interactswith the multidomain protein CIN85 which is essential for its localization on the

plasmamembrane. The structural insight allows to make minimalistic variants of this assembly that

are still functional in cellular assays.

The aggregation landscape ofcr-synuclein and other inffinsically disorderedproteins leading

to neurodegenerative diseases is explored and can be interfered with by small molecules. The latter

cause novel species to arise whose structural assembly is being investigated with NMR as well as

other biophysical techniques.



CompactNMR

B. Bliimich

Institut fiir Technische und Makromolekulare Chemie, RWTTI Aachen University,

Worringerweg l, D-52056 Aachen, Germany

E-Mail:

The first chemical-shift resolved NMR spectrum has been measured in I 95 I at Varian fronr

ethanol with a 0.76 T electro-magpet at 0.1 ppm resolution.t Today NMR spectra are measured

routinely at 3 1 times higher freld (23.5 T) with an accordingly wider frequency range for the chemical

shift and about 1000 times higher sensitivity. Why then would rH NMR at fields as low as I T be of
interest? The lecture tries to answer this question with several examples from materials and chemical

analysis with permanent magnets, whose field strength is effectively limited to values below 2 T. The

examples include nondestructive testing, reaction monitoring in real time and chemical analysis for
quality control. While the trend to smaller and more powerful NMR analyzers is documented with thc

recent advent of desktop spectrometers, it is left to specul'ation how small NMR spectrometers may

become and what use they may have.23

NMR Hardware and specta. a) Electo magnet ofWalther Gerlach fromLMU Milnchen now set up in Jena

to demonstate earlyl.iivlRequipment. b) 32MHz tHNMRspectrumofethanolfrom l95l.tc)Permanent-

1nrgr"t desktop Nii4R ,p".to."to foi higtr-resolution Fourier NMR spectroscopy at 42Wiz. d) 2D

cosY spectum of Ibuprofen acquired in 8 minutes with the spectrometer shown in c).

References:
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NMR structures allow the design of pharmaceutically active
and potent inhibitors of RI\A

Gabriele Varsni
Departrnent of Chemistry, University of Washington, Seattle WA 98 I 95- I 700

E-Mai l: varani@chem.wash ineton.edu

RNA provides an inviting target for pharmaceutical intervention in both infectious and
chronic diseases, but it has so far been impossible to identif, drug-like molecules with sufficient
potency for successful clinical applications. We will present how NMR structure-based drug design
is used to optimize the activity ofmolecules that bind to RNA. The first application is the development
of a class of structurally constrained cyclic peptides that target the interaction between the HIV-l
transactivator protein Tat and its response element TAR, which plays an essential role in viral
replication. The designed inhibitors ofthe Tat-TAR interaction have pM binding activity, discriminate
befween even closely related RNAs, have no cytotoxicity and inhibit viral replication with potency
comparable to current antivirals. The same design stratery has been applied to other protein-RNA
interactions, and we have used NMR to design new inhibitors of microRNA maturation that partially
abrogate the production of oncogenic microRNAs. The new molecules we have identified allow us
to investigate whether the inhibition of the biogenesis of specific microRNAs has pharmaceutical
benefits and to generate more active drug-like inhibitors of microRNA function.



Molecular Dynamics of G Protein-Coupled Receptors in
Membranes

Peter Schmidt, Paul Miiller, Holger A. Scheidt, Daniel Huster

Institute of Medical Physics and Biophysics,
University of Leipzig,Htirtelstr. 16- 1 8, D-04 I 07 Leipzig,Germany

E-Mail: daniel.huster@medizin.uni-leipzi g.de

- The recently.determined crystal structures of seyeral class A and class B GPCRs represent
a breakthrough in our understanding of the complex biochemical processes these molecules undergo
in their course of action. However, crystal structures typically represent static lowest energy
structures. Once reconstituted into fluid bilayers, these molecules show a falcinating and
comprehensive molecular dynamics on several time scales including large amplitude motions. I will
provide an overview on recently carried out solution and solid-sstate NMR experiments on the
human neuropeptide Y receptor type 2 to characterize some of the motions these class A GPCRs
feature.

:
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NMR approaches for elucidating the functional roles of
carbohydrate chains

Koichi ffsgs t'z's"t

tOkazaki Institute for Integrative Bioscience and Institute for Molecular Science, Natignal
Institutes ofNatural Sciences, Okazaki, Aichi, Japan.

2Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Nagoya City University, Nagoya, Japan.
3The Glycoscience Institute, Ochanomizu University, Tokyo, Japan.

4GLYENCE Co., Ltd.,Nagoya, Japan.

E-Mail: kkato@phar.nagoya-cu.ac jp

The carbohydrate chains displayed on
proteins and lipids play pivotal roles in various
molecular recognition events on cell surfaces as

well as in intracellular environments. The
intermolecular interaction systems involving the
carbohydrate moieties could be potential therapeutic
targets for various diseases.r However, structural
analyses of glycoconjugates remain challenging
because of heterogeneous and flexible properties
of the sugar chains. In view of this situation, we
have been developing a systematic methodology
to deal with glycoconjugates as target ofstructural
biology.2.3
Fig.I New NMR tools for characterizing dynamic conformational ensembles of oligosaccharides:
Stable isotope labeling and lanthanide tagging.

In this presentation, I will outline our approaches for characterizing conformational dynamics
and interactions of glycoconjugates using NMR spectroscopy in conjunction with other biophysical
and biochemical techniques. To reap maximum benefit of NMR approaches, we have established
techniques for overexpression of homogeneous oligosaccharides with isotope labeling, which were
chemically tagged with paramagnetic probes as sorirces of long-distance information (Fig. l). We
demonstrate that lanthanide-tagging offers a new tool for experimental validation of dynamic
conformational ensembles of oligosaccharides derived from molecular dynamics simulations. Ow
NMR approach is also presented for characterization of glycolipid clusters as unique platforms for
interactions of amyloidogenic proteins associated with neurodegenerative disorders. These
approaches will allow new possibilities for structural studies on glycoconjugates of clinical and
pharmaceutical interests.

References:
Kamiya, Y.; Yagi-Utsumi, M.; Yagi, H.; Kato,K. Cwr Phorm. Des 20ll,l7 , 1672.
Kato, K.; Yamaguchi, Y. Encyclopedia of Magnetic Resonance, John Wiley, 2012,3, 1779.
Zhang,Y.;Yamaguchi, T.; Kato, K. Chem. Lett. 20l3,in press (h@://dx.doi .org/10.1246/
cI.130789).
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Molecular Recognition through Concerted Backbone and
Side Chain Motion

David Bant, Colin Smitht'2, Supriya Pratihart, T. Michael Sabot, Adam Mazurt, R.

Bryn FenwiclC, Karin Gillert, Claudia Schwiegkt, Stefon Beckert, Xavier

Salvatella3, Bert L. de Groot2, Christian Griesingert, Donghan Lee'

IDepartment ofNMR-based Structural Biology, Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry
Am Fassberg I l, Goettingen, Germany

2Department of Theoretical and Comiutational Biophysics, Max Planck Institute for Biophysical
Chemistry, Am Fassberg 1 l, Goettingen, Germany

3IRB Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
E-Mail: dole@nmr.mpibpc.mpg.de

Motion is involved in a large number of protein functions. For ubiquitin, residual dipolar
coupling (RDC) derived ensembles have suggested it recognizes binding partners via conformational

selection through motion: occurring within the supra-rc (> 4 ns) range [l]. Subsequent relaxation

dispersion (RD) studies identified microsecond fluctuations in backbone [2,3]. However, it has not
been clear ifthese motions are independent or collective, and what role side chains play. To address

those questions, we have conducted an in-depth RD analysis of the backbone and side chain methyl

groups using recently developed high power R,, experiments [3]. In these RD experiments, not only
microsecond fluctuations in the side chains have been observed but also motions in the side chain
and the backbone have a common time scale. This result suggests that ubiquitin undergoes collective
motion involving both the backbone and side chains.

References:

l. Lange et al. Science. 320:1471-147 5 (2008)

2. Ban etal.Angew Chem IntEd. 50:11437-1144(201 l)
3. Ban et al. J Magn Reson .221:14 (2012)
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Principles ofEfficient lgEAntibody response revealed by the
structure of Grass PollenAllergen Pht p 5a

Christoph Goeblt, Margarethe Focke-Teijkl2, Evelyne Schrankl, Tobias Madlt3a,
Simone Kosol, Rudolf Yalenta2, Klaus Zanggerl, and N. Tjandras
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rmmunoparholory, Department
of Pathophysiolory and Allerry Research, Medical University of Vienna, Waehringer Guertel l8-

20, 1090 Vienna, Austria;
3 . Institute of Structural Biolory, Helmholtz Zentrum Miinchen, Neuherberg, Germany;
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Seasonal allergic inflammation is a common and could be a chronic condition for a large
number of populations in the world. The inflammation is due to the body immune response to
allergens. The key physiologic event that is responsible for immediate allergic inflammation is cross-
linking of mast cell and basophil-bound IgE (mmunoglirbulin E) antibodies by allergens. We are
interested in learning how some allergens can be more potent than others. Using Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy the three-dimensional solution structure of one of the most potent
and frequent allergens, grass pollen allergen Phl p 5a, was determined. We find two structural
determinants that describe increased allergenic activity: (i) the modular assembly of nvo flexible
domains and (ii) the presence of repetitive sequential and structural epitopes. These are unique
features in the family of the allergens and lead to the remarkably high allergenic activity of group 5
grass pollen proteins. The obtained structural and dynamical information allowed us to desigrr
peptides for SIT (allergen-Specific ImmunoTherapy). We found the efficiency of the peptides to
induce blocking antibodies to be generally correlated with the lack of structure in the full-length
protein and we identified excellent candidates for therapeutic development.



NMR using ChiratAnisotropic Solvents: Recent

Methodological Advances and new Analytical Applications -

Philippe Lesot
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"

NMR speclrrpscopy in weakly orienting chiral liquid cry$r,tls (CLC) is a powerful, original

and emerging methodology for analyzing chirality/stereochemistry of guest.solutes as well as

providing numerous useful molecular information such as the natural, site-specific (D/H) isotopic

fractionation.
The growing success of this analytical approach in the (bio)chemist community clearly lies

to: i) the 
"ontiorrour 

development of new multi-dimensional NMR experiments dedicated to.the

analysis of anisotropi" rp."tru; ii) the discovering of new chiral liquid crystals showing efficient

enantiodiscrimination properties; iii) and the mutti-domain application of this technique to solve

specific problems or provide alternative analytical strategies'

In this presentation, two aspects of these developments are proposed. In a first part, we

describe the firsiexperimental detections of 2H-r3C isotopomers at natural abundance level (1.7x l0-
ayo,nawrcly,one moiecule over580 000) in oriented systems by combining cryoprobe, highmagnetic

freiO (Z t 1'y ana optimised rH-13C heteronuclear 2D experiments.r Interestingly, we show that 2H-13C

enantio-isotopomers can be distinguished using 2D NMR in polypeptide, chiral aligred media, thus

providing a new tool for the chiral analysis.^ L a second part, we present a new analytical application of NMR in CLC using lyotropic

DNA/water mesophases as orilntingNMR solvents. Recently, the enantiodiscrimination properties

of water compatible, DNA-baseilchiral mesophases using 2H NMR to discriminate between

enantiomers (chiral molecules) or enantiotopic directions (prochiral molecules) of natural

alpha-amino ac.ids have been experirnentally demonstrated and reported.'z Combining'?H-{tH} NMR

urrd pNA *.sophases, we experimentally demonstrate that the spectral monitoring ofthe enzymatic

transformation of (I)-alanin"-d, into its enantiome r (andvice'versa) by the alanine racemase (AlaR)

is possible. Th. i.ate constants ft|",. and t"",, of tlie enzymatic reaction determined by this method are

similar to th,,,,c ..ioserved by ,l..ilur diciir"oisnl rrrrd*r sliglrtly different conditions. The first results

are very encouraging, and ctuld provide shortly a promising altemative to classical, existing methods

(CD, UV spectroscopy or chiral capillary electrophoresis)'3
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The interplay of phosphate and water in tuning ACC
metastability-from stabilization to crystallization via a
nano-scale solid-solid phase separation: A molecular NMR view

Shifi Kababya,t Assaf Gal,2 Keren Kahil,l Steve Weiner2 Lia Addodi,z and Asher

Sehmidt.'
I Schulich Faculty of Chemistry and Russell Berrie Nanotechnolory Institute,

Technion, Haifa 32000, Israel;
2 Deparfinent of Structural Biology, Weizurann Institute of Science, Rehovot-76 100, Israel

f-Mail: chrschm@ur.technion.ac.il

- In biomineralization the thermodlnamic metastability of amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC)

is tuned to serve versatile functional purposes. When bioavailable calcium is required, ACC

metastability is offset in vivo, its crystallization is prevented and a readily soluble form is maintained.

In cases where crystalline structures are required, ACC is often casted as a metastable precursor that

crystallizes via solid-solid phase transformation. ACC metastability is frequently regulated by

incorporation of substantial amount of additives such as phosphate ions and water molecules. Their

distribution and effect on ACC were studied in few biogenic and synthetic systems, howeveq the

molecular mechanisms tlat govern ACC stability still remain unclear. Our earlier studies of the

calcitic coccoliths andACC gastroliths will be reviewed first. Following, our inveSti$ation - lH, r3C,

and 3rP solid state NMR, FTIR, XRD and electron microscopy, of the well-defured syqthetic system

of hydrous ACC precipitated in the presence of increasing concentrations of PO;3- will be described.

The NMR identifies the interactioqs of phosphate and water with the CaCO3 matrix while stabilizing

ACC and along its gradual phase separation and crystallization. This progression at ambient

conditions may mimic the biomineralization process. Our study, by monitoring the intermolecular/

inter-ionic interactions between the differenlconstituents (COr'-, PO43-, H2O) and identifring the

different phases, attributes ACC stabilization to these interactions and to the interplay between their

abundances (levels ofphosphate and water).
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NMR in Molecular Systems Biology: from structures to
function

Lucia Banci
CERM andDepartnentofChemisty, UniversityofFlorence, SestoFiorentino (taly)

E-Mail : banci@cerm.unifi .it

NMR spectroscopy constitutes an unique tool for describing functional biological
processes at atomic level and in a cellular context. NMR is indeed suitable not only to characterize
the structure and dynamics of biomolecules but, even more importantly, to describe transient
interactions and functional evqnts with atomic resolution. Metal tansfer processes occurs through
protein-protein interactions, with metal ion being transferred from one protein to the next, to the final
recipient. The transfer is determined by metal affinlty gradients among the various proteins, with
krnetic contributing..to the selectivity of the processr. Furthenno.':e the presencd of paramagnetic
certers, such as iron-sulfur clusters, dramatically affects the NMR spectra, requiring tailored
experiments also integrated with EPR spectra2. In cell NMR can provide the description of these
processes within living cells3.

SODI maturafion steps depending on the presence or not of metal ions and./or of its CCS chaperone.
The power of NMR:in describing cellular pathways at atomic resolution in a cellular

environment will be presented for a few pathways responsible for co-pper trafficking in the cell and
for the biogenesis of iron-sulfur proteins. New major advancemenls in in-cell NMR4 and in the

characterization ofhighlyparamagnetic systems5 willbe also discussedwithin an integrated approach
where, fiom single structures to protein complexeis, the processes are described in their cellular
context within a molecular perspective.

r*""t';;ci L, Bertini I, ciofi-Baffoni s, Kozyreva ! Zovo K and Palumaa P. Affiniry gradients

drive copper to cellular destinations. Nature 465:645'648,2010
2. Banci, L. Bertini, I., Calderone, V., Ciofi-Baffoni, S., Giachetti, A., Jaiswal, D., Mikolajczylg

M., Piccioli, M., and Winkelmann, J.,Amolecularview ofan eleckontransferpathway
essential for ton-sulfur protein bioge nesis, P r o c. N at l. A c a d. S c i. USA, 20 13

3. Banci, L., Barbieri, L., Bertini, I., Luchinat,8., Secci, E. ,Zhao,Y.,andAricescu,A. R.
Atomic-resolution monitoring of protein maturation in live human cells. Not.Chem.Biol.
9,297-299,2013. n
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Novel methods based on 13C detection to study intrinsically
disordered proteins

Isabella C. Felli
CERM and Deparunent of Chemistry "Ugo Schiff', University of Florence, Sesto Fiorentino, Italy

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are characterized by highly flexible solvent exposed
backbones and can sample many different conformations. These properties confer them functional
advantages, complementary to those of folded proteins, which need to be characterized to expand

our v(w of how protein structural and dynamic featqres affect firiction beyond the static picture.rf
a single well defined 3D structure that has influenced so much our way of thinking.

NMR speerroscopy provides a r$rique tool for the atomic resolution characterization of
highly flexible macromolecules in general and of IDPs in particular. The peculiar properties of IDPs
however have profound effects on spectroscopic parameters. It is thus worth thinking about these

aspects to make the best use of the great potential of NMR spectroscopy to contribute to this
fascinating fi eld of research.

Recent progress in NMR instrumentation has stimulated the development of a variety of
new NMR methods and, among them, exclusively heteronuclear NMR experiments based onr3C
direct detection now offer a valuable tool to address the peculiar features of IDPsr, in particular
approaching physiological conditions2. The experimental variants to improve the performance of rrC

detected NMR experiments to study IDPs include the desigr of multidimensional experiments, the
exploitation oflongitudinal relaxation enhancement, the desip ofexperiments to alleviate the problem
of extensive cross peaks overlap2'6. The new experiments dre demonstrated on a paradigmatic IDP.
a-synuclein.
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Irradiation Schbmes
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Experiments related to proton-driven spin diffrrsion are of great importance in solid+tate

NMR studies of bio-macromolecules. They give information about distances of spin pairs and are,

therefore, an important source ofshort and long range distances, which can be used for sequential

resonance assignment and structure calculation, respectively. However, the rate constants of the

polarization transfer stronglY
depend on isotropic chemical
shift differences and magic-
angle spinning (MAS) fr equen-

cies. Irradiation of weak cw
(DAR& MIRROR [1]) or phase

alternatin g radio-fr equency (rf)
fields on the protons (PARIS,

SHANGHAI, R-symmetry se-

quences [2]) leadto abroaden-
ing of the zero-quantum (ZQ)
line or the g".r".utior. of additional side bands in the ZQ spectrum and can thus increase the transfer

efficiency. Floquet theory [3] allows to calculate position and intensity of these rf side bands. We

use analltical expressions obtained from the Floquet analysis to design amplitude modulated (AM)

irradiatiin schemes. The rf fields can be tailored in a way, that side bands of uniform intensity are

generated in a specified chemical shift range. As the effective Hamiltonian is closely related to the

trAmnOn experimen! we call.this sequence AM-MIRROR. The flexibility of AM-MIRROR to

re-enable.odset independent and band:selective spin diffirsion even at fast MAS frequencies is

demonstrated by numerical simulations and experimental data. We will discuss the properties of the

newAM-MIRROR sequence and compare its performance to other existing sequences currently in

use. In order to proof the experimental applicability, we recorded 2DAM-MIRROR exchange spectra

of U-l3C-15N-UUiquitin at at fast MAS that clearly show the good performance of AM-MIRROR

under these conditions.

References:

Optimized Proton-Driven Spin piffusion by Tailored RF-
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Powder ltMR Crystatlography from Proton Chemical Shifts
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Villeurbanne, France.
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A protocol for the ab initio crystal structure determination of powdered solids at natural

isotopic abundance is used to determine the crystal structures of four small drug molecules: cocaine,

flutamide, flufenamic acid, and theophylline. The method combines solid-state NMR spectroscopy,

crystal structure prediction (CSP) and DFT chemieal shift calculations. For cocaine, flutamide and

flufenamic acid, we find that the assigned rH isofopic chemical shifts provide sufficient discrimination

to determine the correct structures from a set of predicted stmctures by using the root-mean-square

deviation between experimentally determined and DFT-calculated chemical shifts. In most cases

unassigned shifts could not be used to determine the structures. This method requires no prior

knowledge of the crystal structure, and is used to determine the correct crystal structures to within

an atomic rmsd of less than}.l2 A with respect to the known structures. For theophylline, the NMR

spectrum is too simple to allow unambiguous structure selection. We show how the information

contained in the NMR chemical shifts is complementary (and an independent measure) to powder

XRD (pXRD). Combining rH NMR chemical shifts, CSP/DFT and PXRD leads to a very robust

structure determination protocol, with no hypothesis. Likewise, we use this procedure to determine

for the first time the crystal structure of a phhrmaceutically pertinent molecule with previously

unknown structure, where previous attempts by XRD alone had not beel successful.

Fig.lThe crystal structure of powdered Cocaine determined by NMR, as compared to the known

structure determined by X-ray diffraction on a single crystal sample.
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Structure and dynamics in gene regulation and DNArepair
Rolf Boelens

Bijvoet Center for Biomolecular Research, Utrecht University, The Netherlands
E-Mail: r.boelens@uu.nl

NMR spectroscopy.has developed to an invaluable tool to investigate the structure and

dynamics of biomolecules. It provides unique detailed information on the interactions between

biomolecules which can be weak and fiansient, that cannot be easily obtained by other methods.

This progress is due to technical advances in NMR spectroscopy (3D double- and triple-resonance

NIvIR, and high-field and sensitive NMR instruments), in protein production (high-throughput protein

production and rC/t5N/2H isotope labeling) and considerable advances in computing.

At Ukecht we use NMR spectroscopy to study structure and dynamics of protein-protein

and protein-DNA complexes involved in DNA transcription and DNA repair. Studied examples are (i)
E.coli Lac repressor,' (ii) the human )GF-ERCC 1 DNArepair complex,'? (iii) the Rad6-Rad8 ubiquitination

complex3 and (iv) nucleosome structure and dynamics.4 rrc/r5N isotope labeling was required for all

NMR studies; and in several cases complemented with 2H labeling. Several complexes were modelled

using our docking procedure Haddock.5 In many cases the NMR studies were complimented with

biophysical data and results ftom complimentary structural biolory techniques. The different examples

demonstrate the strength and flexibility ofNMR for studying the structure and dynamics of proteins

and complexes involved in cellular regulation.

References:
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2. Tripsianes K et al, Structurel3, 1849-58 (2005); DasDet al, Structure 20,667-?5 (2012)

3. HuangAet al,J MolBiol4l0,424-35 (2011); HibbertRG et al,PNAS 105,5590'95 (201l)

4. vanNuland P.et al, Epigenetics & Chromatin 6:12 (2013)

5. Dominguez C et al,JACS 125,1731-37 (2003); van DijkADJ et al, FEBS J 272,293-312.
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Protein folding and unfolding are crucial for a range of biological phenomena and human

diseases. Defining the st-uctural properties of the involved transient species is therefore of prime

interest. Using a combination of cold-denaturation with nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

we reveal detailed insight into the unfolding of the homodimeric repressor protein CylM. Seven

three-dimensional structures of CylM at temperatures from 25 "C to -16 'C revealed a progressive

dissociation of the dimericprotein into a native-like monomeric intermediate followed by transition
into a highly dyramic, partially folded state. The core of the partially folded statc appeared "ritical
for biological function and misfolding.'

References:

1. Jaremko, M., Jaremko, L., KinL H.-Y., Cho, M.-K., Schwieters, C. D., Giller, K., Becker, S.,

Zwedkstetter, M. (2013) Cold denaturation of a protein dimer monitored at atomic resolution
Nat. Chem. Biol. 9, 264-27 0.
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Intercalation of large molecules into DNA: intermediates
and mechanisms

M. Billeter
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Implications of intercalative binding in DNA duplexes present a challenge ever since the

disgpvery of aromatic molecules residing between base pairs. Typically, intercalation consists offlat
rings sandwiched between nucleotide bases, but the steps leading to intercalationdepend on the

ligand fonh: bulkygroups may temporarily require considerable DNA distortions, whichdetermine

both the speed of the process (seconds to days; l) as well assequence-specificity along the DNA.
Rather than a wide opening of the DNA duplex, threading of a ligand through the DNA is likely to
involve a series qf tightly interacting intermediate complexes, where (aromatic) groups from both the

DNA and the compound exchange interaction parhers on the other molecule until the bulky group

emerges in the other DNA groove, and most DNA base pairs are reformed. We probe intercalation by
a chiral, chargeddimericRu complexcontaining planar phenazinyl moieties surrounded by bipyridines
arranged in a propeller-like fashion (see figure). Several intermediates ofthe intercalation process are

kappgd, starting from an initial minor groovq binding state (left figure; 2) until the final intercalated

state (right figure); MD simulations complement the pathway mapping. Besides a better understanding

of the roles ofintdrcalators, this studymay serve as an example for reactions involving a complex
sequence ofintermediate, tightly interacting molecules, asoften found in other contexts, e.g. withDNA
synthesis.
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Chemokines constitute the largest subfamily of cytokines thatprovide importantregulatory
cues in trafficking leukocytes. Glycosaminoglycans (GAG$ such as heparan sulfate are highly
negatively charged linear polysaccharides. They are ubiquitously found on cell surfaces, and mediate

a wide variety of biological functions. Though it is now well established that chemokine-heparan

sulfate interactions regulate leukocyte recruitrnent, the structural basis and molecular mechanisms

underlying fhese interactions are not well understood. CXCL I (mKC) is a proinflammatory neutrophil
activating chemokine, and exists in equilibrium between monomers and dimers (\: :0 ?M). NMR
titration and diffirsion studies ofWT-CXCLI (exists as a mixture,ofmonomers and dimers) revealed
that GAG binding to the monomer induces dimerization and that a minimrrm chain length of an

octasaccharide is essential for dimerization. NMR and mutational studies using an engineered disulfide

trapped CXCLI dimer (dCXCLl) showed that GAGs bind orthogonal to the helical axis spanning the

dimer interface.Residue level dynamics and stabi{ity measurements of apo- and GAG-bound dCXCLI
demonstrated GAGs enhanced chemokine's structural integrity. These data together indicate GAG-
bound dimers regulate in-vivo neutrophil traffrcking by multiple mechanisms including, defining the

gradient formation and increasing the life time of 'active' chemokines on the endothelial cell surface

for sustained recruitment.

Figl: (A) Structures of CXCLI monomer-M and .dimer-D; (B)NMR derived structural model Jor
dimeric CXCL I -heporin octasqccharide complex.

References:
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To define the structure of Carbohydrates and of Glycans derived from glycoconjugates

completely, the determination of a number of structural parameters is required. This holds for the

primary as well as for the three-dimensional sffucture. The obvious reasons for this feature are the

iotlowing: r) diversity in constituting monosaccharides and non-carbohydrate substituents, il)
various types of linkages between monosaccharides, liy' the occurrence ofbranching and rv) intrinsic

flexibility of carbohydrate chains. Furthermore, the absolute configuration of the constituents has to

be established by methods that we have been developed'

For the determination of primary structures we derived the "structural reporter group

concept" for the interprbtation of IH-NMR spectra. We noticed that the chemical shifts of protons

resonating apart from the bulk sigral could be applied as identifiers for the structure in terms of type

of monosaccharide constituent'and glycosidic linkage. The structures could be deduced for a large

library of compounds. Th9 three-dimensional sffucture is much more difficult to define. MerelyNMR

specfoscopy even with the most advanced approach is not adequate. Combination with injormation

from compleryentary methods is essential, because the glycan chains have a large flexibility. MM
and MD calculations are often applied. For glycoproteins the interaction between glycan and protein

are a{ditional complications. A few examples of carbohydrates and glycoproteins will illustrate these

aspects.

The glycans in glycoproteins have two functions: Intramolecularly by affecting the protein

skucture and intermolecr.lmly by interacting with complementary molecules. The basis for productive

interaction in the sense ofbiblogical function can be carbohydrate-protein interaction or carbohydrate-

carbohydrate interaction. The latter feature will be illustrated for sponge cells- It is conceivable that

for glycoproteins carbohydrate-protein as well as protein-protein interactions are needed to be

effective. This principle of dual commitment has already been proven for glycolipids-
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Deuterium @) labeled Compounds are utilized in various scientific fields such as mechanistic
elucidation of chemical and enrtmratic reactions, preparation ofnew functional materials, tacers for
microanalysis, D-labeled heavy drugs and so on.
Although the H-D exchange reaction is a 1.%pd/GDo_H2
straightforward method to produce deuterated 5g5s66b -:::r- substete-d.

organic comp'ounds, many precedent methods .Me

::HffXTH""' aiftru;f;X:3',[:: ^,:"i ^ixl 
*-*""ffii1*"

are intended 1o the development of novll and 
lbuproren-d3

functional heterogeneous platinum group catalysts
and the reclamation ofunknown functionalities of existing heterogeneous platinum group catalysts.

Pd/C. m d &rcsffi! 

-*I|Gr.

During the course of the study, the ben4ulic.position
of substrates was time-dependently and site-
selectively deuterated under mild and pd/C_

*'lo catalyzed hydrogenation conditions in DrO. Heat
,{4, condirions promoted the H-D exchange riactivity
.$?,' ofthe Pd/C-Hr-DrO combination and dcilitated the

Ha Dp, bt
Itl, o

^-,lv{,, or&o
" .H^*.A.o 

"A*zL"*

;it*d$r$dst'i -,#* ig,S:. fl,"fl1fr?ff*lffit ill,|[i.#}#
affinity toward aromatic nuclei, and the H-D

exchange reaction was strongly- enhanced by tlee use of Pt/C as a catalyst under milder conditions.
The mixed use of Pd/C and PUC or a novel 6imetalli c

"X,-l4"gpp,X,rxl
Pd-Pt on a support were also found to be more
efficient in the H-D exchange reaction compared to
the independent use of Pd/C or pt/C. Furthermore,
simple alkanes, which are inactive substrates bymost
definitions, could also be efficiently deuterated
under Rh/C-catalyzed conditions. The use of Ru/C
enabled the regiospecific and efficient D
incorporation at the a-position of alcohols and the
results were applied as a regio- and stereoselective

,ffi"#_:f-p
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multi-deuteration method of sugars. H, gas is quite important as an activator of the zero valent metal

of catalysts. The Pd/C-catalyzed in-situ conversion method of H, gas to D, gas in DrO at room

temperature was recently estabtished in consequence of the detailed analysis of the deuteration

mechanisms. It is possible to expand in application to the selective deuteration using the combine of
these results and chemoselective heterogeneous catalyst developed by us. Therefore, these H-D

exch4nge'methodologies can cbnffibute to a wide variety of chemistry fields as convenient and

practical methods.
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Depression is one of majoi causes of disability and suicidality worldwide. Most of the

convention6l antidepressants have long remission time and low recovery rate. Ketamine, an NMDA
receptor antagdnist, shows rapid antidepressant effect at sub:anesthetic dose but the mechanism of
action is not ileart. In this study, we have evaluated the response ofketamine on glutamatergic and

GABAergic neuronal metabolism in social defeat model of depression by using IH-["C]-NMR

spectroscopy together with an infusion of [ 1 ,6-lsCrlglucose. Depression was induced in 2 month old
isleuel iice-by subjecting them to a social defeit (SD) paradigm for l0 consecutive days. Sucrose

preference and Sociai Interaction test were performed to assess the depression like phenotype'z.

ketamine (10 mg&g, i.p.) was administered to control and depressed mice. The concentration and 13C

labeling of brain amino acids were measured in prefrontal cortex (PFC) exhact using IH-[I3C]-NMR

spectroicopy (Fig.!) on a 600 MHz NMR spectrometer (Bruker Biospin)3. Mice subjected to SD

paradigm shb*"d d"crease in sucrose consumption and social interaction as compared with contol
wtrictr couta recover to control level following acute ketamine treatment. The percentage "C
enrichment of glutamate-C4, glutamate-C3,GABA-C2, glutamine-C4, and aspartate-C3 from [1,6-
,rCrlglugose wis found to bosignificantly decreased (p<0.01) suggesting reduced glutamatergic

un.i-(nne".gic neuronal metabolism in SD mice as compared with control. The reduced labeling of
amino acids in depressed mice could recover to conkol value following an ecute treatment ofketamine

(Fig. 2). These data indicate that acute teafinent with ketamine improved the excitatory and inhibitory

neuronal activities in the PFC fif depressed mice.

&t.fftlflar|d.q.rs'Effi
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Teqting Enantiopurity by I\IMR Spectroscopy: our Recent
Strategies

N. Suryaprakash
NMR Research Centre, Indian Institute of Scierice, Bangalore 560012

E-Mail: nsp@sif.iisc.ernet.in,

We have explored multipronged strategies for chiral-discrimination and measurement of
enantiomeric excess in isotropic solutions, such as, design ofnovel chiral auxiliaries and one and
two dimensionat NMR experimental methodologies. The order sensitive NMR observables have
been employed for'differentiation of enantiomers by embedding the chiral molecules in the weakly
ordered chiral liquid crystrilline media. The new and weak chiral aligning media have also been
intoduced for such a purpose and numerous one and two dimensional dxpeiimental stategies have
been developed to derive the anisotropic NMR parameters. In this preseniation, I will aisciss some
of our recent results.
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New I\MR methods for rapid data acquisition and analysis:

Application to Metabolomics

Hanudatta S. Atreya
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E-Mail: hsatreya I @gmail. com

We have recently developed several new NMR methods which accelerate data acquisition
and analysis. The methods combine the different fast NMR techniques such as projection NMR
spectooscopy, non-uniform sampling and multiple NMR receivers to increase the efficiency and
provide unambiguous assignments. Two such methods will be presented. The first one involve the
use of dual NMR receivers to acquire three 2D NMR spectra in a single experiment. The three 2D
expelr,nents,ntmely, l)cFT(3,2y i,u,,,c1usqc-Tocsy2) [,3c,,H] I{ETCoitil jti;n,lnnociv
provide complementary information for rapid assignments. The second approach involves the
appUcation of projection NMR spectroscopy to DOSY. The methodology speeds up the acquisition
by replacing a series of HSQC spectra generally acquired by a single 2D consiant timi usqc wittr ttre
line widths encoding the diffiision rates. Application of these methods to some challenging systems
studied in ow laboratory will be presenred.
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Native structure governs the amyloid formation and fibril
reversibility of a short cyclic peptide hormone

Ashutosh Kumarr.A. Anoop, Srivastav Ranganathan, Bhagwon Das Dhaked,

Narendra Nath Jha; Supriya Pratihar Saikat Ghosh, Subhadeep Das, Kumud

Agarwal, Reeba susan Jacob, Praful singru, Praseniit Bhaumik, Raniith
Padinhateeri, Samir K. Maji

Departrnent ofBiosciences and Bioengineering, IIT Bombay, Mumbai, India
E-Mail: ashutoshk@iitb.ac'in

Protein/peptide hormpne storage and secretion in mammalian systems are intricately

regulated. Storage of these hormones within sub-cellular comparhlents and their subsequent release

is irucial for their native function. Recently, it was shown that peptide hormones form amyloid

inside the secretory granule either in presence or absence of helper molecules such as

glycosaminoglycans (GAGd). Here, we hypothesize that native struoture and post-translation

modification of protein/peptide may control its amyloid formation and subsequent monor-ner release.

In this study, we investigated the role of disulfide bond in conformational dynamics, aggregation

and fibril reversibility of a cyclic peptide hormone somatostatin-l4, SST (disulfide bond between

Cys3-end Cys14) in-yitro. Here, we show that release of the disulfide bridge in somatostatin

significantly increases its conformational flexibility and results in rapid.amyloid formation.

Furthermore, all-atom MD simulations probing self-association tendencies of the both the forms of
peptide indic4tes marked differences in the intermolecular interaction pattems with greater contribution

Lf tryaroptroUic interactions in-case of non-cyclic somatostatin (ncSST). Interestinlly, our results

also indiiate that dlmost all amino acid residues in both forms of somatostatin contribute to stable

amyloid core, as suggested from our HID exchange and proteinase K digestion experiments. Further,

our results also show that ncSST fibrils possess greater conformational and thermal stability and

also release monomers'a.i a slower rate as compared to SST fibrils. Our data suggests that changes in

native structure gfthe peptide hormone may alter its conformational dynamics and amyloid formation,

which might have sigrificant implications on its secretory granule biogenesis-
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The enormous success of solution state NMR in deciphering structures of molecules of

chernical and biological interest has beeir largely due to experiments that could map proximities of

atoms both through scalar and dipolar couplings. Similar approaches to study molecular structures

in solids have bein evolVing and in recent years significant advances have been made for the case

of several partially ordered and fully rigid systems. For such studies, it is necessary that_the

homonuclear dipolar couplings are eliminated while retaining chemical shifts and the heteronuclear

couplings, r"qui.irrg ipecial techniques to be developed. Such studies can provide useful proximity

information iu the oase of rigid and semi rigid systems, as the coherences can be generaied through

dipolar couplings. Here, we present our efforts in utilizing several correlation and recoupling

expelimentsfor the study of rigid powder samples of chemical and biological interest as well as static

oriented'liquid crystal samples. Correlations based on both scalar and dipolar couplings have been

explored. The application ofthese techniquesto liquid crystals oriented in a magnetic field as well to

a few synthetic and natural peptides will be presented.
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Spin Diffusion and Solid Effect Dynamic Nuclear
Polarization

Daniel Wis'niauski, Alexander Karabanov, Igor Lesanovslqt, Walter
Ko"ckenberger

SPMMRC, School of Physics and Astronorny, University ofNottingham, United Kingdom
E-Mail: walter.kockenberger@nottingham. ac.uk

The physics-ofthe spin dynamicsduring solid effect Dynamic Nuclear Polarization(SE-
DNP) can be modelled .using a Liouville von Neumann master equation acting on a system
density operator. Such simulations are restricted to relatively small spin systems due to the
exponential growth ofthe Liouville space dimension, which is for spin l/2 particlesgrowing with
4'*l ,where'n'isthe.numberofnuclei. Thesimulationsarelimitedtobetweenl0to20nuclearipins,
and although they have provided an insight into the mechanism driving DNP for small systems
[1], they cannot demonstrate phenomena apparent in larger systems. The quantum mechanical
explanation of the transport of polarization away from the paiamalnetic centres is not fully
understood [2]. Simulations involving greater spin systems are necessary to gain more
understanding of these processes that lead to the polarization enhancement of nuclei far away
from the electron radical i.e. the 'bulk'nuclei of the system. We have recently developed a tool
surpassing the limit digtated by this exponential barrier. It can be shown that all ofthe dynamics
concerning the polarization build-up are contained in the Zeeman subspace ofthe full Liouvillian.
Projection superoperators were used in order to project the SE-DNP dynamics into the zero-
quantum subspace [3] and subsequently into the Zeeman subspace of the zero-quantum
subspace. The outqome is a master equation perturbative to second order and applicable to
spinsystems satisfying the following condition:

*.r* {la*il*,5#, s?,"?u} € rni*. {t"r* + 
"us}r, 

(ft2 * "**)'}

In effect, the dynamics are confinedto a subspace of dimension 2r+l . Using this stratery
we show that all ef tbe dynaniics of such a master equation are contained on the diagonal ofthe
density matrix, and thus the master equation itself is classical in form. We then show that the
master equation can be rewritten in the Lindblad form, from which a set of Lindblad jump
op- erators is obtained along'with their respective effective rates. These effective rates provide
direct insight into the underlying spin physics and can be used to explain the transport ofpolarization
by spin diffirsion. Suchjump rates rely on the nuclearLarmor frequency, the conventional NMR
longitudinal and transverse relaxation times, &e strength ofthe microwavc rield, dipolar coupling
strength parameters, electron thermal polarization, as well as several operator-valued
coefficients. Thus it is shown that the whole ofthe SE-DNP dynamics involving polarization build-
up can be described by a set ofeffective rates.
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' Figure l: Polarization diffirsion in a spin chain with 80 nuclei

The master equation in the Lindblad form can be solved by variable-time Dynamic
Monte Carlo (DlvIC) [4]. The method relies on calculations oftrajectories ofthe spin states, which
are then averaged in order to approximate the polarization dynamics for each spin. The
advantage is that the algorithm does not require vast amounts of memory which is therefore no
longer a limiting factor for the simulations. A stand-alone desktop enables simulations that involve
an excess of 100 nuclear spins. The polarization transport was successfully demonstrated for
long spin chains (fig. l), the process was shown to.resemble diffirsive motion, and hence
adiffirsion constant can be obtained. The same projection method can also be applied to the cross
,effect (CE-DNP). Furthermore, we demo-nstrate that for certain parameter he spin dynamics of
DNP can be described by a system of rate equations that depend on a first-order approximation
of the master equation.
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Real-time homodecoupled pure-shift NMR methodologies

for unambiguous analysis of organic molecules

K. Veera Mohana Rao, R. Ksviha' and B' Jagadeesh
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The recent sfiategic developments of experimenta{methods for \e simplificalion {crowded
rH spectra, TOCSY ffSqMeC and HSQC, by means of real-time homodecoupling has offered new

porribititi", for unambiguous analysis of complex molecules. ln this regard, we w-il-l-{i1cy-s-s ttr-9

iecent contibutions froir our laboratory: viz., real-time pure-shift spin-echo, COSY.NOESY and

ROESy and apply for ofganic.molecules. The enhanced resolution allows to derive possibly more

precise structural information than the conventional methods.
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Heteronuclear spin decoupling in solid-state I\MR

P K. Madhu

Departrnent of Chemical Sciences, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Homi Bhabha Road,

Colaba, Mumbai 400 005, India, TIFR Centre for Interdisciplinary Sciences, Hyderbad 500 075, India

E-Mail: madhu@tifr.res. in

Heteronuclear spin decoupling is very important in solid-state NMR experiments. The pulse

sequence employed in decoupling determines the spectral resolution and magnitude of coherence

decay times (T;) in sequences with spin-echo blocks. We will present here outline of pulse schemes

that can be applied for a wide range of magic-angle spinning frequencies, their properties with

respect to resolution and Tr'values, and their dependence on various experimental parameters. We

will also look into the commonality of some ofthe phase-modulated decoupling schemes.
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AutomatedAssignment and the Information Content of
NMRData

Peter Giintert
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' Resonanie assignt'nent constitutes the first and often very time-consuming step to a
structure. The new FLYA algorithm for the assignment of backbone and side-chain chemical shifts
has the reliability and flexibility to replace manual assignment procedures for most NMR studies of
proteins.r The algorithm enables, in combination with the assignment ofNOE distance restraints, the
fully automated structure determination of proteins starting from raw NMR spectra, in favorable
cases even without any "through-bond" spectra.2 Applications to proteins and nucleic acids as well
as from solution and solid state NMR will be shown.3

NMR protein structure determination relies primarily on NOE distance resfiaints for which
a concise information content measure analogous to resolution in crystallography has been lacking.
Here, we characterizethe inforynation contentofNMR data fora structure calculationwith a meaningful

.': single numbeE the negative logarithm of the probability to fulfill the restraints by random strrctures,
considering how much each restraint restricts the conformation space and how redundant it is with
others.
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Multi-spin Quantum Control: Applications in I\MR and
Quanfum fnformation

Abhishek Shukla, Ravi Shankar, Swathi S. Hegde, Manvendra Sharma, and
T S. Mohesh

Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Pune, India
E-Mail: mahesh.ts@iiserpune.ac.in

Many interesting applications in NMR as well as in Quantum Information arise out of
ability to cantrol a large spin system. For example, a large star-topology spin-system allows a simple
way to prepare NOON state - the highest multiple-quantum state. NOON states can have some
interesting applications in NMR as well as in Quantum Information Processing. Here we describe
some applications ofNOON stdtes, like in diffirsion studies and in characterizing RF inhomogeneity.
In the field of Quantum Information, control over large spin systems allows realization of larger
number of quantum bits. We describe some of the recent and on-going experiments on the quantum
simulations of single- and many-particle dynamics.
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Are the wavelet based de-noising techniques necessary or
optimum for I\MR spectroscapy?

Ved Prakash Royl), K Sandeep Raoz, and Arindom Ghosh'
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Nuciear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) based metabolomics or analysis of metabolites in
body fluids is fast becoming an important and reliable technique in the medical diagnostic industry.
For such analysis, often r3C spbctra are found to be advantageous over tH spectra due to their wide
spectral range and hence less overlapping, J-multiplet free peak profile, naffow line-widths and
possibility of further'simflification of spectra using techniques like DEPT. However, the inherent
insensitivity restricts t3C based NMR from being extensively used for metabolomics as quantitative

analysis based on noisy spectra becomes unreliable.

Recent developments in technologr and methodology such as cryogenically cooled probes,

high field magnets, dynamic nuclear polarization and digital signal processing techniques like 'spectral

de-noising', however, are gradually preparing t3C based NMR spectroscopy a sure candidate for
quantitative analysis. Among different available de-noising techniques, the ones based on Wavelet
Transform (WT) are the most popular and widely favored in almost all fields of sigral processing,

primarily because of their multi-resolution functionality.

Here we discuss, if the features which make WT de-noising so popular in other fields of
scienbe,. are necessary or optimum for NMR spectroscopy. In addition, we demonstrate both
qualitatively and quantitatively that de-noising techniques based on relatively straight forward
Short Time Fourier Transformation (STFT) are good enough for all practical purposes and might be

opted as an alternative for NMR as they are simpler to execute and relatively easier to incorporate in
any spectrometer software interface.
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Role of transthyretin's backbone conformational flexibility in
amyloid fi bril formation

Jitendru K. Dus, Shyam S Mall, Aritra Bej and Sujoy Mukfuerjee
Structural Biology and Bioinformatics division. CSIR - Indian Institute of Chemicai Biolory 4, Raja

S. C. Mullick Road, Kolkata, West Bengai 700 032
E-Mail : mukherj ee.lab@gmail. com

. 
Transthyretin (TTR) is a 55 kDa thyroxine fiansporter protein that is responsible for a large

number of amyloidoses. The wild type protein is implicated in senile systemic amyloidosis whereas

its mutants are responsible for neuropathies, cardiomyopathy, ocular, leptomeningeal and other
forms of amyloidosis.t Biophysical characterization of full length, wild type and mutant forms qf TTR
by various groups have reveaied that protein aggregation is preceded by tetramer dissociation to
monomers which then proceeds to form fibrils through a non-native or intermediate state. Mutations
that destabilize the proteia have higher fibril forming propensity and vice verso. Although
conformational dynamics has been indicated to be a key factor facilitating fibril formation,2 this has

not been investigated in details before. Here, we probe the backbone dynamics of TTR spanning
multiple time scales and combine them with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to gain insights
into tle process of fibril formation. Results ofbackbonel5NR,,R, and {tH}-tNNOE spinrelaxation
measurements on wild type TTR at 40 UC and pH 5.8 suggests tliat the molecule remains a tetramer
with an estimated rotational correlation time of2l ns and an isofi'opic difflrsion tensor. Estimation of
modelfree order parameters suggests that most of the residues that are dynamic in this regime (i.e. ps

- ns timescales) reside in the unstructured regions in the periphery of TTR's structure while the
hydrophobic core is virtually intact and is in agreement with MD calculations performed in our
group. In addition, we also probed the existence of slower timescale (-ms) motions using ttN C.P.M.G.
relaxation dispersion NMR on backbone amide spins of TTR. Here, we found that the dynamic
residues are predominantly located in the B-skands of TTR's hydrophobic core that also forms the
interface between multiple subunits. Fitting the set of contiguous, dynamic residues to a 2-site
exchange model (3-ste exchange model did not significantly improve the fit), we found that
approximately l0 % cf the ensemble exists in chemical exchange with a minor conformer. Similar
experiments on a set of stabilizing and destabilizing (pathogenic) mutants of wild type TTR has

given crucial information in the modulation of backbone dynamics by these mutations and provide
a model for the role of conformational flexibility in the initiation of fibril formation.
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"Perfect Echo" INEPT
Bikas.h Baishyu and C. L. Khetrapal
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E-Mail : bikashbaishya@gmail. com

A "perfect echo" based INEPT experiment that demonstrates more efficient long range
heteronuclear polarization transfer over conventional INEPT has been developed. The perfect echo
INEPT suppresses undesired homonuclear rH-tH J-coupling evolution and simultaneously allows
desired heteronuclear J-coupling evolution to continue during INEPT transfer period. This leads to
improvement of short range polarization transfer efficiency at longer INEPT transfer delays and also
enhances the sensitivity of long range INEPT experiment drastically. This improvernent is observed
when loss of magnetization due to homonuclear tH-rH J-modulation is more severe than that of T,
decay. This is'particularly true for long range INEPT experiment in smallmolecules where the long
range heteronuclear couplings are comparable in magnitude to homonuclearrH-tH -I-couplings ancl
T, ofprotons is longer. For shorter delays, its efficiency ofpolarization transfer ii equal to that of
conventional INEPT; Effrcient polarization tansfer is observed for small molecules dissolved in
isotopic as well as wEakly aligned media. Further, simulation results obtained using the full propagator
and product operator analysis agree well with the experimental observation.
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I\MR in validatin g Ayurueda
Roma Jayasunder
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The growing interest in systems perspective is not only revolutionising cell biology but
also providing the impetus for clinical medicine to shift from a reductionistic to a holistic approach
for efficient disease management. This inevitably brings into focus one of the longest unbroken
healthcare system in the world, i.e. ayrrveda, indigenous to Indian subcohtinent. The unique ability
of NMR to study whole systems (in vitro and in vivo) and genErate a wide range of infonnation non-
invasively makes it ideally suited to study holistic medicine like ayurveda. It offers a powerful non-
invasive means to not only validate ayurveda but also to gain understanding of its concepts and
tanslate them foruse in modern healthcare. Different areas ranging from ayurveda's therapeutic use

of medicinal plants to diagnosis, treatmont efficacy and concepts of preventive healthcare can be

studied and validated effectively through NMR, opening new vistas for expanding the role of NMR
in healthcare. This presentation, while outlining the various applications of MR in aytrrveda, will
focus on NMR phytometabolomics to understand ayurvedic pharmacological use of medicinal plants
and polyherbal formulations. The work also explores the potential of NMR to provide
metabolosensory signatures, pushing the boundaries of NMR applications.
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visualizing Transient structures in A-site RNAof the
Ribosomer

feetender Chugh
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Dynamic changes in RNA structure drive many essential processes in living cells. Studies

of RNA dynamics harie focused.on flrrctuations about the dominant ground state at sub-microsecond

timescales or large-scale tansformations in secondary structure occurring at timescales slower than

seconds. By using NVIR relaxation dispersion and mutagenesis, we show that non-canonical regions

of A-site Ribosomat RNA undergo transient excursions away from the ground state towards short-

lived (ps lifetimes) and low populated (2Yo) excited states that feature local rearrangements in

,..orri'ury structure and base-pair alignment in regions rich in non-canonical residues' -A-site

ribosomal RNA contains two highly conserved internal loop adenines A1492 and 41493, which

serve to decode the pRNA message by looping out and stabilizing a codon-anticodon mini-helix

when it is formed between mRNA and its cognate aa-tRNA. A-site is also known to bind to many

antibiotics where drug binds the internal loop, flips the two adenines out and the adenines are forced

to bind the codon-anticodon minihelix irrespective of correcflress of IRNA. The excited state

conformation we proposed is highly conserved and defines a new tlpe of RNA switching that can be

integrated into hi;lolical circuits. The A-site ES sequesters the A92 and A93 into base-pairs, such

thatlhey are no longer available for interacting with incoming tRNAs. Indeed, the Cl407U mutation,

which stabilizes the A-site ES has previously been showp to significantly increase the stop-codon

readthrough and frame shifting, suggesting that the mutation weakens codon-anticodon interactions

in the A-site and decreases the fidelity of elongating ribosomes.
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Probing supra-tc Dynamics on GB3 through "C 'Hn Order
Parameters
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The intramolecular dynamics of biomolecules are intimately connected to their biological

functions. Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) measured with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectroscopy provides detailed information concerning protein dynamics spanning the psec to

msec tirhe-scales (la) and could be cast into an ensemble suggesting conformational selection of

ubiquitin's promiscuous binding (lb). Determination of RDC-derived order parameters {S;1 i.
complicated as the actual magnitude uf the alignment tensors are reduced due to dynamic averaging.

In the past, Lipari-Szabo order parameters Q1), which describe dyramics occurring on time-scales

up to the rotational correlation time (r" 4loi nsec), have been used as an upper bound for the

scaling of Sfur: S& l S3r"r"u5fr* (1c). In a recent publication, we introduced an iterative method

for the arrutfri of nOCiintiiied dptimized RDC-based Iterative and Unified Model-free analysis

(ORIUM) (2). We opened a new avenue for calculating S&.r*n without 5[, which exploits the fact

that an inter-nuclear vector's motional vlriance cannot be negative by definition. For backbone

amide vectors, this approach yields scaled 53* parameters that are below or within error of the

parameters. Here, we have d€termined Cn"H-ffiameters for the 83 domain of protein G (GB3) at t3C

natural abundance from the NMR parameters R,, R , and hetero-NOE. In addition, measurement of

r3C,rH]-TRACT (3) provides the residue-specific tansverse cross-correlated relaxatiou rates (r1)

between the chemical shift anisofiopy and dipole-dipole relaxation Subsequently, four experimentally

determined parameters, R, R, hetero-NOE fid ry,fare used to fit for. With , we show that our

approach for determining is also valid for the C."Ho vectors reducing the requirement for scaling.
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Testing Enantiopurity by NMR Spectroscopy: Our Recent
Strategies

N. Suryaprahash
NMR Research Centre. lndian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560012

E-Mail : nsp@sif. iisc,ernet.in, http :/lnrc. iisc. ernet. in/asp/ ;

Tet 08G22933300

We have explored multipronged strategies for chiral-discrimination and measurement of
enalrtiomeric excess in isotropib solutions, such as, design ofnovel chiral auxiliaries and one and

two dimensional NMR'experimental methodologies. The order sensitive NMR observables have

been employed for differentiation of enantiomers by embedding the chiral molecules in the weakly

ordered chiral liquid crystalline media. The new and weak chiral aligning media have also been

introdUced for such a pqrpose and numerous onb and two dimensional experimental strategies have

leen developed to derive the anisotropic NMR parameters. In this presentation, I will discuss some

of our recent results.
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NMR Strucfurat Studies on a Human Lymphatic Filarial
Aspartic Protease Inhibitor

Raghavendra NagampaUi 12, K. Gunasekaran 2, R.B. Narayanan i, Angela Peters t

and Rajagopalan Bhaskaron t

lDepartrnent of Chemistry, Ciaflin Univ.ersity, Orangeburg, SC, USA; 2CAS in Crystallography
and Biophysics, University of Madras, Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India; 3Centre for Biotechnology,

Anna University, Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India
1

In an intention to structurally understand the Filarial lnfection, an aspartic protease inhibitor
from human lymphatic filarial parasite, Brugia Malayi .(Bm-Aspin) has been characterized for its
interactions with human enzymes, Pepsin, Cathepsin D, Cathepsin E and Renin using UV Spectroscopy
and Isotherrnal Titration Calorimetry. The results of these analyses suggest that Bm-Aspin inhibits.
the activities of all the four en4rmes and indicate that the mode of protease inhibition by the Aspin
is competitive for Pepsin & Cathepsin-E, non-competitive for Renin and mixed for Cathepsin-D.
However, there was no structural information available on these inhibitors to explain the inhibition
process from the structural point of view. Hence, for the first time, the Multidimensional NMR
structural study has been initiated on the filarial protein. Initial NMR experiments suggested an
aggregated sample conditions. We screened the sample under different solvent conditions with the
use of detergents. The multi-dimensional NMR experiments that have been carried out on Bm-Aspin
in SDS micelles indicate the feasibility to determine the solution structure by NMR and the backbone
resonance assignment is in progress. With the.available residue assignment, we could corroborate
the results obtained by kinetic methods using NMR. In addition, the binding studies of the Aspin
with the human proteases have been explained from the NMR titation studies.
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Solution structure of the Herpesvirus Nuclear Egress

Complex Subunit Exhibits a Novel Fold.

K Leigh, MD Sam, M Sharma, M Lye, G Wagneri JM Hogle, DM Coen, H Arthanari

Harvard Medical School, Dept of BCMP Boston MA 02 I 15 USA.

Cytomegalovinrses,likeothaherpesviruses,bothreplicatetheirDNAandassenrble
their nucleocapsids in the nucleus. These nucleocapsids must then traverse the nuclear

mernbrane in afascinating process known asnuclear egress that has beenthoughtto be

uniqueto herpesviruses.Inhumancytomegalovirus (HCMV)these two proteins are a

membrane protein, UL50, and a soluble protein, UL53. ln murine cytomegalovirus

(MCMV); the subunits are termed M50 and M53, respectively. We present here an

NMR-determinedsolution state structure ofresidues 1-168 ofM50, which exhibits a

novel protein fold (i.e., there is no known structural homologue). Using NMR methods,

we mapped the binding of a segment ofUL53 (highly conserved in mouse CMV), which

isrequiredforheterodimqr-izatio&toaregionincludingagrooveonM50. Singlezubstitutiom

of UL50 residues corresponding to residues within the groove substantially decreased

UL53 bndnginvitro, and disnrpted UL50-UL53 co-localization and caused lethal defects

duringHCMVinfection.
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Pseudo 5D NMR Experiment to Facilitate theAssignment of
Backbone Resonances in Proteins Exhibiting High

Backbone Shift Degeneracy

Anipam Guleria,lNisha Raihttal,t l{aibhav Kumar Shukla,2 Himanshu Pandey,2

Ashish Arora,2 and Dinesh Kumar':

rCentre ofBiomedical Research (CBMR) and'zMolecular and Structural Biology Division, CSIR"

Cental Drug Research Institute, Lucknow 226 001 , India

NMR assignment of backbone (rH, r5N, rrca and EC') resonances forms the basis for variety
of structural and fuictional studies of proteins by NMR. Most routinely, it is carried out using triple
resonance three dimensional NMR experiments involving arnide rH and r5N resonances. However for
naturally unfolded proteins, alpha-helical proteins or proteins containing several disordered

fragments, the assignment becomes highly problematic because of high degree of backbone shift
degeneracy. In this back&op, a novel reduced dimensionality (RD) 3D NMR experiment -(5,3)D-
hNgg-gANH referred here as pseudo 5D NMR experiment- has been presented here to facilitate
(and/of validate) the sequential backbone resonance assignment in such proteins. The experiment

exploits the linear combination of backbone chemical shifts along both the indirect dimensions -i.e.

NICO and N*CA, respectively, along the F, and { dimensions- to resolve the ambiguity involved in
connecting the NH(i) and NH(i-l) resonances for overlapping NH peaks. Additionally, the experiment

provides five-dimensional chemical shift correlations in a three dimensional spectrum with significantly
reduced spectral crowding and complexity. Taken together, the experiment -in combination with
routine 3D tiple resonance NMR experiments involving backbone amide (tH and tN) and carbon
(BC" and r3C') chemical shifts- will serve as a powerful tool to achieve the nearly complete assignment

of protein backbone resonances in a very time efficient manner. The performance ofthe experiment
and application of the method have been demonstrated here using a 15.4 kDa size folded tgADF
protein (Toxoplasma gondii ADF, a I 18 amino acid protein with an additional N-terminal 2 I residue

purification tag) and a l0 kDa size intrinsically unfolded culture filtrate protein (CFP-10) of
Mi co b at er ium tub er cul os is.
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Explorations of multiqubit entanglement and decoherence
mitigation on an NMR quantum computer

Kavita Doroi
Department ofPhysical Sciences,Indian Institute of Science Education & Research (IISER)

Mohali, Sector 8 I Knowledge City PO Manauli 140306 Punjab India

NMR quantum computers are a useful testbed for probing multi-partite quantum
entanglement- It has been recently theorised that there exist a set of tlree qubit generic pure states

which can be determined completely from their two-party reduced density matrices. On a three-qubit
NMR quantum computer, we experimentally generate such a generic three-qubit state as well as the
maximally entangled GHZ and W states. We produce a series of tomographs of the final density
matrix includingthat ofthe three-qubitgeneric state and theirnvo qubit subspaces. We experimentally
demonstrate the preservation of a quantum state in a subspace on a two-qubit NMR quantum
information processor, using the super-Zeno effect. The super-Zeno effect uses a set of inverting
radiofrequency pulses punctuated by pre-selected time intervals for state preservation, and has

been shown to be more efficient than the standard Zeno schemes. Our results have important
implications for decoherence mitigation in multi-qubit entangled states.
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Broadband double-quantum recoupling by combined
continuous-wave and phase-alternating RF irradiation

Kong Ooi Thn, Anders B. Nielsen, Beat H. Meier, Matthias Ernsr

ETH Ziirich, Physical Chemistry, Wolfgang-Pa,rJi-Strasse 10, 8093 Zixich,switzerland
_ E-Mail: kota@nmr.phys.chem.ethz.ch

DREAMT is an adiabatic double-quantum dipolar-recoupling experiment that has been
$'idelyused in biological solid-state NMR for polarizations transfer, mostly for the assignment
of chemical shifts. However, the transfer is not efficient ifthe chemical shifts difference becomes
comparable to the spinning frequency, mainly due to high projection losses when the recoupling
takes place in a titled frame.. To circumvent this problem, we propose superimposing a phase
alternating RF-irradiation scheme, i.e. XiX pulses2 on the original DREAM ,.q,r.n.. to make it
more robust against chernical shift offsets, and call this r"qu"r.. as XiX* DREAIU. an infinite set
of recoupling conditions can be found using a triple-mode Floquet3 framework, and here we
emphasize on a specific example in which the XiX modulation frequency and the RF fields ofthe
phase'alternating part are set to match the spinning frequency. This double-quantum
recoupling condition simultaneously recouples the spatial tensor components n=l and n:2
without reintroducing the CSA, which is unavoidable in HORROR. Hence, the resulting transfer
efficiency is higher than the theoretical limit of 73Yo in a non-adiabatic gamma encoded
sequ9nce. The performance of this broad-banded XiX"* D.^REAM sequence was compared with
DRE^SM experimentally on homonuclear 2D spectra of U-l3C-lsN ubiquitin, and it is evident that
Xix"* DREAM is a better offset-compensating sequence. The properties of the new sequence
were also verified in numerical simulations.

uri"*) ur{Xix}

k+
T.

NH

DREAM XiX pulses

Pulse sequence for XiX* DREAM
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ll,(x,x) + s,t*)

XiX*'DREAM
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NMR Investigations on Copolymer-Surfactant Interactions

B. V. N. Phani Kumar

Chemical Physics Laboratory Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)-Cenfal Lqther
Research Institute (CLRI), Chennai 600020, Adyar, India.

The seliagsegatiori {ynamics andmicrostructure ofPEO-PPO-PEO [poly (ethylene oxide)-

poly (propylene oxide)-poly (ethylene oxide)l tiblock copolymers va.,EroP ,oE^, EuPrnEu in the presence

of uq""oor sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) were investigated using high resolution nuclear magnetic

resonance(NMR)meesurements.t-3 VariableconcentrationandtemperaturedataofNMRparameters

like chemical shifts, spin-relaxation rates (R, and &) una seH-diffusion coefficients yielded rich

information or,r polym6i-surfactant interactions. The observed NMR data were explained in terms of
SDS-copolymei mixed micelle/aggregates and free SDS micelles. The salient features of the

investigations include the synergistic effect of SDS in presence of the above copolynners.rr The

details ofresults will be presented.
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Molecular Recognition of Thchykinin Receptor Selective

Agonists: Insights from Structural Studies

Anjali Ganjiwalet and Sudha M. Cowsilf

tlnstitute ofBioinformatics and.Applied Biotechnolory, Bangalore, India 560100
2school of Life Sciences, rffifl::I:ffiHjersitY, New Delhi, India- I I 0067

This investigation'deals essentially with the elucidation of structural features of Tachykinin

family of neuropeptides, which are known to interact through three distinct GPCR subtypes, namely

NKI (Neurokinin l), NK2 (Neurokinin2) andNK3 (Neurokinin 3)receptors.Inmammals, Tachykinins

have been shown to elicit a wide array of activities such as powerful vasodilatation, hypertensive

action and stimulation of exfiavascular smooth mtrscle and are known to be involved in a variety of
clinical conditions including chronic pain, Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease, depression,

rheumatoid arthritis, irritable bowel syndrome and asthma. This broad spectrum of action of
Tachykinins is attributed to the'lack of selectivity of tachykinins to their receptors. All tachykinins

interac! with all the three-receptor subtypes with SP preferring NK I , NKA preferring NK2 and NKB
preferring NK3. This lack of specificity can be accounted for by the conformationaf flexibility of
these short, linear peptides. Hence, identification of structural features of the agonists important for

receptor binding and biological activity is of great significance in unraveling the molecular

.mechanisms involved in tachykinin receptor activation and also in rational design of novel therapeutic

agents. Understanding structure of the ligand-receptor complex and analysis of topography of the

bindine pocket of the tachykinin receptor is also crucial in rational design of drugs.
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Bactofilins p-sheet enriched bacterial cytoskeleton proteins
Suresh Kumar Yasal, Lin Linr, Birgit Habensteinl, Dietmer Riedel2, Martin

Thanbichler3 and Adam Langet
rDeparhnents of NMR-based Structural Biology,

2Electron Microscopy, Max-Plank Institute for Biophysical chemistry, 37077 Giittngen,
Germany3iProkaryotic Cell Biolory Group, Max-Plank lnstitute for Terrestrial Microbiologu,

Marburg, Germany.
E-Mail: adla@nmr.mpibpc.mpg. de

'Bactofilins, a new cltiss of bacteria-specific cytoskeletal proteins, are crucial for cell
morphology, cell polarity regulation and cell motilityt,2. Though bactofilin functions are bacteria
specific, the underlyin$ mechanism is not understood without the knowledge of stmctural information.
Here, we have investigated the secondary structure and dynamics of bdctofilin filaments by high-
resolution solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (ssNMR) spectroscopy. Moreover, these are also
the first cytoskeletal proteins studied by ssNMR. Sequential analysis of residues fromA39- 137F was
obtained for BacA filaments of'c alobacter crescenlusbactena. Seconclary skucture analysis suggests
that bactofilins are enriched with a beta sheet core domain flanked by mobile N- and C-terminal.
Confirming the previous biological studies, most of the residues from the polymerization module,
DUF583 domain, are observed by ssNMR spectroscopy. STEM analysis for mass-per-length value
excludes.amyloid kind stmcture for bactofilins. Transmission electon microgaphs aiso reveal lateral
propensity of these filament to form rod/sheet structures. Moreover, 2D crystals like structure
observation in combination with filaments suggesting the flexibility of bactofilins to adopt specimen-
specific confirmation.

Sscted( E{to6tln (rc.6f aa)
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characterization and Solution NMR studies ofNatural
Cornpounds

Srinu Meesala

MolecularBiophysicsUnit,IndianlnstituteofScience,Bangalore5600t2,INDIA.
. E-Mail: srinumeesala@mbu'iisc'ernet'in'

Identificationofsecondarymetabolitesproducedbymlrrnefloraandhasincreasedover
the pasttwo decades. pu"ouri*, *" redox-active iitsgen-containingaromatic compounds produced

by a diverse r*g" of Uu"i"rial genera. These compouidshaye br91d specta of antibiotic activitiy'

The color ofphenazine a..lrnir.. range ftom bG to red, depending on the ring substitution' The

purified compounds *.i" cn"ru"terizla ty uv-vis, IR and NMR spectroscopy and by Mass

spectometry:Compoundsl-5wereobtainedasayellow.red.{trrmotlytarformulaofmass2T0Da
(c,ol.{rt{ro), masr z+o o" [c,rNppr), mass223 ba @,rNrr\o)' mass 249 Da-(c,N,H'qo? andmass

ii6 O? tC-lUI,Pr). fn" stiir"iruiat characterization oT1tr"sl *olecules will be presented'
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crystallins by NMR spectroscopy
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The beta/gamma crystallin super family proteins are known for their existence along the
entire hierarchy of evolution. Members ofthis group are structurally characterized by paired Greek-
key motif arranged in single or multi-domains, and exhibit vast functional dichotomy in living cells.
Some of the crystallins were shown to bind Ca2* with millimolar to micromolar affrnity however; the
explicit relevance of the binding remained obscwe. We.present a methodieal approach to delineate
theconformational states accessed by a putative archeal beta/gamma crystallin, M-crystallin. NMR
based approaches including selective labeling of residues and rapid acquisition methods, in
conjunction with computational and biochemical approaches have been used to decipher and
characterize thermo-sensory and ATPase function of M-crystallin.
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qNMR -A quantitative tool for purity determination

rntegrarBiosc,",.",n,f?a1T!rf;i,l:#"9:{l|!:*1;:ff-*{li,Dist GautamBudh
Nagar,Noida-2O13,06.

Emai I : shivam.dixit@ibs.net. in

qNMR stands for "quantitative NMR-, and refers to the use of NMR to determine the
concentration of one or more chemical species in solution. This is so because the area of an NMR
signal is directly proportional to its concenhation. The qNMR method only requires that- (a) the
sample dissolves completely in a deutgrated solvent, (b)a standard of choice completely soluble in
a deuterated solvent with the sample (c) the standard contains NMR-active nuclidei has u..rorrun""
that does not overlap those of analyte,(d)that some care and attention is paid to data collection and
processing. qNMR has already found wide acceptance as has been applied to a my.iad substrates.
These include (i) accurate determination of the;urity levels of active ptrarmaceuiical ingredients
(APIs), and drug analysis, (ii) quantitation of natural products, (iii) quantitating pharmiceutical
compound libraries,(iv) forensic analysis,(v) food sciences. The following method usid to determine
the analyte concentration and determination of a compound purlty:

NMR Purity- It is frequently necessary to determine the purity of a chemical compound. This is
important in the analysis ofAPIs and forensics.

Aim- In this work, the validity of qNMR has been tested with a CRM and the results compared
directly to the reported purity.

Experimental and Results-

Accurately weigh 10-15mg ofinternal standard and analye directly into the vial. (prepare in duplicates).

Add 0.6 ml of deuterated solvent into the vial, and agitate to dissolve the sample. Ensure complete
solubilisation ofthe sample. Transfer the solution to a newNMR tube. Acquire lH NMR spectra for
the duplicate sample p:eparations. Fourier transforms and manually phasei all NMR spectra. Select
an analyte peak wbose identity is known, and that looks "clean" ,.r. ,o shoulders, or other small
peaks around it.

The lH NMR spectra were acquired on 400MHz Varian NMR spectrometers, using Maleic acid as
internal standard.

SampleName Purity (certified) Purity(qNMR)

3-amino-4-methylpyridine 98.0U/o 99.27%

Assay (% of compound) = (Area ratio / Molar ratio) x purity of std : gg.27% (w/w)
ConclFsion- This work highlights the capability of qNMR spectroscopy for the evaluation of t1,e
quality and purity of organic reference materials,
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Abnormal metabolism in Celiac Disease: lH IYMR study of
blood plasma

D. Upadhyay, U. Sharm,a|, G K. Makharia2, S. D. Gupta3 and N. R. Jagannathant
DeparEnents ofNMR& MRI Facilityr, Gastroenterolory & Human Nutrition2 and Pathology3

. All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Ansari Nagar, New Delhi - l I C029

E.Mait deeptiupadhyay87@grirail.com

Celiac Disease (CeD) is an autoimmune intestinal disorder caused by ingestion of gluten
present in cereals like wheat, rye, and barley in genetically predisposed individuals. The diagrrosis

of CeD is diffrcult due to widespread clinical presentations ofthe disease. Moreover, the disease has

a direct impact on the metabolism. In this direction, metabonomics study of body fluids like blood
plasma and urine provides an insight into the biochemistry of CeD.

In the present study, NMR based metabonomics was applied to study the blood plasma of
CeD patients to determine the characteristic metabotites and investigate the biomarkers for
differentiation of CeD from healthy controls (HC). Blood samples were collected from patients with
CeD (n:21; meanage28.6+l0.4yrs) andHC (n:11; mean age 28.8t6.4yrs).Aninformed consentwas

taken and the Institute Ethics Committee approved the study. The diagrrosis of CeD was made on the

basis of European Society of Pediatric Gastroenterolory Hepatolory and Nutrition @SPGHAN). All
subjects were treated according to standard treatment regimen. After centrifugation, blood was

subjected to tH NMR spectroscopy at 700 MHz. Assignment of resonances was carried out using I D
and2D NMR and their concentrations were determined. Partial least squares-discriminant analysis
(PLg-DA) was performed to study the disease pattern. A sigrrificantly higlrer concentration of glucose

and acetoacetate was observed in blood plasma of CeD patients in comparison to HC which indicates

the disturbance in energy metabolism in CeD patients (Figl). Elevation in the concentration of
glutamine in CeD suggests the role of glutamine inregulatingthe proliferation of T:lymphocytes and
production of cytokinesleading to pathogenesis associated with the diseaser. The decrease in levels
Lf creatinine in blood plasma of CeD patients as compared to HC may be due protein malabsorption.
PLS-DA also showed significant difference in the metabolic profile of blood plasma between CeD
patients and healthy controls (fiC2).
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Fig 1: Metabolites in blood plasma of CeD & HC.
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Fig 2: PLS-DA plot for CeD patient
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Combining fast fluorescence and slow NMRtechniques to

determine the atomic level structure of transient toxic
Amytoid beta oligomeri

Bappaditya Chandral, Bidyut Sarkart, Venus Singh Mithut, Debonian Bhowmib,
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As a class of Intrinsically Disorder Protein, Alzheimer's disease peptide -Amyloid beta (Ap)

is found to be one ofthe most aggregation prone peptides. The unique folding and aggregation

features of this small peptide govern its functions. The monomers ofAB appear to be random coils,

while the aggregated fibrillar forms have cioss beta architecture with a hairpin like shape. However

how the coniormational changes in the monomeric form leads it towards aggregation process, is still

unknown. The initial oligomers ofAB are believed to be the toxic species. The fibrils are rather well

characterized through Solid-State NMR (ssNMR)(they have a ordered stable hairpin like structure);

while the small oligomers are not because of their transient existence in physiological conditions.-In

smaller time scale we can characterize the small oligomers in terms of its size and conformation

through optical spectroscopy. However, this does not lead us to atomic level structural information.

Here we adopt a technique in which rrye characterize the size and the conformation of the transient

sm4ll oligomers through Florescence Correlation Specfoscopy @CS) and Florescence Resonance

Enerry Transfer (FRET), and follow it with rapid freezing and lyophilization. This leaves us with

powdired Ap which has,a spbcific conformation and aggregation state frozen in. Now performing

ssNMR with the powdered oligomeric AB sample gives us detailed strrctural insights compared to

FRET or FCS. The ssNMR results with the oligomeric sample reveal the fact that the oligomer

formation initiates with a hydrophobic interaction betweenthe two hydrophobic parts ofthe peptide,

which have a P sheet formation.
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Chemical shift resolved 'low' field leF NMR: DNP (OE)
enhanced, diagonal suppressed correlation spectroscopy

at X-band
Christy George and N. Chandrakumar*

MRI-MRS Centre, Dep artrnent of Chemistry, Ind.ian Institute of Technologl'.Madras,
Chennai-600036, Tamil Nadu, lndia.

E-Mail; chandr akum m i itm @gm a il. c om ; n ikum ar @i it m. a c. in

t'qF NMR is a powerful approach to study the physicochemical properties of fluorinated
molecules. The reF isotope has 100% natural abundance and a magnetogyric ratio thatisg4%o of that
of rH. Howeverunlike rH, reF has awide chemical shiftrange. This enables measurement-of distinct
chemical shifts even at moderately low field strengths, albeit with a corresponding penalty in
sensitivity. The loss of sensitivity at lower fields could however be compensated by a variety of
techniques. Dynamic nuclear polarizationr is one of the earliest yet one of the most powerful
techniques for sensitivity enhancement in NMR. In the early years, DNP-enhanced one-dimensional
reF NMR measurements were performed in liquid state at low and moderate freldsrn2, and chemical
shift resolution was known especially at X and Q bands. After remaining dormant in the world of
spectroscopy for a long period, DNP has now re-emerged both in solution state and in solid state at
higher fields3, evoking much interest among researchers. DNP in solution state is based on the
electron nuclear Overhauser effect (OE) and is generated by microwave (MW) irradiation of the
eleckon spin transition of a paramagnetic centre that has a fluctuating interaction with the nuclear
spins of interest.

Here we present our work on DNP-enhanced reF NMR measurements on small fluorinated
molecules in solution state at X-band, corresponding to a reF resonance frequency of ca. 13.8 MHz.
It is shown that even at such a 'low' field, distinct chemical shifts could be clearly resolved, and
differential DNP enhancements and build-up rates investigated; further, 'diagonal' suppressed
homonuclear 2D correlation work could be successfully performed with our DNP-enhanced 2D
DISSECT experiment. Ourresults on the distinct effects ofvarious aliphatic and aromatic free radicals
on DNP enhancements in perfluorinated and partially fluorinated aromatic and aliphatic molecules
will also be summarized.

References:
l.

2.

(a) Dwek, R.A.; Richards, R. E.; Taylor, D.Annual Reports onNMRSpectroscopy1969,2,
293. (b) Hausser, K. H. ; Stehlik,D. Adv. Magn. Res. 1968, i, 7 9.
(a) Chandrakumar, N.; Narasimhan, P. T. Mol. Phys. 1982, 45, l7g. (b) Chandrakumar, N.;
Narasimhan, P.T.J.Chem. Phys. 1982,77,2697. (c) Chandrakumar, N.; Narasimhan, p. T.
Rev. Sci. Instr, 1981, 5 2, 533.
(a) Loening, N. M.; Rosay, M.; Weis, V.; Griffin, R. G. J. Am. Chem. Soc.2OO2, I 24,g909. (b)
Corzilius, B.; Smith,A.A.; Griffin, R.G. J.Chem. Phys.2012, 137..054201.
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Accelerating 3D HSQC-DOSYwith projection NMR
spectroscopy and non-uniform sampling
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Solid State and structural Unit, Indian Institute of Science Bangaloreb

Diffirsion ordered spectroscopy has -become routine to analyse mixtures, association and

dissociationl. The analysis becomes complicated when there are overlapping peaks which leads to
the average diffirsion value of overlapping peaks of different molecules2. The overlapping peaks

may resolvg in high dimensional NMR spectra. To get a diffirsion value from high dimensional NMR
we have to record series of spectrurr wittr different gradient values which is time consuming. Here we
present pseudo 3D HSQC_DOSY where we obtain "diffrrsion information" in a single spectrum. The

diffirsion coefficient is extacted from the line widths in the indirect dimension. Using this method we
were able to detect for the first time the presence of the intermediate of diphenylalanine in solution,
enroute to the formation of nanotubes3.

References:
l. 'Johnson, C. S., Diffirsion ordered nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy: principles and

applications. Progress in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 1999, 34 (3-4),203-256.
2. ,Mcl-achlan, A. S.; Richards, J. J.; Bilia, A. R.; Morris, G. A., Constant time gradient HSQC-

iDOSY: practical aspects.MagneticResonanceinChemistry2009,4T (12} 1081-1085.

3. Gazit,E., Self-4ssembled peptide nanostructures: the desigr ofmolecular building blocks and

their technolo[ical utilizati on. Chemical Society Reviews 2007 , 36 (8), 1263-1269 .
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Solution structure determinati on of Aedes Aegpti Sterol Carrier Protein 2

Like2 (AeSCP2L2) and its complexwith palmitate
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Aedes Aeg,pti is a mosquito species that spread Yellow fever, Chikungunya and Dengue

viruses. As part ofthe development ofinsecticides to contol these diseases, the mosquito
genome and metabolism has been thoroughly studied and found that the absence of
cholesterol bioqynthesis enrymes resulted in inability ofproducing cholesterol intheir body,

which is required for their viability; instead, they derive it from host organisms through the
diet. ,4eSCP -2 (Aedes Aegtpti Sterol Carrier Protein 2) genes have been shown to be
involved in the cholesterol uptake in the mid gut in both larval and adult mosquitoes. More
recently, it has also been shown that the mosquito SCP-2 proteins were specific for chemical
inhibitots (SCP| that are effective larvicides inAedes aegtpti,Anopheles gambiae and
Culupipiens, indicatingthat SCP-2has functional similarityindifferentmosquito species.

Aedes Aegtpli Sterol Ca:rier Protein? {AeSCP2) andits isoforms are -13 kDa, proteins
that have been shown to play an important role in the cellular lipid transport and cholesterol
metabolism. Lack of sufficient structural information of,4eSCP2 has been one ofthemain
reasons forpoonnderstanding oftheirmechanism ofaction atmolecular level. Therefore,
we have planned to study the three dimensional structures ofligand free and palmitate
bound SCPzLz (SCP2-like2) in solution using NMR spectroscopy as a maj or tool. We
have successfully prepared U-['N], U-['T[, 13C] labeled protein samples for structure
determination. The details ofthe stuctures ofapo-SCP2L2ardpalmitatebourd SCPzLz
will bediscussed indetail. Webelievethatthese stucturesprovideindispensible evidence
that will be usefi.rl to design, develop and screen the efficient inhibitors ofAeSCP2.
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Regulatory Issues of Radiopharmaceuticals as an

Investigational New Drug Application
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Radionuclides in imaging technology and therapy proven as an important segment in modern

diagnosis and chemotherapy Large number of radionuclide's such as iodine-l31, phosphorous-32,

yttrr;um-e6 andl-131 MIBG have been inuse forthe heatment ofmanybenign andmalignant disorders

and many more are filling regularly for investigational new drug application (INDA).

In early preclinical development, the sponsor's primary goal is to determine ifthe product is

reasonably safeior initial use in humans and if the compound exhibits therapeutic or pharmacological

rictivity that justifies commercial development. When a product is identified as a viable candidate

and then clinical trials must submit an INDA to FDA in accordance with the regulations for further

development to establish that the product. Internationally clinical applications of
radiopharmaceuticals regulated by number of regulatory agencies Lrcluding of U.S. Food and Drug

Administration (FDA), International Atomic Enerry Agency (IAEA), World Health Organization

(WHO) and European Association of Nuclear Medicine (EANM). ln India, Bhaba Atomic research

centre is the regulatory agency of the radio pharmaceuticals and manufacture as per Radio

pharmaceutical Committee SPC) guidelines. Moreover, exploratory lNDAfilling is a quick opproach

to getting the easily approval from FDA.
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Study oflongitudinal relaxation time and suppression

techniques in Amniotic fluid on 1.5 T in fetal MRI
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purpose: Magnetic Resonance (MR) techniques like single shot Fast Spin Echo (ssFSE) have been

or.d fo. u"qrr[ition by reducing the scan time.r y Images look saturated due to longer TR which

allows amnibtic fluid to relax and produce a high.iirtensity background. This problem is analogous to

fluid suppression which is commonly used in MR imaging to suppress-the signal from a tissue; this

can be done by using Inversion Recovery (IR) pulse sequence, it is therefore imperltrle !9 understand

the relaxation timeJof amniotic fluid to design strategies for suppressing amniotic fluid'
Methods: Experimental setup included sample of 100 ml amniotic fluid and a slab of meat (muscle)

from a sheep placed in 1.5T Siemens MRI scanner. Study of y mapping was carried out with the

following uiqrri.ltlon parameters spin echo sequence; set of 9-frnages with varying repetition time
(TR) of values 200-2000 ms; echo time (TE)
set to 8.7 ms (min TE) and matrix size of 5 12 x

512; number of slices were 1; slice thickness
of 5 mm. The study of longitudinal relaxation
andlRwas carried out, withthe same imaging
parameters mentioned above, but with
inversion time (TI) fixed to 250 ms as

determined. Experiment was carried out with
TI value on different TR's to suppress the
signal from amniotic fluid. Results obtained
from mapping experiment with each mean pixel
values oTdifferent TR's were computed. map was estimated by using this equation . Mean and

standard deviation of intensity on map was computed to estimate the relaxation times ofthe amniotic

fluid and the muscle.
Results: Figure (l) shows scanning results of amniotic fluid and muscle in a 1.5 T Siemens MRI
scanner.Figure(la)showsthe mapwithAmnioticfluidvalueofZ.ST4 0.022msandmusclevalueof
0.805 0.00158 ms. The value of muscle, is found to be similar to previously published values [2].
Inversion recovery suppression sfudy suggests that (Fig lb) the resulting image of TR: 500 ms and

TE= 8.7 ms signai from amniotic fluid persisted and correspondingly with same TR and TE but with
TI:250 .trs, it-*at possible to nulliff the signal from amniotic fluid (Fig lc)'
Conclusion / Futuie work: map obtained from amniotic fluid will be helpful in planning acquisition

strategies for fetus and this work also shows acquisition with IR method that suppresses the sigpal

from imniotic fluid (Fig 1c). Future work includes implementation of fast imaging sequences to

reduce scan time, map characterization, TI based suppression techniques and implementation of
spatial spectral pulses on amniotic fluid.

ReferenceS:

C.Malamateniou et al, American Society ofNeuroradiology (2012) 2. Jesper Lindberg. University of
Gothenburg, MRI relaxation measurements in rats and mice 2003.

* t: Tt q n #t,dE dm$t dmL {a fu
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In Vivo Quantitation of Metabolites using Proton Magnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy of Brain at 3T in

Obstructive Sleep Apnea

Wrendra Kumart, Akash Tiwari2, S.K. Sharma', N.R. Jagannathant
Departrnents of INMR and 2Medicine, All India Institute of Medical Sciences,

Ansari Nagar, New Delhi 110029.
E-Mail: kumar.virendra@hotoirail.com

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a major public health problem which may result into
ueurocognitive impairment among other consequences. Common daytime symptoms of OSA include
excessive daytime sleepiness and emotional deficits. Repeated episodes of apnea during sleep may
damage neural structures and induce changes in cerebral metabolism. Earlier studies have reported
use of ln ylyo proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (tH MRS) to assess brainmetabolic changes

in patients with OSA. However, most of the studies used metabolite ratios instead of absolute
concenhation of metabolites. In the present study we carried outtH MRS of brain to determine the
absolute concentration of cerebral metabolites in patients with OSA at 3 Tesla for greater spatial and
spectral resolution.

All MR investigations were carried out at 3TAchieva scanner (Philips Medical Systems).
MR images in three orttrogonal planes were acquired for the localization ofMRS voxel. Single voxel
proton MR specfa were recorded using point resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) pulse sequence

with the following parameters: TR:3000 ms; TE: 35 ms; NS :64. Spectra were acquired from two
different areas of the brain: natnely, left frontal and left hippocampus. Absolute concentration of
metabolites was estimated by Linear Combination Model (LC Model) program which allows
deconvolution ofspectra by using a basis set ofreference spectra. The concentration ofmetabolites
was expressed as millimoles i:er liter (mmoVl). Measurements of NAA (N-acetylaspartate), Glx
(glutamine, Gln + glutamate, Glu), myo-inositol (mI), Choline (Cho) and Creatine (Cr) were assessed.

Fig l. Proton NMR spectrum acquired at 3T from the left frontal area ofbrain of a 36 year male
patient with obstructive sleep apnea.
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Quantitative Amino Acid Analysis of Therapeutic Peptides

byUsing qNMR

Sib aprasad S ahoot, Nis arg Des ai|, K Shivramchandrat, B.V. Kamath2.
I Sun PharmaAdvanced Research Company Ltd, Tandalja, Vadodara-390020, India

2 Deparftnent of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, The M.S.University of Baroda,
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Email: kamathbv I @ediftnail.com

Ion-exchange chromatography with post column ninhydrin detection is one of the most cornmon

methods for quantitative amino acid analysis. As per the recent requirements from different Food

Drug Arlministration (FDA), quantitation of individual amino acid mole ratio without breaking and

altering the higher order structure of therapeutic peptide becomes most important for drug approval.

TerlipressinAcetate salt H-Gly-Gly-Gly-Cys-Tyr-Phe-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-tys-Gly-NH2 is a (4-9 Disulfide

bond) drug substance is an analogue of vasopressin used as a vasoactive drug in the management

of hypotension.

By using qNMR (IH-NMR) principle a quantitative method has been developed by using maleic acid

as internal standard (IS) in deuterated water of 99.9 atom o/o D. The mole ratio of individual amino acid

was calculated from peak areas of individual amino without altering the peptide skucture by using

qNMR principle. Simultaneously the entire amino acid residue can be identified as well as quantified

individually without any reference material. The developed method is simple, non-destructive superior

and quicker method in comparison to chromatographic techniques. Further it was well validated as

per ICH guidelines, assessing its specificity, linearity, range, precision, accuracy, limit of quantification,

limit of detection and robustress.

References:

l. NMR Spectroscopy in PharmaceuticalAnalysis, Holzgrabe, U.; Wawer, I.; Diehl, B. Elsevier,

First edition (2008).

L Fardella, G; Barbetti, P.; Chiappini,I.; Grandolini, G. Int. J. Pharm. 1995, 121,123.
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Pulse design for parallel transmit MRI using SOMGA
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Purpose: Parallel trahsmit technolory (pTX) has been used to demonstate arbitrary volume selective

exciiation andemployed to achieve performance optimization, increased B, homogeneity and subject

specific fat suppression. Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a robust optimization method than Magnitude
least squares method (MLSM) which is an approximate convex problem. MLSM cafflot find the

optimai solution bf coefficients if the initial guess is not sufftciently near the ideal solutioni. We

propose an application to the spatial domain parallel excitation pulse design, where we use four
channel excitationand employ G-{known as SelfOrganizingMigrating geneticAlgorithm (SOMGA) to
improve excitation magnitude profile and optimize the obtained result.
Methods: RF pulses were desigred to excite geometric shapes
like cylinder and sphere. Design of spiral and multiple spiral
kajectories is done2 as shown in Fig I (a) and (b) and optimization
was done using SOMGA for cylinder and spheie excitation3.RF .l

pulses are randomly generated by SOMGA and the converged ..
solution is usedto excite the desired pattern. Errorminimized isurg usDusu P4ulsr!. lrlur luul[uzeu tD ' ,a\j 

.".,,_r"",,-;-a'
given by, ! : (A.lP*,,- $o*) where Aru,'B*, is obtained Fisl:rftjectariesa,spra,D]Mur,p/swr*s
magnetization profile, where Aru,,-matrix encoding coil
sensitivities and Fourier transform, Bnil - RF pulses and Mu".-

desired magnetization profile. Current work involved excitation of a cylinder and sphere using four
transmit pllses B,, Br, B, and Bo using SOMGA.
Results and Disdusslion: fig 2a shows excitation of cylinder by four RF pulses B,, 82, B, and Bn

which are excited along Mxy and Myz direction where a horizontal rod shape is obtained. Along Mzx
direction a circle is observed. Fig 2b shows
excitation of sphere by four RF pulses which are

excited along Mxy, Myz and Mzr direction where a
sphere is obtained. This allows the use of arbitrary
t-space trajectories and is formulated as an
optimization problem in the spatial domain. With
increa s e d k-spac e samp I in g magnetization pro fil e

and accuracy would improve and can be used to
reduce errors further at tlte expense of longer k-
space trajectory.
Conclusion: We have verified the simulations of spiral trajectory and excitation of cylinder and

spherical excitation of,k-space using SOMGA for the first time. Current and future work is to reduce

excitation error and balance the excitation error with the local Specific Absorption Rate by optimization

of initialization parameters of SOMGA and application of these pulses on a MR scanner.

References:
1. Ching- Yun Kao et al., ROC 2010.
2. Grissom William et al., MRM 2006.

3. Deep Kusum et al., CEC 2007 .
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Motion Tracking in volumetric Fetal MRI using Speeded-Up
Robust Feature
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Purpose: Motion in fetal MRI is primarily caused by movement of fetus and mother which results in

distortion in image quality (1). Current work involves motion correction being performed from a post-

processing approach using motion tracking algorithms for single and/or multiple objects
ionventionally used in computer vision problems. Speeded-up Robust Feature (SllRI' (2)) is applied
to detect the motion fields and to register irnages.

Method: From each subject, 8 volumes of fetal MRI data were acquired between 23-36 gestational

weeks. Imaging parameters were: single shot Fast Spin Echo (ssFSE), TWTE: I 5000/140- I 80ms, slice

thickness: 2.5mm and resolution of 1 .17 6xl .7 6mm. Slices from two volumes of same subject having
similar anatomy were considered. Simulations were performed by inkoducing a rotation of 450and

matching SURF feature vectors from both slices with and without rotation and then rotated image

was registered with respect to reference image . Extending the same to fetal data acquired, where
corresponding slices were identified in 9 pairs of volumes. SURF feature vectors were found from
both reference volume's slice and slice from ottrer volume were considered for matching and

registration. In order to quantiff the results root mean square error (RMSE) value was computed.

Results: Simulated result of a representative data set is shown in figure I . SURF features in image A
are indicated with red circles and green "+' indicate the SURF feature in image B and the yellow line
indicates matched features between A and B is shown in D. Figure 2 shows the corresponding
results of multi-volume fetal MRI data for a representative data set. In case of multi-volume data,
SURF points are cgmputed on the frame of reference volume and frame &om the other volume are

being mapped with respect to their SURF point displacement. It can be noticed that in the registered
image motion has bden reduced in both representative cases and has smoothening of edges. [n
multi-volume data duc to less motion the blurriness of the edges is reduced. For all 9 cases RMSE
values for simulated and real data are shown in figures l(F) and 2(F) respectively.

FW t n il@ol ryt inoge (l), fre tudg. bfithdatu b Fw 2: tu dElzl rya Mw 6),tu il* be re*EEd (B),
hnd".ed O),RefuEdilPtt tue. C, h@d !.@E d. hN,,D. n tusitercddW tuq. C narydrtatu M tbnilD. *t,tqth. dnn
.!.td rt. LdDt s idi@l n h irw E. ne soph F iaBtb &W n kdied h tu fros E tu gophF ,b,tu NM wb oJr.tl tua
d'2 olstutod EId. dtt * r Egbd{sn ,,rsx) b|tu ad rfut Esbndb4$R ad tut,

Conclusion/Future work: RMSE values after registration were reduced compared to before registration

values in both cases. Future work involves comprehensive volume-to-volume registration which would help in
tr.4cking of 3D rigid and non-rigid motion between different volumes for high resolution reconstruction (3).
References:
1. C. Malamateniou et al, American Society of Neuroradiology(20l2) 2) Herbert Bay et al, ECCV, pp 404-

417, vol 3951(2006).3) Shuzhou Jiang et al, IEEE TMI, pp 967-980, vol.26, no-7(2007).
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ROICS-PI: Combination of Region of Interest Compressed

Sensing and Parallel Imaging forArbitrary k-space

Traj ectories to Achieve Highly Accelerated MRI
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Introduction: compressed sensing (cs) (1) and Parallel Imaging (PI) (2) are two

well-known techniques to accelerate MRI. In this work, a recently developed

technique developed by us called "Region of Interest Compressed Sensing

(ROICS)" (3) is combined with PI to provide superior performance as compared to

CS-PL Theory: CS reconstruction algorithm can be represented by: min(llF,(m)-

vllr+lllv(m)ll,) [1]. Here, n is current estimate of image, d isundersampledFourier

op-erator: F(.)* Undersampling mask, y is undersampled k-space measured by

scanner, ),, is regularization factor, Y is sparsiffig transform operator and ll.llk is k-
norm operator. Equation [ 1 ] can be solved for a particular ROI wiflt dak consistency

evaluated in image domain and.reighting the spatial data consistency term by a

diagonal matrix W that results in min(llF-'(F"(m)-y)*Wllr+r. llY(m)ll,) [2]. We can

rewrite the equation [2] for each channel 'c ' with an arbitrary k-space traj ectory to perform ROICS-PI:

min(llF,i@,,(m)-y)*wllr+,1llY(m"*vDll,) [3]. Here,F, isNonUliformFastFourierTransform(NUFFT)
for arbitratry t-ipate apptied on image estimate m"andy"is the k-space of the C, channel.

Methods: ROICS-PI technique was performed on 6 human brain datasets acquired using a 1.5 T

Siemens scanner, as part ofan ERB approvedprotocol, in coronal orientation and a SE sequence

using 6 receiver coils (TRiTE:410/8.7ms, matrix size:512x 256) with no CS/PI during acquisition'

ROIbS was performed on each channel data with common ROI for all channels, k-space data was

undersampled with a variable density spiral trajectory consisting of 64, 48, 32 and 16 interleaves

corresponding to acceleration factors of 7.5x, 7.9x, 8.3x and 8.8x, using P[, CS+PI and ROICS+PI

methods for comBarison. Reconstruction errors for all 3 methods were quantified by Peak Signal to

Noise Ratio (PSNR) at different interleaves/acceleration factors.

Results and Discussion: Sum of squares (SoS) of channels image with ROI chosen illtroyn in

figure I (a). Better perfomrance of ROICS+PI can be observed from frgure l(b),_(c), (d)and Figure 1(e)

depicts tt e magnified ROI at 7:5x depicting aliasing artefacts that can be observed in the other 2

*"thodr. Graph in figxe 2 shows that PSNR value of proposed method is higher compared to the

other two methods.
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Conclusion and future work Combination ofROICS and PI has been proposed and performed for
first time and superior performance can be observed from figure I and,2. The technique has been
implemented for arbitrary k-space trajectories and hence provides a general framework. Current and
future work involves optimizing k-space trajectories to suit specific ROI shapes and identification of
specific MR applications, integrating it in reconstruction framework.

References:
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In vivo Proton MRS Study forAssessing Therapeutic

Response in Breast Cancer Patients
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Neoadjuvant chemotherapy {NACT) is a standard treatment regimen for locally advanced

breast cancer (LABC) and patients who respond to treatnent show a reduction in tumor size following

NACT. Monitoring of tumor response to th"rupy is important, especially to identi$ non-responders

to initiate appropriate patient rranagement. The objective of the present study is to investigate the

potential oi iCtto concentration using in vivo proton MR spectroscopy (IH-MRS) study in the

assessment of early therapeutic response in patients with breast cancer.

In the present rtoay t+ *o*", with cytologically proven infiltrating ductal carcinoma

(IDC; mean age:39.3 + 8.6 y.S) were recruited. Clinical response to NACT was assessed using

vemier calipeiby measuring tumor size. Written informed consent was obtained and Institutional

ethical committee upp.or"d th" study. All MR investigations were performed at 1.5 T (Siemens,

Avanto) scanner. A iingle voxel in vivo 'H MRS was carried out using a PRESS sequence' The

relative normalized intJgral was determined after spectral post-processing and the absolute tCho

concentration was calcula=ted. A statistically significant dif,lerence in tCho concentration was observed

as early as l.r cycle which redubed further after 3'd cycle ofNACT compared to pre-therapy values in

,"rpord"r, (n:8). While, in non-responders (n:6) no significant difference in tCho values was

observed at l.t and at the end of :d NACT cycle. The increased tCho concentration seen prior to

treatment pertains to altered biochmemical pathways due to increased tissue cellularity and rapid

growth rate of malignant tumors. Whereas, with the effect of NACT the mitotic count and tumor

Ielularity reduces ieading to decrease in the tCho levels (which is an important constituent of

cellular membranes) in patients who showed response to teatnent regimen. The results obtained

thus indicate that tCho might be used as an ear$ indicator forpredicting clinical response in breast

cancer patients.

Response status Groups Cho conc.
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(n=8)

Non -responders

(n:6)

Pre-therapy *

After l"t NACT*
After 3'd NACT'I
Pie-therapy
After l"'NACT
After 3rd NACT

5.02 + 2.'10

3.02 + 1.20

t.22 + 0.90
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4.58 + 1.97
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Preserving quantum states in subqpace and entangle state

using sufiei z,enoeffect on an NMR quantum computer

Harprcetsingh,KavitaDora,r"illi?,Tir"?"ilffi :#:lfl]ff l,t"""ces,IndianInstituteof
Sector 8 I SASNagar, Manauli PO I 403 06 Punj ab India'

E-Mail: harpreetsinglr@iiseryrohali.ac.in, kavita@iisermohali.ac.in, arvind@iisermohali.ac.in

We experimentally demonstrate the preservation of a quantum state in a subspace on a two-qubit

Nfr{n quurtu* iniormation pror"rroi, using the super-Zeno effect. The super-Zeno effect [1] uses

a set of inverting radiofrequency pulses punctuated by pre-selected time intervals for state

preservation and has been shown to be more effrcient than the standard Zeno schemes. Efforts are

i-d.r*uy to use these super-Zeno pulses to arrest the decoherence of a singlet state in a two-qubit

system. W" huu" .u"".ttfully preserved quantum state in subspace' Our results have important

implications for decoherence mitigation in multi-qubit entangled states.

Preserving quantum states in subspace

We consider a quantum mechanical system described by a two-dimensional Hilbert space

H = {100),1 01),1 10),1 I 1)} which is a direct sum of two orthogonal subspaces P and Q' When

the syiem iJ'gUjii,t"ai" a very short duration external rf pulse we assume that the effect of the

pulse can be represented by unitary operator I. -I,f 
thp systemis initially in the state l{), after being

subjected to the pulse, its itate will change d JIV), ,[ is the inverting- pulsg J. = I . _rQ, 
where P

ff l'[?ffiiLf;'f*i#iff;;[J' P and Q respectiviv creiry rlwl = -lw) ,

,nvh"J ,n" t*o-q,.Uii Nrrrd ryrt"r" is'subjected to a sequence of n inverting pulses, the evolution

operator is givenbY:
W-(t)=U"(x,*rt' . . . ..' .. .J.Uo(xrQ.J.Uo(x,t) where U.(t): e-'ttt

If the initial ,tut" i,lrf) € P , then the effect of unitary operator W,(t) is to prevent the leakage of

the quantum state in the subspace P to the subspace Q We wish to achieve preservation of a

g"r"Lt state within the subspace P, with the subspaces P and Q of the two qubit Hilbert space being

p = {l 00),1 11)}and Q= tllOf),lf O)} respectively.As anexample,weconsiderpreservingthe

.,ur. lf) = 
fiA00)+ 

| 11)) in subspacep. The inverting pulse for protecting lrlz) e f i,

givenby: ! = t -a (l00}(S0l+ lf ff,f f l)*drfpulsestakesthe form: wn(t):u"(x,0.J. u"G4t),J

U"(xrt).J,U.(xrt).J.U.(x,t) where {x,,} = {P,0.25,0.5-2P,0.25,8} and O ="-{'

Preserving singlet state using super zero effect
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If the initial state is lrl) e P is the only state in subspace P then rhe effect of writa4r,operator \(t)
is to prevent the leakage of the quantum state in the subspace P to the subspace Q and this
algorithm act as state preserving algorithm. So we divided accordingly such that P contain singlet

state only ord Q contain other tlree tiplet states and trying to see the effect of inverting pulses

this work in process.
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NMR studies in crystal engineering:
Detection of LSAM in solution

A. Mukherjee., K Dixit, Prof. Siddhartha P. Sarma, Prof. Gautam R. Desiraiu*
Indian Institute ofScience, Bangalore 560 012

E-Mait arlliit2007@gnail.com

Supramolecular synthonsr are the building blocks of any supermolecule. It has been shown

recently that small synthons exist in solution2. In our studies of cocrystals (multi component solids)
with predictable cell dimensions, the recrrrrence of larger synthons called as LSAMs3 (Long range

Synthon Aufbau Module) in many cocrystal structures provoked the possibility of presence of
LSAMs in solution. In this context, we carried out dilution experiments which showed the presence

of stacking in solution. Further studies based on advance NMR techniques were used to get a
clearer picture towards the structure of synthons in solution. ID-NOE experiments showed that the

coformers are in close proximity in all dilutibn states which in other words can be equated with fie
presence of hydrogen bonding. T, inversion recovery and DOSY experiments, on the other hand,
showed that the stacking is broken with increasing dilution. The staoking behavior was also probed
by choosing'1,2,3:trichlorobenzene as a model compound. These results show a sequential
dissociation of intermolecular interactions in solution which may be correlated with interaction
hierarchy used in crystal engineering design strategies.

References:
1. (a) Desiraj t, GR. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. lgg5, 34,Z3ll ,(b) Desiraju, G. R. J Am. Chem. Soc.

2013,135,9952.
2. (a) Parveen, S.; Davey, R. J.; Dent, G; Pritchard, R.G. Chem. Commun.2005, 1531,

(b) Davey, R. J.; Schroeder, S. L. M.; terHorst, J.H. Angew. Chem. Int. 8d.2013,52,2166.
3. Ganguly, P.; Desiraju, GR'. CrystEngComm2$l0,12,8l'1.
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Molecular dynamics simulations and magnetic
field gradient spin-echo

NMR studies of antioxidants diffusing in a
phospholipid bilayer

Satnam Sirgh 1, Kuvita Dorai2
Department of Physical Science Indian Institute of Science Education and

Research Mohali (Punj ab)

E-Mail: sa0mmsingh@iisermohali.ac.in, lavita@iisermohali. ac.in

The diffusion behaviour of lipid-soluble antioxidants in a phospholipid bilayer (used as a

membrane mimetic).has been studied using molecular dynamics simulations as well as pulsed-field

gradient spin-echo and relaxation NMR experiments. Antioxidants curcumin and alpha-tocopherol

were introduced into DPPC (Dipaknitoylphosphatidylcholine). The autoxidation of biological lipid
membranes is prevented by lipophilic antioxidants but can occur in conditions of oxidative stress. It
is hence important to understand the mechanism of penetration of the antioxidant into the lipid

bilayer. Molecular dynamics was performed using the Martini coarse-grained force field in
GROMACS. The results of simulation and experiments have beencompared'

References:

l. Marrink SJ, RisseladaHJ, Yefimov S, TielemanDP, deVriesAH. J. Phys. Chem. B

2C[7;ll1:7812-:7824

2. Price, W.S. (2005) Applications of pulsed gradient spin-echo NMR diffitsion Measurements to
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Low frequency NMR studies on PAN-HTPB co-polymer
based elastomers

K.Srinivas, N.Durga Rani & B.VS.R.Murthy
DoCMP & NDE, Advanced Systems laboratory Kanchanbagh PO, Hyderabad-500058

Email: vasu72@gmail.com

Poly-acrylonitrile @AN)-Hydroxy terminated poly:butadiene (HTPB) co-polymers are being

used for various elastomeric applications in industries. Polymerization in such elastomers has to be

monitored to realize desired properties. Proton NMR relaxometry studies have been done on co-
polymerof PAN-HTPB sample atlowmagretic fields or studyingpolymerization. Spin-lattice (T-,)
and spin-spin (Tr) relaxation data has been studied for monitoring curing process. Results on co-

polymer sampleJwith selective percerfage of additives (chain extenders) were compared with pure

elastomeric samples. Studies indicated proton NMR at low frequency is good tool for identiffing
cure state and polymerization process. Studies indicated that stiffiress of polymer chains of elastomers
is directly coupled with mobility of hydrogen nuclei-protons. NMR relaxation decay curves were

studied for information about proton mobility in co-polymer samples. Cross-link density of samples
with and without additives has been determined.

References:

l. P. Blumler, B. Blumich, NMR imaging of elastomers: a review, Rubber Chem. Tech.

@ubber Rev.) 70 (1 997) 468-5 I 8.

P. T. Callaghan, "Frinciples ofNuclearMagnetic Resonance Microscopy", Clarendon
Press, Oxford, 199 I .
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Rapid NMR assignments in proteinswith optimized amino
acid selective unlabeling combined with 2D triple resonance

experiments
Abhinuv Dubeyl'3, Garima Jaipuriat , Kousik Chandrat , Divya Shett , Hanudatta S. Atreya!'2,

INMR Research Centre, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore- l 2
2solid State and Structural ChemistryUnit, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore-12

'IISc Mathematics Initiative, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore-12

A novel strategy for rapid sequential assignment in proteins based on the methodology of
amino acid selective unlabeling is presented. The method involves choosing a proposed optimal set

of amino acid types in a given protein for selective unlabeling. Using this sample, sequential
assignments are obtained in conjunction with a set of 2D triple resonance specffa. The experiments
sblectively detect resonances of labeled amino acid residues located in the neighborhood of the one

being selectively unlabeled thereby aiding resonance assignments. In this approach, the spectra
acquired are analyzed in a combinatorial manner yielding long stretches of sequentially linked
residues which can be mapped onto the primary sequence. It is shown that a single sample with
simultaneous unlabeling of multiple amino acid types chosen appropriately is suffrcient for nearly
80% of sequential assignments in a given protein. The experiments are demonstrated on the
intrinsically disordered central domain of the insulin-like growth factor binding protein-2 and
ubiquitin are applicable to (per) deuterated proteins.
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Figure l: Schematic illusfration of concept ofmultiple amino acids unlabeling and scrambling.
Peaks in dashed box are unlabeled and missing. Peaks marked with arrow are getting

crambled
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Tracking a Quantum System
Abhishek Shuklat, K Rama Koteswara Rao2, and T S. Maheshl

rDepartment of Physics and NMR Research Center, IISER-pune, 4l 100g, India
lDeparfrnent ofPhysics and CQIQC, lndian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560012, India

Can we completely characterize a given quanhrm system in an unknown State? Can we
completely characterize a process (unitary or nonunitary) that is being applied to a quantum system?
The answer is 'yes' for both of these questions, and in this talk, we describe the methods employed
to achieve them. Quantum State Tomography (QST) is used to characterize the state of a quantum
system at any instant of time and Quantum Process Tomography (QPT) is used to characterize the
process acting on a quantum system. The standard methods of QST and QPT require a long series
of independent experiments. Here we describeAncilla-assisted QST (AAQST) which allows us ro
map the density matrix in a single experiment [l]. In particular, we describe the experimental AAeST
of(i) a two-spin sysiem in an isotropic liquid-state system and (ii) a three-spin system in a partially
oriented system. We also describe a single-shot process tomography (SSPT) which alleviares the
need for repeated applications of the process to be characterized. These techniques may be useful
in tracking a dynamical quantum system.
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NMRstudies offluorinated drugs usitlg PFG spin-echo
experiments and cross-correlated spin relaxation

Adiga Jhajhariat, Dr. Kavita Dorai2
Department of Chemical Sciences, Indian Institute of Science Education and Research Mohali,
Department of Physical Sciences, Indian Institute of Science Education and Research Mohali

E-MaiL ms09008@iisermohali.ac.in, kavita@iisermohali.ac.in

'eFNlr{Risaveryusefultoolinmedicinalchemistry. Fluorineplaysan important role in
estimating the binding affinity and potency of drugs. This work focuses on the study of
fluoroquinolones which are used to treat bacterial infections such as respiratory and urinary tract
infection. Quinolones target site is bacterial type II topoisomerases, generally DNA gyrase ingram
negative bacteria and DNA topoisomereases IV in gram positive bacteria. These fluorinated

drugs bind to these enzymes and inhibit their activity. DNA gyrase relives the strain of DNA double-
stranAed during the replication. reF 

chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) tensor is a useful tool in NMR
to characterize biomolecules. This work focuses on characterization of CSA tensor in
fluoroquinolone drugs using liquid state NMR cross-correlated relaxation experiments and quantum

computational methods. The experiments are used to characterize the CSA tensor magnitude and its

orientation, fhrough measurement of cross-correlated spin relaxation rates bqtween several different
relaxation pathways in these moiecules.

R,eferences:

l. S. Begam Elavarasi, Kavita Dorai,Chem. Phys. Lett.489Q010)248.

C.G. Noble, F.M. Bamard, A. Maxwell,Am. Soc. Microbio.47Q003) 854.
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Interaction Studies Of Regulatory And C atalytic Subunits Of
Acetohydroxyacid Synthase (AI{AS)
Prof, Siddhartha P Sarma and Akanksha Bansal
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E-Mail: akankshab@mbu.iisc.ernelin

Acetohydroryacid synthase is a multisubunit enzyme that catalyses the first committed
step in the biosynthesis of the branched chain amino acids viz., valine, leucine and isoleucine. The
euzyme utilizes the cofactors Mg?*, TPP and FAD. The molecular assembly consists of a large

catalytic subunit (CSLD and a small regulatory subunit (RSU) that are expressed as independent
polypeptide chains. Enterobacteria have three isoforms of AIIAS viz. AHAS I (IlvBN), AHAS II
(lvGM) and AHAS III (lvIH). The CSUs are -60kDa in molecular size. The RSUs are distinct in size

and sequence. While IlvN and IlvM are -10kDa, IlvH is -18kDa.
The RSU increases the catalytic effrciency of the enzyme substantially and binds to the

branched chain amino acids to cause the feedback inhibition of AHAS. The structural basis and
mechanism for this activation and feed- back regulation in the holoenzyme is not understood. The
structure of IlvN in liganded form is known while that of the unliganded form has been partially
characterized.

The present work involves further analysis of the mechanism and structural basis of
interaction between the catalytic (IlvB) and the regulatory subunit (IlvN) ofAHAS I using solution
NMR methods. Full length IlvB has been expressed and purified. The solution NMR properties were
analysed in the presence of the co-factors, FAD and TPP by one dimensional NMR studies. The
effects of chemical modifications on the solution NMR properties of the unliganded form of ilvN are

under investigation.

References:

1. Karanth, N. M.; and Sarma, S. P. The coil-to-helix transition in IlvN regulates the allosteric
control of Escherichia coli Acetohydroxyacid Synthase l. Biochemistry,2013, 52,70-83.
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Adaptations in cortical activations in early, Late Blind
individuals during auditory task

Ankeetal, S. Senthii Kumaranl, Rohit Saxeno2, N.R.Jagannathanl
. tDeparbnentofN.M.R,

'? 
R.P.C. All India Institute ofMedical Sciences, New Delhi, India

Introduction: Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) used to study the processes involved
in phonological processing of noun pair antonyms and synonyms in early blind (EB) and late blind
(LB) children.
Method: Twenty right handed subjects in the EB group (mean age * SD l5.l * 3.6 years) and LB
group (mean age + SD: 12.9 + L3 years), each from the clinics of our institute and ten sighted controls
were recruited. Standard diagnostic and exclusion criteria were followed. BOLD sessions were carried
out using 3T MR scanner (Achieva 3.0T TX, Philips, Netherlands). For Phonological processing:
Patients'were presented with antonyms and synonym noun pairs, through auditory cue with the
help ofE-prime and MR compatible headphone and microphones (NordicNeurolab, Norway). Pre-
and post-processing was carried out using SPMS (Wellcome Department of Cogritive Neurology,
London, UK). One sample t-test (p<0.001, cluster threshold 10) was used for group analysis.
Result: Dwing synonyrns task by LB subjects showed activation in bilateral fusiforrr Sms, para
hippocampal g1rms, primary and auditory association cortex, somatosensory association cortex,
associative visual cortex (v3, v4, v5), premotor cortex and supplementary motor area. In EB activation
was observed in bilateral superior frontal gyrus, left hemispheric cerebellum, middle frontal gyrus,
para hippocampal gyms, and right hemispheric cingulate grms and medial frontal grms. During
antonyms task early activation in bilateral superior temporal g5rnrs, cerebellum and precuneus, right
hemispheric lentiform nucleus, left inferior parietal lobule, para hippocampal grms, cerebral rnedial
frontal gyms, middle occipital gyms, inferior frontal gyri. For antonyms task bold activation in LB
was located in right superior, middle, inferior frontal gyri, para hippocampal g1rms, precentral and Ieft
activity in fusiform gyms, inferior parietal lobule, lingual gyms, medial frontal gmrs.
Discussion: Lexical semantic task, activate peripheral regions ofvisual cortex when subjects attended
to sound due to there may be functional connections between auditory cortex and visual cortex to
process language associated with sound sources.The involvement of Broca's area in phonological
processing may be a function of task demands t2l. Semantically associated antonyms noun pair word
evofed robust activity throughout visual cortical regions for blind people; The lexical semantic task
elicited greater activity in medial cortical areas that have been possible due to participants may be
covertly vocalized heard words when tying to remember conrmon meanings or anton)ms trl Recently,
it has also been suggested that the cerebellum is involved in purely sensory tasks, such as visual
and auditory motion perceptiont3l.
References:

l. Burton, M-W.; Small, S.L.; Blumstein, S.E. The role of segmentation in phonological
processing: an fMRI investigation . J Cogn Neurosci. 2000, I 2 , 679-90.
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Scaling ofAC conductivity and electrochemical properties of
ionic liquid based PVdF-HFP-MMT intercalated

nanoco mposite electrolytes

A. K. Nath and A. Kumar
Materials Rrsearch Laboratory Departrnent of Physics, TezpurUniversity, Tezpur-784028, India

E-Mail: ask@tezu.ernet.in

Polymer electolytes are the subject of intensive study worldwide mainly because of their
shape versatility, texibility, lighhess and potential advantages in the continuing trend towards
miniaturization.r In the present work novel polymer electrolytes have been prepared using l-butyl-3-
methylimidazoliumbromide ionic liquid (IL), poly(vinylidene fluoride)-hexafluoropropylene copolymer

IPVdF-HFPI and MMT nanoclay with varying concentration of MMT. Intercalation of PVdF-HFP
into the layers of MMT has been confirmed from HRTEM micrographs as well as XRD analysis. The
characteristic XRD peak ofMMT shifu to lower angle side indicating increase in dspacing confirming
intercalation. Ionic conductivity of,the order of 10-3 S cm-t at ambient temperature for the ionic liquid
based nanocomposite electolyte system has been obtained. Conductivity increases with increasing
MMT content and becomes maximum for SYo of MMT content. Fig. I shows SEM micrographs of
PVdF-HFP-MMT nanocomposite electolytes containing different amounts of MMT. It is observed
from Fig. 1 that with increasing MMT concentration porosity increases which allow more ionic liquid
uptake resulting in increased ionic conductivity. Beyond 5 wt. % of MMT porosity decreases due to
blocking effect leading to decrease in conductivity. The perfect scaling ofAC conductivrty depicts
that ion concentration as well as ion diffirsion length change with changing MMT concentration.2
As PVdF-HFP intercalates inside MMT interlayers, chain conformation becomes more disordered
increasing aniorphicity. Due to increased amorphicity more ions become mobile leading to increase
in ion concentration. Ion diffusibn length also increases due to the free path created by the increased
disordered conformation. The increased ion concentration and ion diffirsion length enhance the
ionic conductivity. Thermogravimetric analysis shows that nanocomposite electrolytes have high
thermal stability with decomposition temperature at around 260 oC with slow decomposition rate.

Fig. l: SEM micrographs ofPVdF-HFP-MMT nanocomposite eleckolytes containing differentwt.

References: 
% of MMT where (a)2'5%o' (b) 5% and (c) l0o/o'
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and Incense Sticks that cause of IndoorAir Pollution
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During the recenttimes human society has experienced a lot of changes withrespect to life
style and food habits. Previously unknown products have become colnmon household goods and
various unhealthy practices have become commonplace. Along -with these changes many new
materials have entered in to our'lives, like room fresheners, pest control devises and rnosquito
repellents etc.., which may be toxic when used excessively. More and more people are living in
aparfrnents where bed room, kitchen and bath room are very close. Any activity that emit gases in
any room can disperse in to other roorns leading to indoor air pollution.

Human beings inhale an average of 6 liters per minute of air. Even, if the concentrations of
toxic volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are abor,rt I ppb (l pg/L), since these VOCs are absorbed
effrciently in the respiratory track, the total concentration will be around 3 ppm per day, which may
affect the health of human beings.

To plan the experimental conditions for the Pyrolysis GC-MS analysis of the emitted gases,

an idea on the nature of emitted gases is essential. The nature of emitted gases especially from
mosquito repellents, incense sticks and edible oils which are burnt or heated to high temperatures in
atnosphere depends sn the nature of organic compounds present in these substances. So, the
authors tried to assess the nature-of the organic compounds present in raw materials of mosquito
repellents, incense sticks and edible oils using Cl3 NMR spectra.

Using the l3C-NMRspectra, the aliphatic and aromatic moieties present in these materials
along with other different carbon moieties have been understood. This information helped us to
predict the natr,ue irf the emissions from these compounds and plan the experirnental conditions for
their monitoring. The I 3 C- NMR spectra of mosquito repellents, incense sticks and edible oils will be
presented and discussed in this paper.
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Non-haemolytic Gramicidin-S mimetics : Solution
Conformational studies by NMR

Gajendra Singh, Sudip Pal, Ravi S. Ampapathi,* TK Chalvaborty*
CSIR-Cenkal Drug Research Institute, Lucknow, U.P.

C;symmetric cyclic decapeptide Gramicidin-S has high potential. against both Gram positive
and Gram negative bacteria, but its therapeutic application is limited to topical usage owing to its
haemolytic activity. Design and conformational studies were carried out on Gramicidin-S anal6gues
containing SugarAmino acid (SAA), a dipeptide isostere, which is placed in the position of D-Phe,
Pro residues of Gramicidin-S. It was envisaged that such stmctural modifications would retain the
antimicrobial activity while minimizing the haemolyic activity by taking advantages of the differences
in architecture between the bacterial and host cell membranes. The experimental results suggested
that the studied Gramicidin-S analogues displayed slight variations in the structures especially in
the H-bonding pattern, compared to that of original Gramicidin-S. However, they showed excellent
antimicrobial activitywith iregligible haemolyic activity makes them as promising to be potential
leads. Conformational studies were carried out using conventional solution NMR techniques, which
were,further supported by restrained Molecular Dynamics (MD) studies.

Gramicidin-S Series of Gramicidin-S analog
References:
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Chemical SocieUt 124 (43): 12684-12688
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Study of reversibly self-assembled nanotubular structures of
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There is a greatinterest for developing biologics (>5000 Da) based therapeutics agents as

they are composed of natural constituents, which is translated in to low toxicity, target selectivity,
more efficient in protein-protein interactions and high potencyl . On the other side SelGassembling
peptides/proteins have gained increasing attention in the past several years as the promising drug

delivery systems with an advantage of low toxicity over polymer based drug delivery system. Also,

the most relevant and novel literature has been reported in the past decade regarding disulfide
bonds in peptide/protein therapeutics, from their biological role in oxidative folding and Structure

stability , to their capacity to enhance the pharmacological properties of peptides2. Furthermore, the

disulfide bond containing protein/peptide which in turn enhances the cell permeability due to its
reversible covalent linkages is considered as a novel therapeutic agent. Thus, a self-assembling
protein/peptide (biologics) which also contains disulfide bonds serves as an efficient, excellent,
novel and very promising therapeutic agent, owing to its high therapeutic demand.

lnterestingly a report from our group describes a spontaneous and reversible in vito self-

assembly ofthe fragment of human Insulin-Like Growth Factor Binding Protein-2 comprising residues

249-289 (hIGFBP-2249-259) into long tubular structures of several micrometers length3. Moreover,

the peptide fragment contains Cysteine residues and RGD motif (Cell adhesive epitope), which
makes its relevance for applications in cancer cell imaging and therapeutics. Different mutants were

generated to study the contribution of Cysteine residues in the formation of nanotube and for
developing novel applications of IGFBP-2249-289. The recent studies of its applications in cancer

cell imaging and binding studies of nanotube to the Cysteine containing peptide will be discussed.

This binding study is useful to develop a novel application of hIGFBP-2249-289 nanotube in
paramagnetic induced alignment experiment in NMR.

References:
1. Craik,D;J.; Fairlie,D.P.; Li"as,S.;Price,D. Chem.Biol.Drug.Des.2013, 81, 136

2. Ryu, S.E. J. Biochem.2012;151,579.
Swain, M.;Thirupathi, R.; Krishnarjun, B.; Eaton, E. M.; Kibbey, M.M.; Rosenzweig, S.

A.; Afeya, H. S.; Chem Comm. 2010,46, 216.
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Synthesis of pH and Solvent Responsive Smart Star
Polym er by Ato m Transfer Radical Polym erization

' Bhaskar Jyoti Saikia, Pronob Gogoi, Swapan Kumar Dolui
Dept. of Chemical Sciences,Tezpur University, Napaam- 7 84028

A highly fluorescent fluorescein dye labeled core crosslinked star shaped random co-
polymer withprecise energy distribution was slmthesized usingAtom TransferRadical Polymerization
and Click Coupling method. Arm-first stratery was utilized to generate star architecture of the polymer.
The synthesized polymer showed strong narrow fluorescence athydroxylic solvenrs due to efficient
energll hansfer from AVS to fluorescein moiety. Also the synthesized polymer shows pH responsive
fluorescence owing to a combined conhibution frompH responsive acrylic acid moiety and fluorescin
moiety in the main chain. Star shape of the polymer enhances its solubility and amphiphilic nafure of
the polymer enhances its applicabiliry as a solvent responsive polymer. The structure of all the
intermediate and final products was established tbrough NMR spectroscopy, gel permeation
chromatography, UV-visible spectroscopy and Fluorescence spectroscopy.
Keywords : ATRP, Fluorescence, pH and Solvent Responsive Polymer
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StructuralCharactet'tzationof Co-crystalsby
Sotid-StateNMR
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Co-crystals are systems constituted by two or more different molecules held together by

supramolecular interactions. The study of stucture-property relations of co-crystals is one of the

active areas of the modern solid-state chemisty due to their important pharmaceutical applications.

Solid-state NMR (SSNMR) is emerging as a fundamental tool for the stnrctural identification and

characterization of co-crystalline materialsAccessing information on crystal packing, conformation

and hydrogen:bonding arrangements, which are the fundamentals in determining the final solid-

state properties of a given form of co-crystal, is possible by newly emerged NMR techniqu:sr.Here

we illustrate the combined use'of two dimensional pulse sequences that exploit hontonuclear and

heteronuclear dipolar couplings for characterization of co-crystals. The molecular association is

probed using both short- and long-range tH (FSLG) 6t3C CP I#TCOR.IH (DQ) 61H (SQ) experiments

at fast MAS (30 kHz) have been used for achieving information on proton-proton proximities and

thus on hydrogen-bond networks in the co-crystals. However, close proximities ofN-H and aromatic

protons hindered the full assignment of the tH spectra. To unveil this problem we are planning to

perform ,H (DQ) 6tH (SQ) at ulfia-fast MAS (-60 kHz) along with exploiting ofmore exotic spin pairs
taN-lH by tN-rH heteronuclear multiple-quantum correlation (MHQC) experiment. The NMR methods

utilized will be illusfiated with some examples.

References:
Maruyoshi, K.; Iuga, D.;Antz,rtkin, O. N.;Alhalaweh,A.;Velaga, P.;Brorrn, S.P.;Chem. Commun.20lZ,

48,10844.
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On structural aspects of dsRBD containing proteins in the
RNAi pathway acrpss organisms '

Sai Chaitanya Chitiveri and Mandar V Deshmukh*
CSIR - Cenhe for Cellular and Molecular Biolory, Uppal Road, Hyderabad

Key stages in any RNA interference pathway are cl'eavage of dsRNA or pre-miRNA into
siRNA/miRNA, loadingofanti-sense strandtoRISC complex andcognatenRNA silgngingmediated
by RISC complex. Two key enzymes, Dicer and Argonaute, are assisted by a variety of multiple
dsRNA binding domains (dsRBDs) containing proteins (dsRBPs) to effect the pathway. Although
the RNAi pathway appears highly conserved in higher eukaryotes, subtle differences in assisting
proteins often alters the fate of this important post-fianscriptional gene regulation pathway.

In organisms lke C. elegans and H. Sapiens, only one Dicer and one or two dsRBDs are

found to dictate bo& siRNA and miRNA biogenesis. Whereas, organisms like D. melanogasterhave
two separate sets of Dicer:dsRBPs for executing siRNA and miRNA pathway. In other extreme, l.
thaliana represents four Dicers and four dsRBPs to carry out siRNA and miRNA driven gene

silencing.

Interestingly, elementary bioinformatics analysis of sequences of these Dicer and dsRBPs
show a variety of differences, e.g., the linker between RDE-4 dsRBDs (C. elegans) is composed of -
70 amino acids, whereas, in the majority of its counterparts the linker length spans only 5-10 amino
acids. Several prominent changes in terms of C-terminal regions, dimerization etc. can be further
noticed. Various Dicer domains are also seen to have many alterations, yet can perforrr their
indispensible role.

For a conserved and ancient mechanism like RNAi, why would organisms need to alter key
en4imes and proteins? At what stage, the key components have diverged? We explore answers to
some of these questions through NMR &iven solution structures of dsRBPs from C. elegans and A.
thaliana and their interactions with dsRNA and minimal interaction domains of Dicer.

References:
1. Chiliveri, S.C.;Kumar, S.; Marelli,U.K.; Deshrnukfi, M.Y. Biomol. NMRAssign.2012.6,

143-tM.
Z Chiliveri, S-C.; Deshmukh,M.Y. Biochemical J. doi:10.10421B.120131347 .
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Structure of RDE-4 dsRBDs, mutational studies and
dynamics provide insights in the dsRNA recognition in RNAi

pathway of C. elegans

Sai Chaitanya Chiliveri and Mondar V Deshmukh*
CSIR-Cenfe for Cellular and Molecular Biolory, Uppal Road, Hyderabad, AP, INDIA

ln C. elegans, RNAi pathway is initiated by the recogrition of exogenous long dsRNA by
RDE-4, a double stranded RNA binding protein (dsRBP). RDE-4 is a multi-domain protein wittr nro
dsRNA binding domains (dsRBDs) connected by a long linker (^60 aa) and a C-terminaldomain that
forms the dimer interface. Structural studies reveal a missing loop in both the domains that makes a

contact with minor groove of dsRNA. Interdomain NOEs could not be identified and paramagrretic

relaxation enhancement studies suggested a preferred orientation for the domains.

RDE-4 binds to dsRNA in a sequence

independentway. NMR and ITC basedtitrations
reveal that dsRBD2 is the key domain for the
recognition of dsRNA and individual dsRBDl
fails to-bind dsRNA. From structure and binding
based mutagenesis, two tandem lysine residues
(K2l 7 and K2 I 8) were identified in dsRBD2 ttrat

are vital for dsRNA recognition. Additionally,
our studies postulate a structural basis for.the
minimal requirement of linker and dsRBD2 for
RDE-4's association with dsRNAand Dicer.

Tq understand ttre dy.namics of RDE4 ( I -243), relaxation studies were performed at multiple
fields and reduced spechal density analysis suggests that the first 35 residues and part ofthe linker
are highly.flexible, whilerestofthe protein is rigid. In addition, inter-domain dynamics will be studied

by tagging a lanthanide on one domain and obtaining RDCs on other domain.

Preliminary studies on RDE-4C from tH-tsN HSQC, size exclusion chromatography and

sedimentatiorr velocity experiments suggests that RDE-4C undergoes concentration dependence

association. This association may be required to enhance spatial proximity between two functional
domains and thus augment RNAi effrcacy tn C. elegans.

References:
Chiliveri, S.C.; I(trnar, S,; Marelli, U.K.; Deshmukh,M.Y. Biomol. NMRAssign.2012.6,
143-t4.
Chiliveri, S.C.; Deshmul{r ,M.Y. Biochemical J. doi:l0.lM2lBJ20l3l347 .
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DF'Gassisted RJ)C-NMR sps 'troscopy: Identification of
synthetic epimers of Dinemasone-A metabolite

D. Safyanarflyana, K. V Mohana Rao, Ch. Raji Redtly. U. Dilipkumar and B.

Jag,::de e :;i;*
Cenhe for Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, CL .-lndian institute of Chemical Technology (CSIR-

. IICT), Hyderabad 500007 (India)
Email: bj@iict.res.in, satyanarayana.dayaka@gmail.com

The unambiguous structural determination of natural/slmthetic organic molecules is crucial
for employing in therapeutic applications. The recent developments of polymer gels as weakly
oriented organic solvent media facilitate to record one-bond or two-bond orientational restraints,
RDCs, that are superior over the conventional NOEs. The advanced method provides accurate
determination of relative configuration, conformation, hydrogen bonding patterns of slmthetic and
natural organic molecules, and also gives access to identiS the constitutional isomers of the
intermediates. Herein, we discuss a simple scheme to distinguish two synthetic epimers of
Dinemasone-A metabolite. The DFT-minimized structures of two epimers along with the experimentally
derived RDCs (for both the epimers) have been subjected to SVD analysis, which has enabled to
identify the Dinemasone-A and its epimer 6-epi Dinemasone-A.

Figure 1: Schematic structures of Dinemasone-A (a) and 6-epimer of Dinemasorre-A (c). the
corresponding DFT minimised'structures are shovrn ir (b) and (d). respectively. The overlay of
coupled HSQC NMR spectra of Dinemasone-A recorded in isotropic solvent medium (,"/..r) and
anisotropic PDMS/CDCI3 gel medium (yc.H+rDc.H) is shown in (e).
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Body mass index is associated with neurocognitive
impairments in alcohol dependents

Deepika Bagga, Narnita Singh, Mohan Lal Garg, Debaiyoti Bhattacharya,
Subash Khushu

Institute of nuciear medicine and allied sciences (INMAS), DRDO, India
E-Mail: skhushu@yahoo. c om

Neuroimaging studies on alcohol dependent individuals have reported morphological and

metabolic abnormalities along with a wide range of cognitive impairmentst. Recent studies have also

shown that these alcohol-related abnormalities appear to be adversely modulated by co-morbid

conditions, namely, cigarette smoking, hypertension, coronary artery disease andtype-2 diabetes,

which are also associated with excess body weight. A growing body of evidence suggests that

excess body weight is associated with abnormalities in brain neurobiology2. Taking this into

consideration, we aimed at exploring the possible relationship between BMI (measure of body

"- weight) and Psychological test measures (dysfunction scores).To that end, we performed a battery

. of neuropsychological tests(PGIBBD) on 25 alcohol dependent subjects and 20 healthy controls to

assess various cognitive abilities. The dysfunction in any cognitive test was reported as Dysfunction

rating score (Dys).The BMI for alcohol dependent subjects was in the range (20-38kg/m'?).On

correlating BMI and Dys, we found a significant correlation between BMI and tests assessing the

executive skills, memory and visuospatial skills. No significant correlation was observed between

BMI and tests assessing the verbal skills. These finding suggests that brain injury is not solely

mediated by effects of alcohol, butrather by a complex interplay arnong hazardous drinking levels

and co morbid factors. These results reinforces the observation that a number of common co-morbid

conditions, BMI in this study, can promote substantial variability in the pattern and magnitude of
neurocognitive abnormalities observed in alcohol dependent individuals.
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Insight info fiinctional regulation of IGFBP-2 by its
intrinsicaily disordered linker domain

t;Ti*rit Jaipurial, f: ,.:!a Shett, Somnath Mondalt, Briony Forbes,2 Raymond S.

Norton2 and Hanudatta S. Atreyat
rNMR Research Centre, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore-12

:Discipline of Medical Biochemistry School ofMedicine, Flinders University, Australia
rLrciicinal Chemistry, Monash Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Parkville, Australia

lre lnsulin like growth factor (IGF) system is known for its role in growth and development
of the Luman body. Dysregulation of the IGF system has been implicated in promotion and
aggressiveness ofvarious cancers. The bioavailability ofIGFs is strictly regulated by a group of
soluble, high-atfinity IGF-binding proteins (IGFBPs). Thus IGFBP's pose as atffactive therapeutic
candidates for IGF mediated tumorigenesis.

The Insulin like growth factor binding protein-2-the second most abundant IGFBP in
circulation known to form binary comptexes with IGF-is 32 kDa in size witJr three distinct regiond:
the highly conserved N and C terminal region, and the intrinsically disordered linker domain (L-
IGFBP2) with multiple cleavage sites. The presentation focuses on the insights gained about the
structure and dynamics ofthe central intrinsically disordered domain ofthe humanh-IGFBP2 and its
interactions 'aith IGFs by NMR and SPR. The IGFs bind L-IGFBP2 acting as allosteric activators to
form a complex in which the dynamics but not thc structure is altered in the bound form. The details
of the study would be presented.
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NMR based pharmacometabolomics of the response of
chick chorioallantoic membrane to treatment with

anti-angiogenic ayun edic formulations

G Sharmal,A.K Vermd, T. Velpandian3 and R. Jayasundart
- lDepartments of INMR,

2Biotechnology and 3Ocular Pharmacology & Pharmacy,All India Institute ofMedical Sciences,
NewDelhi, India.

Cancer is a leading cause of death worldwide and poses a huge health challenge. Many of
the chemotherapy drugs used in cancer featment are derived from natural products. Although
single molecule drugs continue to be the focus of drug development, polyherbal forrnulations evoke
interest since these are considered to have synergistic activity, low toxicity and multitargetsr. NMR
metabolomics can play an important role in evaluating the therapeutic efFrcacy of such formulations
without the need to fractionate them. The present study has evaluated the anti-angiogenic potential
of two ayurvpdic polyherbal formulations using Chorio-Allantoic Membrane (CANI) assay2 and
assessed their rosponse to treahnent using high resolution NMR. The two formulations (labeled VK
and GTK) in aqueous form were purchased from a GMP certified pharmaceutical company in India.
Antiangiogenic potential ofthe fonnulations was evaluated and compared with that of thalidomide
(positive control) using CAM assay. Fresh fertile White Leghorn Chicken eggs (n = 180) were
procured from KEGG Farhs Pvt. Ltd., Gurgaon, India. These were divided into 3 groups of 60 eggs
each, for studying three different concentrations (50, 75 and 100 pglml) of the formulations. Area of
vascularisation was measured in CAM as an indicator of anti-angiogenic potential.The chorio-
allantoic membranes teated with the formulations were removed from the chick embryos and extracted
usingperchloric acid. The membranes were lyophilized and redissolved in 600 pl of l00mM phosphate
buffer (pH 7.0) prepared in 90Yo H2O-10% deuterated trimethylsilyl propionate (TSP). Water
suppressed lD proton spectra of the metabolic extracts of CAM were acquired on a 700 MHz NMR
spectrometer (Agilbn! USA) with the following parameters: spectral width - 12 ppm, relaxation delay
- 4s, no. of scans - 64, data points - 32 K. Principal ComponentAnalysis (PCA) was carried out using
MATLAB program4ingplatform. Of the 3 concentrations studied (50, 75 and 100 plml), maximum
anti-angiogenic activity was observed at 100 pg/ml. At this concentration, the inhibition of
vascularisation was 63Yo for GTK, and 60o/o for both VK and thalidomide. Both the ayurvedic
formulations showed significant anti-angiogenic activity comparable to thalidomide. Proton NMR
spectra of CAM extracts after treatrnent with thalidomide and the two formulations showed significant
reduction in choline, pyruvate, and lactate peaks compared to that from treated CAM. The reduction
in choline peak was 50olo for fhalidomide, 60 % for VK and 40% for GTK. Treatnent induced decrease
inlactate(*ralidomide-90%,GTK-40%andVK-30%)andpynrvate(thalidomide -50o/o,QTK-20oh
and VK - 10%) suggest reduction of anaerobic glycolysis in CAM and reflects rlre positive response
of CAM to treatrnent with all the drugs. NMR profiling is a quick and cofl\ crir€rit method to evaluate
the drug response especiaily of polyherbal formulations.
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NMR phytochemical profiling and evaluation of antiaging
potential of medicinal plants

G Sharmal, S. Sharma2, T. Yelpandianj and R. Jayasundarl
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ofMedical Sciences, New Delhi, India.

Aging is a natural but inevitable process for all living organisms. During this process,
generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) is increased leading to the activation of elastase and
collagenase, both ofwhich contribute to skin aging. Plants as rich source ofantioxidants possess
the ability tq reduce ROS and inhibit elastase, collagenase, hyaluronidase and tyrosinase activitiesr.
In the present study, medicinal plants were analysed using NMR and also assessed for their antiaging
properties using antielastase and antioxidant assays.

Authenticated medicinal plants (Azadirachtaca indica (AI), Curcuma longa (CL), Emblica
officinalis (EO) qnd Zin7iber fficinate (ZO) were used for the study. The antiaging potential of the
plants was estimated using antielastase assay with elafrnA.I-methoxysuccinyl Ala-Ala-Pro-Chloro
(l0pg/ml) taken as positive control. The antioxidant potential of the plants was estimated using
DPPH (1, l-Diphenyl-2-picrylhydraryl) scavenging assay. Absorbance of the reaction mixture was
measured at 5 l Tnm using a UV: spectrophotometer and inhibitory concentration (ICro) values were
calculated. Sodium ascorbate was taken as the positive control. The samples wei6 prepared as
decoction and lyophilised for all the studies. lD water suppressed proton spectra were obtained on
a 700 MHz NMR spectrometer (Agilent, USA) using the following parameters: relaxation delay - l5
sec, no. of scans - 64, data points - 32K,spectral width - 12 ppm. Deuterated himethylsilyl propionate
(TSP) in a coaxial insert was used as an external reference.Multivariate analysis ofthe spectal data
was carried out using Principal componentAnalysis (PCA) with MATLAB zol3b.

All four medicinal plants showed significant inhibition of elastase compared to the positive
control. The percentage inhibition of elastase was 83.42 + 0.09 (AI), 92,95 + 0.0g (CL), 93.g6 + 0.09
(EO), 86.29+ 0.09 (Zo), comparedto ttrat ofpositive control (95.03 + 0.10). The inhibitoryconcentations
(mgiml) ofthe medicinal plants in DPPH fiee radical scavenging assay arc2.3 +0.04 (AI), 0.79 + 0.03
(CL), I .92 * 0.03 (EO), 6.96+ 0.02 (ZO), in comparison to sodium ascorbate (0.02 pglrnl). Ascorbate,
which is an antiaging metabolite was observed in all the four medicinal plants. In addition, antioxidant
metabolites such as y-amino butyric acid (GABA) and glutathione were also observed in the spectra.
NMR could be a quick and robust method for phytochemical screening of medicinal plants with
antiaging potential.
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Angiogenesis or neovascularisation is the sprouting of blood vessels from pre-existing

ones. Cancer cells, byproducingproangiogenic signals, induce vascularisation fortheirnourishment.
Blocking of angiogenesis is thuJ an important therapeutic approach in the treaftnent of cancerr. In
the last few decades, there has been an exponential growth in the field of plant-based medicines due

to theirpharmacologicalpotential. The plants Azadirachta indico(N'),Pipernigrum (PN),Tinospora

cordifolia (TC) and Scindapsus fficinalis (SO), used in ayurveda for treaffnent of canceq have been

analysed in this study using NMR and also evaluated for their anti-neovascularisation potential.

Water suppresseit lD dnd 2D (COSY TOCSY) proton NMR of lyophilised plant decoctions were

acquired on.a 700 MHz NMR spectrometer (Agilent, USA) using the following parameters: 1D (4s

relmation delay, 12 ppm spectral width, 64 scans, 32K data points) and 2D (2s relmation delay,

12 ppm spectral width, 16 scqns, 2K data points). Anti-neovascularisation potential of the

formulations wqs evaluated using ex-ovo chick Chorio-Allantoic Membrane (CAM) assay2.

Thalidomide was used as the positive control. Freshfertile While Leghorn Chicken eggs (n = 180)

were procuredfrom KEGG Faims Pvt. Ltd., Gurgaon, India andwere divided into 6 groups of j0
eggs each (Groupl - untreated, Group 2 to 5 -formulations and Group 6 - positive control). Data
was acquired infwe replicates at each concentration.

The proton NMR spectra ofthe four medicinal plants showed in general, peaks from momatic

compounds, sugars, amino acids and metabolites such as choline, glycerol, inositol, p-hydroxy

butyrate, indoxyl sulphate and p-hydroxy benzoic acid. However, differences were also observed.

For instance, the observation of fumarate and lactate in AI, tyrosine and threonine in PN, fumarate

and isoleucine in TC, and alanine in SO. Anti-neovasculrisation activity qs evaluated by CAM
assaywos 38.39 r 2.87 mm2 (AI), 36.11 * 3.05 mm2 (PN), 41.07 t 4.28 mm2 €C), j6.4 * 3.6 mm2

(SO) and 36.4 + 3.6 mm2 (tholidomide at 10 pg/ml). Inhibition of vascularisqtion was 63% (AD,

60% (PN), 60% (TC), 60% (SO) and 60ok (thalidomide). All the four plants showed significant
anti-angiogenic activity comparoble to thalidomide. Further studies are underway to coruelate

the spectros copic findings w ith anti'neovascularisation potential.
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Design of diastereomeric peptide foldamers containing
APyC/p-Caaand study of enantiomeric handedness by
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CSIR-Indian Institute of Chemica I Technology, Hyderabad-500007, India,
Email: pg_ggpv@yahse. cajn

Earlier, our group designed and studied the (S,S)-APyC based u/B peptidic foldamers with
right-handed 9/11-helices. The introduction of oxygen atom at Blposition on ACHCT provided
additional stability by electostatic interactions2. Further, the study was extended to the concept of
accommodating left- and right-handed helices in a single peptide, generated from the enatiomeric
parts from (S,S)-APyC and (R,R)-APyC. A new study was proposed on different series of peptide
foldamers, which contain enantiomeric APyC's and diastereomeric B-Caa's. The foldamers made
from alternating (R,R)-APyC and (R)-p-Caa (CJinked carbo-B-amino acid) show left-handedl2ll0-
mixed helix (Figure A), while peptides with altemating (S,S)-APyC and (S)-p-Caa show right-handed
12110-helix (Figure B). These l2l10 mixedhelical structures were further stabilizedby 5-mr elecfostatic
interactions with pyran oxygen. In both the cases, the nOe NH(p-Caa(r-l)NH(APyC(l)), supports
the participation of 10-mr forward hydrogen bonding between NH(B-Caa(l-1))...O:C(APyC(r)),
additionally the nOe NH(p-Caa(i+1))/CeH(APyC(r)) supports the elecffostatic interaction with
preceding pyran oxygen, whereas the NH( i)lcgH(i-2), supports the participation of 12-mr backward
hydrogen bonding between NH(APyC(r))"'O:C(B-Caa(r-3)). This study reveals the handedness
can be tolerated by designing the peptides containing the constrained residues like APyC and
diastereomeric residue B-Caa. Further studies on the generation of enantiomeric l2ll0-helices in
diastereomeric peptides are in progress.

Figure A). A set of superirnposition structures of left handed 12l10-mixed helix along with 5-mr
electrostatic interactions. B). A set of superimposition structures of right handed l2110-mixed helix
along with 5-mr electrostatic interactions. side chains replaced with methyl's after calculations.
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Paramagnetic relaxation of Long-Lived Coherences in
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NMR spectroscopy, unlike other forms of spectroscopy, is characterized by the long lifetime
of'states and coherences. Long lifetimes resu!! in narower spectral lines, and so there is a constant
pursuit to increase them. One promisingtechnique where this was achieved recently in NMR involves
a coherence between the pinglet and cenhal triplet state of a two-spin system ialled a long lived
coherence (LLC). The excitation of LLC is generally symmetry forbidden, but can be induced by a
specially designed pulse sequ6nces in systems with two hornonuclear scalar coupled spins I:l/2.
The lifetime of LLC is much longer than the "normal" Eansverse spin coherence lifetime and is
limited by the interaction of nuclei with other species, including that ofunpaired electron spins. In
this study we study the influenoe ofparamagnetic ions Culand Mn2* on the relaxation behavior of
LLC in a two-spin system, 2,3,6-trichlorobenzaldehyde, and.compare it with other common NMR
relaxation ratesr. It was observed that the presence ofparamagnetic substances influence the relaxation
rate of LLC more in comparison to ffansverse relaxation. In addition, the effect increases with the
number ofunpaired electronsr. Aquantitative analysis of the effect ofthe paramagnet on the relaxation
rate of the LLC is performed by modeling it as an external random field within the Redfield relaxation
theory This study shows that LLC is hypersensitive to these fluctuations. The results can be used
iq experiments involving contrast agents in MRI, which are paramagnetic.

Ref,erences:
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Low frequency NMR studies on PAN-HTPB co-polymer
based elastomers
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E-Mail: vasu72@gmail.com

Poly-acrylonr.fnle @AN)-Hydroxy terminated poly-butadiene (HTPB) co-polymers are being
used for various elastomeric applications in industries. Polymerization in such elastomers has to be
monitored to realize desired properties. Proton NMR relaxometry studies have been done on co-
polymer of PAN-HTPB sample at low magretic fields or studying polymerization. Spin-lattice (T-,)
and spin-spin (Tr) relaxation data has been studied for monitoring cwing process. Results on co-
polymer samples with selective percentage of additives (chain extenders) were compared with pure
elastomeric samples. Studies indicated proton NMR at low frequency is good tool for identi$ing
cure state and polymerization process. Studies indicated that stifkress ofpolymer chains of elastomers
is directly coupled with mobility of hydrogen nuclei-protons. NMR relaxation decay curves were
studied for information about proton mobility in co-polymer samples. CrossJink density of samples
with and without additives has been determined.

References:
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(Rubber Rev.) 70 (1 997) 468-5 I S.
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A Phosphorous Based Three Component Mixtures for Chiral
Discrimination by NMR Spectroscopy

Indrani Pal, Sachin Rama Chaudhari and N' Suryaprakash

NMR Research Centre, Solid State and Sutructur;f?fffi:y ,nit, Indian Institute of Science,

A simple and efficient approach for NMR spectroscopic chiral discrimination of amino

alcohols by using a three-component mixture employing the phosphorous based compound has

been developed and applied to discriminate cyanohydrins and secondary alcohols. The Enantiopure

chiral 1 , l-bin aphthyl-2,2-diyl hy.drogenphosphate and 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (DMPA) in CDCI-,

were incorporated as a chiral solvating agent. The simple mixing and shaking of amino alcohols with

this solvating agent gave the well dispersed IH-NMR peaks not only for the u-proton of amino

alcohols Uut atso for other.prochiral protons present in the molecule without any need for physical

separation. , This method also yields precise measurement enantiomeric excess.
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Effect of sodium dodecylsulphate surfactant concentration

on the formation of polypyrrole nanoparticles

f. Hazarika and A. Kumar*
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Conducting polypyrrole (PPy) has received much attention as functional materials due to

their wide range of appiiiations such as in sensors, actuators, polymeric rechargeable batteries,

solid state devices, elictro-chromic displays, drug and bio-molecule release, corrosion protection

etc. I I ]. The nanoparticles of PPy can be used in molecular electronics and microelectronic circuits.

Chemical oxidative micro-emulsion method has been used to slmthesis PPy nanoparticles in presence

of ammonium persulphate (APS) as oxidant [2]. The effect of different.molar concentrations of
sodium d'odecylsulphate (SDS) as surfactant cum dopant on the size and shape of the PPy

nanoparticles are discussed in details. HRTEM micrographs show the formation of spherical PPy

nanoparticles when SDS concentration is in between CMC-I (8x10i M) and CMC-II (0.2 M)' At
higher SDS concentration (> 0.2 M), elongatednanoparticles are formed" Also size of the PPy

nanoparticles decreases with increasing surfactant concentration. XRD results show amorphous

structure of PPy nanoparticles and crystallinity increases with SDS concentration. The higher value

of elecfiical conductivity at higher SDS concentration correlates with the FTIRresults which exhibit

increased value of the effective conjugation length with increasing SDS dopant concentration. The

thermal stability of PPy nanoparticles increases with increasing the dopant concentration which may

be attributed to the ordered alignment of the polymer chains at higher dopant concentration.

Keywords : PPy nanoparticles, SDS surfactant, micro-emulsion, IIRTEM, FTIR.
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DFT and NMR experimental evidences of formation of
periodic y-turns in unnaturat o/p-hybrid peptides

lerripothala K Lakshmit-Kokita Veera Mohana Rao, Kavitha Rachineni, Ambure
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Chemical Technolory, Hyderabad- 500007,

E-Mail: jerripothulaklakshmi545@gmail.com, bi@iict.res.in

Residue based secondary stuctural contol for.y-turns and extended conformations
is explored in hybrid oligo-pptia"t. DFT and NMR studies on heterogeneous backbone
oligomers comprised of trans-B-norbornene amino acid (TNAA) motifs and natural g-
amino acidresidues reveal apreferential formationofperiodic inverse-y-tums leading to
extended ribbon-like stuctures in both polar and non-polar solvent media. These novel
secondary structures are conformationally different from the other known a/p-hybrid
peptides and serve as appropriate models for understandiqg antifreeze peptidic fotaing
behaviour
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Study of structural, electrical and optical properties of
polypyrrole nanotubes decorated with silver nanoparticles

J. Upadhyay qnd A. Kumar'
Dept of Physics, Tezpur University, Napaam, Tezpur-7 8402 8, Assam, India

E-Mail: ask@tezu.ernet.in

polypyriole (Ppy) is unique among conducting polymers in that its electrical properties can

be reversibly- controlled both by charge transfer doping and by protonation, which makes it a

potential maierial for applications as chemical and biological sensors, actuators, antimicrobial agent,

solar cell, light emitting diodes etc [1]. However, low processability and poor mechanical properties

of ppy has bbstmcted its potential applications. The incorporation of metal nanoparticle-s can

effeciively improve the electrical, optical, dielectric and antimicrobial properties of the polymer

compositis [2j. Nanocomposites of Ppy nanotube and silver nanoparticle (Ppy NTs/Ag Nfs) have

been synthes ized by in-situ chemicalreduction of silver nitrate lAgNOr) by sodium borohydride

6NaBH.) in presence of pre-syrthesized Ppy nanotubes (Ppy A{Ts). Four dif[erent compositions are

p.epar"d by varying the silver concentration from 6 to 15 wt Vow. r. t. Ppy. These nanocomposites

Lave been investigated by HRTEM, SEM, XRD, UV-vis spectroscopy, TGA, and impedance analyser.

The incr:rporation of silver nanoparticles in the po[,rner matrix has been examined by HRTEMand

XRD. Th; present paper reports the stuctural, electrical, optical and thermal properties of the Ppy

NTs/Ag NPs decorated with silver nanoparticles.

Fig. 1: SEMmicrograph ofPpyNTs/Ag
NPs nanocomposites.

Imrtntm oc

Fig. 2: TGA of Ppy NTs/Ag NPs
nanocomposites with varying silver

concenkation.
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Language reorganization in chronic intractable epilepsy
revealed by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
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All India lnstitute ofMedical Sciences, New Delhi

Purpose: Language functioning may be affected in patients with chronic intactable epilepsy foci in
left hemispherd. BOLD contrast based functional MRI was used to map the cortical language network
in patients of chronic intractable epilepsy prior to and after six months of surgery. Method: After
obtaining the institute ethics approval, 15 consecutive patients with intractable epilepsy and 15

controls werc recruited in the study. Thirteen patients underwent anterior temporal lobe resection
(ATLR).'FMRI was perlormed using single-shot echo planar imaging @PI) sequence on l.5T MR
scanner (Avanto, Siemens, Germany) with l2-channel head coil. Design of the study involved
meaningful word reading task, semantic judgment task, syntax reading task, comprehension syntactic-
semantic task presented for a duration of (- 500 s) using visual cues with MR compatible audio
visual stimulus system during the active phase and black screen during baseline. The responses
corresponding to semantic judgment task were recorded using 4-key button response pad. Data
analysis and goup compariions were carried out using statistical parametric mapping (version
sPMs).
Results: Preoperative d,ata revealed less neural activity in IFG and STG in patients.Strong BOLD
activation was observed post-surgery in left IFG, MFG and STG tluring lexical reading and semantic
reading task in comparison to judgment and comprehension syntactic-semantic task. Clinical language
assessment (IAB) demonstrated improvement in patients after surgery. Discussion: Disturbances in
language network in intractable epilepsy patients, revealed by BOLD may be due to intractable
seizure discharges and pathological abnormality. After surgery specific language components (lexical,
semantic, syntactic processing) were restored in TLE patients. However BOLD activation in MTG
and STG involved in integration of semantic and syntactic information and is particularly responsive
to meaningful sentences during semantic reading task [1,2]. We observedpatients who were affected
hippocample scleroSis showed atypical language lateralization may suggest dominant hippocampus
can be involve semaptic and lexical information, and can raise questions regarding the specific roles
of medial and lateral temporal cortex in targeted word retrieval [2].
Conelusion: Intragtable epilepsy patients have atypical language lateralization with ipsilateral and
contra lateral hemispheric lesions and pathological abnormalities. Important language components
(lexical reading, semantic decision, semantic-syntactic processing) as measured by fIv{RI can guide
surgeons for preservation of important brain areas during ATLR.
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A Solution Conformation Determination of an Abasic Lesion
by2D-NOESY

Rumud Pandavt, Shweta Sharmat, Ritu Bartlwal2, Surat Kumarl
rDepartment of Chemis@, Faculty of Science, Dayalbagh Educational Institute,

Dayalbagh,A gr a. 28200 5
2 Department of Biotechnolory, Indian Institute of Technolory, Roorkee

E-Mail: kumud.pandav@gmail.com

Abasic lesions are the most frequently occurring lesions that may occur spontaneously,

due to effect of radiations or as a tansient intermediataby erymatic process of repairing a modified
or abnormal base. These sitesmay occur at arate of 10000 permammalian cell per dayandmay cause

mutations or may be lethal if unrepaired. During replication process Adeni:r is placed fundamentally
opposite to the abasic lesion during replication. We have proposeil ttre study of an abasic lesion on
5'-d (CGGTCXCATCG)-3'.5'-(CGATGTGACCG)-3'forthe sequence context. HereX denotesthe
furan abasic rpsidue flanked by,two Cytosine residues and a Thymine residue is placed opposite to
the abasic site. The base and sugar proton resonances were assigned by NOESY in D2O and H2O.
No major chemical shift dif;lerences were observed near the abasic lesion site while the sugar proton
values for the sugar protons ofthe abasic site were shifted up field due the absence ofbase opposite
to it. In ItO NOESY all the imino-imino protons connectivities were found in case of Control DNA
oligomer, while the imino connectivities for Gl6-Tl7 and Tl7-Gl8 were not present in the modified
DNA oligomer. This indicated a slightly extra helical geometry of unpaired Thymine residue present
opposite the abasic lesion. Stuctural information provided by such structural studies would help in
designing such molecules which specifically binds to Abasic sites and can act as anti-mutagenic
agents.
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Charge Assisted Assembling of lleterobimetallic Aggregates

by Employrng Magnetically Anisotropic Building Blocks

M. Dey, B. Sarma and N. Gogoi
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Sigrrificant efforts are being devoted to categoricallyenhance uniariial-maguetic anisotropy

in moleculi.species orring to its reGvance in raising the barrier ofmagnetization reversal in single

molecular magnets. Oue ti ge6metric distortions, pronounced quenching of spin orbit coupling is

observed in fihsition metal complexes and it confines the choice of sigrificantly large D value to a

handful of 3d ions e.g. Co2*, Mn3l etc (in Oo geometry).t Nevertheless modification of coordination

geometry around the metal ion can overwhehningly affect both the spin statg and D parameter'

ttre."ty giving access to unprecedentedly large anisotropy in ions commonly regarded as mapetically

isotropiJ., foi example sigpificant enhancement of magnetic anisofiopy is observed for Fe(II) ion in

linear two coordinate geometry.3
planer pentadentate acyclic ligands 2,6-diacetylpyridine bis (acyVaryl hydrazone) are known

to stabilize ma4y transitioh metal ions in heptacoordinate pentagoaal bipyramidal geomeby. Several

heptacoordinaied first row tansition metai complexes derived from these ligands are found to be

highly anisotropic: The possibility to rationally assemble heterobimetallic aggregatesby employing

mignetically aniqo.tropic pentagonal bipyramidal building blocks is being investigated. Salient

features ofthis study shall be elaborated during this presentation.
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Assessment of Cranial Radiation InducedAcute Metabolic
Alterations in Murine Model: A lH NMR Spectroscopy

Based Metabolomic Analysis
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Subash Khushu

NMRResearch Centre, Institute ofNuclear Medicine andAllied Sciences, Delhi, India;
rCentre for Biomedical Magnetic Resonance (CBMR), SGPGIMS Campus, Lucknow,

Uttar Pradesh, India.

The pathophysiology of radiation injury to CNS is not fully understood. Of all the brain regions,
hippocampus is known to be very sensitive to radiation exposure, in particular CAI and subgranular
zone regions.Current knowledge on the early metabolic response of hippocampus for radiation
exposure is still fragmented. The study is designed to look for comprehensive metabolic changes of
acute radiation exposure effects on brain using NMR based metabolomic approach. A total of 18

strain 'A'male mice were taken and randomly divided into 2 groups ofwhich 12 animals in the first
group were exposed to single dose of 8Gy cranial radiation through Tele 69Co irradiation facility unit,
rest ofthe animals (n : 6) served as sham irradiated controls. Animals were sacrificed and hippocampus
was dissected out carefully at day 5 and l0 post irradiation in radiation group. Control animals were
also sacrificed and hippocampus was dissected out. The polar metabolite extracts of dissected
hippocampus (50-70mg) was obtained based on acetonitrile extractionmethod. The tissue extracts
were reconstituted in 480 pl of DrO containing lmM TSP as an intemal NMR chemical shift standard
and tH NMR specta were acquired on a Bruker 400 MHz spectrometer at 3 00 K using I D ZGPR pulse
sequence.Each tH NMR spectnm from tissue was integrated into regions with equal width (0.04
ppm) usingAMIX software package. The data s€t was normalized,mean centered and pareto scaled
before performing the Principal component analysis (PCA) and Partial least square-discriminant
analysis (PLS-DA) processing using Metaboanalyst 2.0.The metabolites observed in rH NMR spectra
of hippocampus after 8Gy cranial irradiation compared to controls were mainly associated with
enerry metabolism, osmolytes, excitatory neurometabolites, N Acetyl Aspartate (NAA), ketone
metabolism and membrane metabolites. Significant decrease in GABA, glutamine, glutamate, succinate,
cifate, choline and GPE was observed in irradiated animals compared to confols at both the time
points. On the other hand, aspartate, acetate, ketone and scyllo-inositol were sfikingly elevated
compared to controls both at day 5 and l0.The results indicate an overall decrease in hippocampal
metabolic activity due to irradiation and provide strong evideace that hippocampus is metabolically
responsive to irradiation.The significant decrease in the replenishment of some of TCA cycle
intermediates and significant increase in ketone bodies post irradiation might be related to radiation
induced poor glucose metabolism. Our present study supports that ketone bodies metabolism as an
alternative enerry source might have been permitted to meet the metabolic demand of brain post
irradiation. The changes observed in hippocampus metabolism during acute phase of radiation
injury might have long lasting effects on cognitive development and function
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Assessment ofWhole body Radiation Induced Early Delayed

Changes in Mice Brain: A lH MRS and Behavioral
Evaluation Study
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NMR Research Centre, 'Division of Radiation Biosciences, Institute ofNuclear Medicine and

Allied Sciences, Delhi, India.

As the threat of terrorism increases globally, the possibility of a radiological attack in a
public place is of great concern. In the context of acute radiation sickness scenario, the role of
Central nervous system has been underestimated. The susceptibility of CNS to radiation is high

because of its low antioxidant pools, high metabolic rate and actively dividing cells in two discrete

regions i.e hippocampal dentate gyms and sub ventricular zone. Most of the studies suggest that

acute injury is reversible whereas early delayed and late delayed injury is irreversible leading to

metabolic and cognitive impairement. fiie present study is desigred to observe early delayed effects

ofradiation during whole body iradiation leading to behavioral alterations and metabolic impairment

if any. A total of 20 C57 male mice were taken and acclimatized for 48 hours in polypropylene cages

under standard temperature, humidity conditions prior to group allocation and treatrent. Out of 20

animals 10 animals were given 5Gy whole body radiation through Tele 60Co irradiation facility
(Bhabhatron II) with source operating at2.496 Gy/min. The remaining l0 animals served as sham

irradiated controls. The Behavioral and MRS experiments were carried out on l0 animals each at 3

months post irradiation. For behavioral experiments the spontaneous behavior activity in mice was

evaluated using Opto-varimex 4 system. The working memory function was evaluated, the next day,

using the novel object recognition test. For MRS, the voxel was localised in the cortex-hippocampus

region ofmouse bi.ain. MR spectia were acquired using PRESS sequence and data (FID) was processed

using LC model for quantitation.Behavioral studies showed locomotory and discrimination ratio

impaired in irradiated group.lH MRS revealed significant decrease in Glutamine and sipificant
increase in myo inositol in irradiated group compared to confiols. The decline in cogritive function

at 3 months post irradiation could be due to radiation induced persistent oxidative stress.In our

sturSy, increased inl and decreased cognitive function at 3 months post whole body radiation exposure

reflect that whole body radiation exposure may have long lasting effect on the cognitive

performance.Recently, glutamine has been reported to have a n€uroprotective effect against DNA

Damage, Beta-Amyloid and Hror-Induced Stress. Reduced glutamine levels in our study might be

associited for reduced cognitive functions as well. In the present study Behavior and MRS studies

together were able to elucidate early delayed changes due to 5Gy whole body radiation in brain at

.og1itir. and metabolic level. These findings can be valuable in evaluating the radiation induced

peisistent oxidative stress thus leading to cognitive dysfunction and metabolic impairment.
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Characterization of keto-enol tautomers towards the
synthesis of dibenzoxanthene derivatives via NMR

techniques
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' Dibenzoxanthene derivatives (!) are a class of heterocyclic compounds having varied

applications both in pharmaceuticalst and material science2. The intermediates, bisnapthols (!) and

keto-enol tautomers (3) that are encountered during their formation via the cyclocondensation of 2-
naphthol (!) and aldehydes (!) (Scheme l) also have potent uses in medicinal field3 and
organometallics. The keto-enol tautomeric intermediates have not yet been isolated till date. Versatile

use of lewis acid can be implemented for the formation and isolation of these intermediates. The
newly found intermediates have been confirrned by the extensive use of various techniques of
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.
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Structural, thermal and electrical transport study of
polythiophene-Ag nanocomposite synthesized by in-situ

chemical reduction method
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Tezptr-7 84028, Assam, India,
E-Mail: ask@tezu.ernet.in

Modern technology continuously needs new materials having special properties.

Nanocomposites formed by metal nanoparticles (NPs) dispersed in electrically conducting polymers,

such as polyaniline or polythiophene, have received much attention in the last few years [1]. These

hybrid nano-materials are expected to display several synergistic properties between the polymer

and the metal nanoparticles, making them potential candidates for application in numerous fields

such as catalysis, biosensors, memory devices, sensors, photovoltaic devices and solar cells [2-3].
In this work, polythiophene/silver nanocomposite has been successfully synthesized by in-situ
chemical reductionmethod. HRTEM, XRD, FTIR, UV-Vis and TGA have been carried out to study the

morphological, structural, optical and thermal characterization of the polythiophene/silver
nanocomposite. HRTEM confirms the spherical nature ofthe synthesized nanoparticle. FTIR spectra

confirm the formation of polythiophene. In case ofnanocomposite the enhancement ofband intensity

in FTIR suggests the fruitfut interaction between Ag and S atom of polythiophene. TGA has indicated

an enhanced thermal stability of nanocomposite as compared to that of pure polythiophene. Dielectric

and ac conductivity also show an increasing trend with increasing the wt.% of AgNO, in the

nanocomposite. The increase of ac conductivity with increasing wt.% ofAgNO, can be attributed to

the increase ofAg nanoparticle concenhation, which favors the better electronic transport. Imaginary

part of modulus shows a relaxation peak and it shift towards higher frequency with increasing wt.7o

ofAgNOr. The shifting of relaxation peak towards high frequency suggests the enhancement of dc

conductivity contribution.
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Three component synthesis of some new 51 6- disubstituted
cycloallryl -3, 4:dihydropyrimidinone derivatives
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An operationally simple, one pot, three component method has been developed to afford

some new 5, 6-disubstituted cycloalkyl-3, 4-dihydropyrimidinone derivatives (A) via Biginelli
condensationt of cycloalkanone (l mmol), aldehyde (1 mmol) and urea (2.5 mmol) (Scheme-l) in

acidic ionirc liquids at 800C. Pyrimidinone derivativei exhibit some potent biologicaland pharmaceutical

properties such as antiviral, antitumour, antibacterial and anti-inflammatdry propertiesand also can

behave as calcium channel modulators.2All the products were extensively characterizedby various

NMR techniques such as lHNI\dR, t3C NMR, HETCO& DEPTT and COSY specha along with FT-IR
and elemental analysis. Excellentyields, shortreactiontimes, easyworkup, reusability of the catalyst

and green conditions are the most obvious advantages of this procedure
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. RNA binding proteins (RBPO have been known to play a significant role in the mRNA

metabolism of many organisms such as C. elegans, D. melanogaster, T. brucei e/c. RBPs have a

modular suuchire andlconsist of'multiple repeats that are built from'a number of RNA binding

dornains,rwhich bkrd to untranslated regions of niRNA. RBFsassist the processing and assembly of
non-coding'RNAs into,ribonucleoprotein complekes, which mediate irnportant celfular.functions

Suehras splicing,and fanslatisn. RBFs are also essential for rrRNA maturation,,by addition of,a 7-

methylguariosine crip to;mRNA-precursdrs,,,5plicing of introns, editing, and the addition of a

po$adanosine tail at the end of mRNA.' In.Tt,brucei; ano.'iel RNAbiirding protein narned RNA.bihding protein42 (RBF42)'of - 38

kDa hasrbeen,ieiently identifietl tmd, has,bean hypothesized,to,plby a major role :in adaptation to

different environment by regulating nnRNA rnetabolism, RBP42 targets the oodingtegion sf mRNA
that encodes proteins involved in cellular enerry metabolism. RBP42 shows similarity with mammalian

RNA binding protein, G3BP. The N terminal region has homology with the Nuclear transport factor

(NTF2- like protein) and C terminal with the RNA recogrition motif (RRM).

For the charactbrization of RBP42, NTF2 and RRM domain have been cloned using

conventi6nal methods ia prokaryotiO'bxpression system. We have established sqlubilisation,
purification and stability conditki'rrs for smrCtura}shrdies ofRRM andNTF-2 domains. 'sN-rH HSQC

data show highly dispersed resonances in both dimensions suggesting that RRM domain is well
folded.

We have performed NMR titation studie s of RRM domain with targe!,RNA mimje s.':$tructural

studies of RRM and NTF-2 domain of RBP42 and RNA titration data will be presentpd'

1. DasA, Li H, Liu T, Bellofatto V. (2006). Biochemical characterization,of"Trypanosoma

Drzcei RNA polymerase II.Mol Biochem Pqrasitol 150:201-210.

2. Das A, Morales R, Banday M, Garcia S, Hao L, CrossG AM, EstevezAM, Bellofatto V'
(2012). The essential polysome-associated RNA-binding protein RBP42 targets mRNAs
involved n Tryp ano s om a bruc e i enerry metabolism RNI I 8 : I 96 8- I 9 83.
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Structural Charaeteristics of Conserued C-terminal Segment of
Eukaryotic Acidic Ribosom ilP2 proteins : Fun cti,on aI

Implications

' Pushpa Mishro!, Sudarshan Raiagopal2, Shobhona Sharma2 and :

Rqmakrishna V Hosurl'3'
rDeparhnent of Chemical sciences, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai, India
2Deparunent of Biological sciences, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai. India

IrUM-DAE Centre for Ercellence in Basic Sciences, Mumbai University Carnpus, Mumbai, Irrdia.

Ribosome structure has been solved by X-ray crystallography several years ago, but to

date, very little is laiown about the ribosomal stalk, which in the ribosome is a supramoleiular

assembly of proteins. During protein synthesis, the stalk is known to adopt different conformations

at different steps of the elongation cycle. Eukaryotic stalk is much more complex than prokaryotic

stalk. It consists of acidic proteins known as P proteins (P0, P I , P2), whiph are organized as a complex

assembly, PO(PI-P2)r. However, the individualproteins are lcrownto self-associate underp-hysiological
conditions-

T'lte P2 protein is quite conserved across several eukaryotic species, particularly, its C-

terminal domain. Within the C-terminal domain also, the last 1l residues are even more conserve'd. It
has been argued that multiple copies ofthis C-terminal sequence profude outwards from the ribirsonre

to the cytoplasm, function to fetch the elongation factors and draw them into GTPase-associated

center. In Ordel to understand structure function relationships of this domain, several constructs of
the domain (5kDa) from different eukqryotic species (human, P falciparum, T gondi)were prqpared

Thg cgnq(ucts wero expressed and purified. CD performed onthese proteins shows that this donrain

is inninsically disordered. NMR investigations show that this domain is not involved in selt
associaiion, and exists as a monomer in solution which is firther confirmed by MALDI. The HSQC

spectrum of these constmcts sho-ws all the expected 50 peaks. Fluorescence spectroscopy reveals

that this domain interacts with GTP and elongation factor (eEF2). This domain also interacts with

Trichosanthin, alribosorqe ipactivating protein and respoqqible for translation inhibititin. Further

investigations are in progress to unravel the details of the interaction.
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Structure-Function Relationship of Crc, a Global
Regulator in Pseudomonas

Rukhi Sharma, Malay K. Ray and Mandar V Deshmukh*
CSIR-Center for Cellular and Molecular Biology, Hyderabad, lndia,

E.Mail: rakhi@ccmb.res.in

Carbon Catabolite Repression (CCR) allows metabolically versatile free-living bacteria to

selectively assimilate a preferred compound among a mixture of several potential carbon sources.

CCR regulates metabolism, boosting the ability of bacteria to survive in their natural habitats. Crc
(Catabolite Regulation Control, -3 lkDa) is a global regulator protein in CCR in Pseudomonas. Crc
triggers a repression process that inhibits the expression of genes involved in the transport and

catabolism ofnon-preferred amino acids, while itindirectlyfavors the assimilation ofpreferred amino

acids. A dissection ofthe molecular mechanisms underlying CCR is vital to know how metabolism is

regulated and how compounds are degraded by this class of hacteria in the environment.
Crc acts by binding to target mRNAs at specific sites, generally containing NAA rich motifs

located close to or,overlapping with the translation-start site, and thereby inhibits the formation of
a productive translation initiation complex. At the same time, in the absence of preferred substrates,

Crc activity is regulated by small non-coding RNAs (e.9., crcZ and crcY),which bind to Crc thus

preventing its binding to target mRNAs.Quite contrarily, several recent crystal structures of Crc

could not identify a distinct RNA binding patch on the surface. Therefore, it is imperative to study

the structure and RNA binding properties of Crc using solution-based techniques.

To this end, we have acbieved>g4Yobackbone and - 85% r3C stereo-specific methyl chemical

shift assignments of lle (61), Leu and Val. The solution structure of Crc was calculated with a
backbone RMSD of - 0.9 A. ttre solution structure of Crc shows high degree of similarity with AP

endonucleases aqd has -2.7Abackbone RMSD with the homology model and crystal structure.

Electrostatic potential'surface plot of Crc shows a positive patch on the side opposite to

that involved in DNA-binding in its homologues. RNA binding site on Crc has been elucidated by
titrating various RNA differing in length and structure. Chemical shift perturbations indicate that the

site and mechanism of nuqleic acid recoguition is altered in Crc as compared to its homologues,

hinting Crc's divergent evolution fromAP endonucleases. Additionally, isothermal calorimetry titration

studies suggest thqt Crc has pM affinity with small RNA. Further, site-directed mutagenesis studies

are performed by biophysical and biochemical assays.

Evolutionary functional di'iergence of Crc and its structure-function relationship with
regulatory and targef RNA will be discussed.
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Toxicological Effects of CoCl, Induced System Alteration in
Multiple Rat Organs as Revealed by tH NMR Spectroscopy

Ritu Tyagil, Poonam Ranal, Mamta Guptot, Deepak Dhatnagar2, Subash Khushul
rNMRResearchCentre,Institute ofNuclearMedicine andAllied Sciences (INMAS), Delhi,'lndia

2Departrnent of Biochemisty, Devi Ahilya Vishwavidyalaya, lndore, India
E-Mail: ,skhushu@yahoo.com

Intreduction: Cobalt is a knov,rn heavy metal with multiple industrial applications but also results in
a wide spectrum of toxicities. Oxidative stress is one of the main mechanisms involved in cobalt
toxicity leading to the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which in turn cause lipid
peroxidation and protein oxidation in sewral tissues. Various research studies have reported the

toxicity of cobalt at biochemical, enzymatic and genetic level, a comprehensive metabolome of cobalt
toxicity remains to be elucidated.
Aim and Objective: Raturinary metabolic profilingfor acute toxicity induced by CoCl, using tH NMR
spectroscopy.
Material and Methods: Male Sprague Dawley rats of I I weeks of age (n : 5 in each group) were
injected with CoCl, at a dose of2.l and lTmglkg body weight intraperitoneally, controls were injected
with 0.97o saline only. Urine sampleswere collectedat8,24,72and 120 hpostdose (p.d.) andplaced
at -800C. 400p1 ofurine sample was added to 200 pl of deuterated phosphate buffer (pH: 7.4) containing
lmMTSP.andtransferredto 5mmNMRtube. tHNMRspectrawere acquired at400.13 MHz, Bruker-
AVANCE 400 spectrometerat 298K. Peak assignment was determined according to previously reported
literaturet. In order to find out the dissimilarities between the control and CoCl, treated group
multivariate analysis using metaboanalyst (http://www.metaboanalyst.calMetaboanalvst/faces/
Homejsp) was carried out.
Result and Discussion: The majormetabolite changes coresponding to CoCl, toxicity are related to
amino acids, osmolytes and enerry metabolites. The energy metabolites, hippurate, DMA and BAA
got altered as early as 8h p.d. in both the dose group. Most of the metabolites were recovered except
citrate, DMA and hippurate at day5. NMR spectoscopy results of liver and kidney tissue extracts
also showed changes in membrane metabolites, lactate and creatine till day 3 and reverted back to
nomral by day5. Our NMR findings suggested cobalt induced functional damage to renal and hepatic
tissuewhichwas well corroboratedwithhistopathological and serumbiochemicalresults. Our findings
were also in tune with antioxidant parameters such as LPO, SOD, GSH and Catalase that showed
oxidative stress induced by CoClr.
Conclusion: The present study demonstates the potential of metabolomics in finding the putative
metabolic markers for early prediction ofrisk of adverse effects by CoClr.

References:
Lindon, J. C.; Nicholson, J. K.; Everett, J.R. Ann. Rep. NMR.Spectrosc.l999, 38, l-88.
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1H-1\MR based Metabonomics study of tryptophan
metabolism in P bergheiinfected c57BL/6 mice model

Rustam Singhl, shtobhona sharmd and Haripalsingh M. sonawatl
rDepartment of Chemical Sciences, 2Departrrent of Biological Sciences,fata Institute of

Fundamental Research, Colaba, Maumbai400005, INDIA.

It:s been more than a century when, for the first time, the cause of transmittance of P

falciparum,the major parasite that causes Human Malalia, has been discovered. Due to complexity

in parasite's life cycle, we have not understood the disease completely so far. It has been known that

there is an increase in uptake of tryptophan in RBC infected with P. falciparumb'tt little is known

about the organ specific typtophan metabolismr,2. In the present study, we have used the IH-NMR

based metabonomics approach to understand the host response to tryptophan challenge in control

and p. berghel infected C57BL16 mice. The scores plots in PCA analysis clearly differentiates the

control from the P berghei infected group and also shows differences between the infected Trp-

challenged and infected controls. These different groups further analyzed in pairs using OPLS/

O2PLS-DA and theii corresponding loadings plots suggest that the tryptophan pathway is perturbed

in malarial inice. The malilrial mice has hrgher amount of Quinolinic acid (QA) and Kynurenic acid

(KA) compared to controls as well as the ratio QA/KA is also higher in malarial mice matching wittr

the earliei reports2. The further analysis is under process and we hope that these early results

suggest that parasite favored QA pathway to make more and more NADA:.IADP to use them in its

glycolysis pathway. The enzymes of this pathway can be targeted by drug designers to curb the

malaria.

References:
l. H. Ginsburg and M. Krugliak, Biochimica et Biophysico Acta, 1983, 729, 97-103.

LatifuA. sanni et. al,Am. J. pathol.,1998, 152,611-619.
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Extraction of Magnitudes and Relative Signs of "/o
couplings: A Pure Shift and RES-TOCSY Methodologies

S. R. Chaudhari, Lokesh and N. Suryaprakash
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E-Mail: aailasachin@ 8mail. com

Forthe determination of constitution, con0guration and conformation of fluorine containing

small o;ganic, bio-rnolecules and natural products, the powerful long range heteronuclear coupling

constants ("J,o,) are employed. Unfortunately, the extraction of sigrrs and magnitudes of such i-I* is

a challenging-task, especially when the spectra are severely complex because of the presence of
large nurnber of short- and long- range homonuclear couplings ('"Io). In the present work an approach

invotving tle utility of pure shift NMRI for the extraction of the V* from the simple one dimensional
rH-pure shift spectrum will be discussed. In addition the novel application of our recently introduced

2D RES-TOCSY2 sequence, for the determination of relative sigrs and magnitudes of 'J,*will be

discussed. The slopes ofthe displacement ofF, cross sections ofthe 2D RES-TOCSY spectrumyield

the relative signs of the couplings. The distinct advantage of the 2D experiment is the extraction of
magnitudes of the couplings, which are hidden within the line widths'

Refererlces:
l. J.A.Aguilar. S. Faulkner, M. Nilsson, G.A. Morris, Angew. Chem.Int. Ed.2010,49,3901-3903.

Lokesh, S. R. Chaudhari, andN. Suryaprakash, Org. Bio. Chem.2013 (UnderRevision).
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Electron paramagnetic resonance study of nanoscale
Gd203 systems

S. Hazarikal, N. Paul 2and D.Mohanta
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Rare-earttr (RE) systems, and their oxides find profound interest in the deployrnent of high-
performance luminescent devices, optoelectronic components, high-field magnets, sensors, and

other functional devices, owing to their unique optical, eleckonic, maggetic, and physico-chemical
properties arising from interlocked unpaired elechons, 4f-Sdcariertransitions and spin configurations

[1]. Gadolinium, in either pure or oxide form, is highly stable against environmental degeneration [2].
In ambient environment, it exists in three polymorphic forms: hexagonal, monoclinic and cubic.
Owing to environmental stability, thermal stability, low phonon energy, and abitity to get easily
doped with other lanthanide ions, GdrO, can have immense potential in a number of functional
devices, includin[ nano-bio interface applications. The structural and morphological characterizations

of our synthesized nanostructured products were performed by x-ray diffraction and high resolution
transmission electuon microscopy; respectively.Considering oxygen vacancies as the major source

of paramagnetic centers [3], and using electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy we explore
spin states, resonance shift and g-valges in both nanoparticles and nanorods of GdrO, systems. A
special emphasis was also given to understand EPR response of 80-MeV Carbon irradiated nanorod
systems. A comparative view will be highlighted for all these aforesaid systems.

References:
1. Kenyon, A.J. Prog. Quantum Electron. 2002,26,225.
2. Pang, M.; Lin, J.; Fu, J.; Xing, R.; Luo, C.; Han, Y. Opt. Mater2003,23 ,547.
3. Paul, N.; Devi, M.; Mohanta, D. Material Research Bulletin2$ll,46 ,1296.
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In Tube Approach for Testing the Enantiopurity of Chiral

Amines andAminoAlcohols by lH NMR
Sandeep Kumar Mishra, Sachin R. Chaudhari, and N. Suryaprakash

NMR Research Centre, Solid State and Structural Chemistry Unitlndian Institute of Science,
Bangalore-S600 12

In tube approach involving a simple mix and shake method for testing the enantiopurity of
chiral primary, secondary and tertiary amines, and their derivatives chiral amino alcohols by IH-NMR
spectroscopy is developed. The procedure involves an in tube formation of chiral ammonium borate
salt from the mixture of the C, symmetic chiral BINOL, trialkoxyborane and chiral amines. The
proposed concept demonstrated convincingly on large number of chiral and pro-chiral amines and
amino alcohols, also aids in the precise measurement of enantiomeric excess. The protocol can be
accomplished in couple of minutes directly in the NMR sample tube, without the need for any
physical separation.

References:
Sandeep KumarMishra, SachinR Chaudhari andN. Suryaprakash, Org. Biomol. Chem. DOI:10.1039/
c30B4l67lB
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NMR Spectroscopy -AVersatile Tool to Investigate
Structure and Activity of Peroxometal Macrocomplexes

Sandhya Rani Gogoi and N. S. Islam
Tezpur University, Napaam- 7 84028

E-Mail: nsi@tezu.emet.in

NMR spectroscopy has evolved into an important technique in research. It plays a crucial

role in stru3ture determination ofmacroligand incorporated metal peroxo complexes. In this work, we

present the characterization of d number of series ofmacromolecular peroxo complexes ofthe metals

v(v), Mo(VI) and W(Vf, synthesized in our laboratory by employingNMRtechnique (t3c; 5rv and
e5Mo) along with other analytical techniques.r'2,3 In addition, 5tV NMR has been used to investigate

the'mode of degradation of monomeric as well as polymer anchored peroxovanadate complexes

under the effect of reactive oxygen moppingen4rme (ROS) catalase.t Thus, the unique ability ofthis

important spectroscopy tool to,provide extremely valuable information has great signifrcbnce in

research.

References:
l. Borufi J. J.; Kalita, D.; Das, S. P.; Paul, S.; Islam, N. S.Inorg. Chem-2011,50, 8046-8062'

Z Das, S. P.; Ankireddy, S. R.; Boruah, J. J.; Islam, N . S. RSC Advances,20l2,2,7248-:1261'

Boruah, J. J.; Das, S. P.;Ankireddy, S. R.; Gogoi, S. R.; Islam,N-S.GreenChem',2013'15,

294+2959.
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Design and Study of Mixed p-Peptides withAlternating
Carbo-p-amino acids and p-hGly

Sirisha. K. Prashanl T,G. V M. Sharma, K 11 S. Ramalcrishna, A.l/-S sarma
Centre for Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, CSlR-lndian Institute of Chemical Technology (CSIR),
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E-Mail: sirishakatukuri.iict@ gmail.com

The biological functions of proteins and peptides are atkibuted to the compact three-

dimensional structures that are adopted by them. 'Foldamers', which are referred to the oligomers of
non-proteinogenic amino acids, form a variety of stable secondary structures, such as helices,

sheets and turns, that are sthbilized by non-covalent interactions. The oligomers, consffucted from
p-amino acids, form avariety of.secondary structures like l4-helix, l2-helix,l0/l2-helix, lO-helix and

8-helixl. Earlier, it was reported that robust left-handed 10/12- and 12l10-helices2 were observed in the

mixed peptides with alternating (S)-B-Caa with D-xylose side chain and B-hGly. In continuation we
proposed to study peptides with (S)-B-Caa with D-lyxose side chain, derived from D-mannose

alternating with B-hGly to understand the effect of side chain on the p-peptides derived. Unlike the

earlier study, the peptides displayed in Figwe A & B, resulted in right-handed l0ll2 mixed helix,
suppcrtedbyt}re characteristic nOe correlations CBH(2)NH(4) & CBH(4)NH(6), and weakNH(l)/
NH(2), NH(3)A{H(4) and NH(5)NH(6) in both the cases. This study reveals that change in the side

chain influences a variation in the handedness of the helix. Further studies are in progress to
understand this observation, with peptides containing (R)-B-Caa.

References:
l. a) Seebach, D.; Matthews,J.L. Chem. Commun.1997,2Al5.b) Gellman, S.H.Acc. Chem.

Res. 1998,31,l73.c)ChandrashekarSrivari.;SrinivasReddyMarepally-;NagendraBabu,B.;
Bharatam Jagdeesh.; Prabhakar.A; Jagannadh,B.;. J.Am, Chem. Soc.2005,127,9664.
Z Shirma, G V. M,; Reddy, K. R.; Krishna, P. R.; Sankar,A; R.; Narasimulu, K.; Kumar, S. K.;
Jayaprakash, P.; Jagannadh, B.; Kunwar, A.C. J.Am. Chem. 5oc.2A03,125,13670.
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Unraveling Multi-spin effects in Rotational Re$onance I\MR
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" A quantum-mechanicdl model integrating the concepts of reduced density matrix (RDM)
and effective Hamiltonians is presented to explain the multi-spin effects observ,ed in rotational
resonance @2) NMR experimdnts. Employing this approach, the spin system of interest is described
in a reduced subspace iflclusive of its coupling to the surroundings. The analyic results obtained'
provide an accufate..description/interpretation of R2 experimental results and could serve as a test-
bed-for distinguishing coherenV incoherent effects in solid-state NMR.

References:

E. R.Andrew,A. Bradbury, R. G. Eades andW. Y.T,Plrys. Lett.1963,4,99
D.,P. Raleigh,G. S. Harbison, J. E. Neiss, J. E. Roberts and R. G Griffrn, Chem.Phys. Lett. 1987,
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Spectroscopic m etabolo mics : A potential tool for studyin g

nutraceuticills

S. Ghatakl, P. K. Rait, G Watal2 ond R. Jayasundart
tDepartrnent ofNMR, All lndia Institute of Medical Sciences, Ansari Nagar, New Delhi, India

. 'Departrnent of Medicinal Chemistry University ofAllahabad, Allahabad, India

In healthcare, nuhition is now recognised to be as important as therapeutics and is gaining

attention as a scientifib discipline. In this context, plants as natural repository of nutients are

increasingly analysed from the perspective of nutraceuticalsr. The aim of this study is to do a
multitechnique spectroscopic analysis of nutraceutical plants and also assess their antioxidant
potential, which has both nufaceutical and therapeutic roles. TWelVe known nutraceuticals such as

Emblica fficinalis, Cuminum cyminum and Piper nigrum were studied using NMR, Fourier
Transformed Infra-Red (FTIR) and Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS). The samples

were prepar6d as l0% aqueous solution for all investigations. Water suppressed lD NMR spectra

wefe recorded in a 700 MHz spectrometer (Agilent, USA) using the following parameters: relaxation
delay - 14 sec, number of scans - 32, spectal width - l5ppm and data points - 32 K. Principle
ComponentAnalysis @CA) was performed on the spectral data, which were binned and bucketed at

0.04ppm intervals using MestReC and Unscrambler Xl0.2. FTIR 660 (Agilent; USA) was used to
scan the sample in the 750- 10,000 nm ftuge in the Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) mode. Elemental

analysis was carried out using a 4-channel specfometer (Ocean optics LIBS 2000+) in the 200-1100
nm wavelength region2. The antioxidant potential of the nutraceuticals was evaluated using DPPH
(1, 1-Diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl) assay. ICro value was calculated for this assessment.

Allthe nutraceuticals showed antioxidantpotentialwiththemaximum andminimum activities
shouni by Enblica fficinalis (ICro __- 1.92 mglml) and Cuminum cyminum (IC5o - l 3. I I mg/ml),
respectively.(a) ln)

The NMR specta showed resonances from primary metabolites such as carbohydrates and

amino acids,.and also secondary metabolites such as flavonoids,.flavonol glycosides, po\phenols,
although with varying intensities. PCA of NMR spectral data revealed antioxidant based clustering
of nutrhceuticals. The FTIR spectra exhibited the following functional groups: OH (1300-1420 cm-t)

and C:o (! 661.1760 cm-') from carbohydrates, R-CooR (1773 cm'r), R-NHr* (2320-2380 cm-') from
amino acids and alcohols/phenols (3594-3620 cm't). Groups such as OH, C:O and R-NHr* are found
in secondary metabolites, which are associated with antioxidant potential. Interestingly, the elemental

analysis showed high levels of Mg and Ca in the antioxidant rich nutraceuticals. Spectroscopic
profiling using a combination of techniques coupled with multivariate analysis can provide
comprehensive and quick information on nutaceutical properties of plants. Further indepth studies

are underray and in a larger sample size.
References:

l. .Das, L.; Bhaumik, E.; Raychaudhuri, U.; Chakraborty, R.Role ofnutraceuticals in human
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NMR in sensory sciences

S. Ghatah, P. K. Rai, R Jayasundar
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Food supplements and nutraceuticals are increasingly being used as part of nutritional
therapeutics. In this context, organoleptic property oftaste is used as an important quality assessment

parameter. The aim ofthis study is to evaluate the role ofproton NMR spectr'al mdrkers in identi$ing
taste. Nutraceuiical plantg such as Phoenix sylvestris, Vitis vinifera, Glygyrrhiza glabra, Agaricus
campestris and Zingiber fficinale were analysed using NMR and correlated with the organoleptic
property (taste), which was objectively evaluated using Electronic Tongue (E-Tongue).

The NMR studies were carried out using 700 MHz specffometer (Agilent, USA). The
following parameters were used to obtain lD water suppressed proton spectra : TR - 14 sec, scans -
32 atd data points - 32K.2D NMR was carried out to assign the peaks. Parameters were : - 2 sec,

scans - 16 and data points - 2K. The lD spectral data was analysed using Principle Component
Analysis (PCA), MestRe-C and Unscrambler X10.2. For this, the spectral region was binned and

bucketed at 0,04 ppm intervals. Taste evaluation was carried out using a 16 autosampler E-Tongue
(Alpha MOS, France), using a set of 7 sensors based on Chemical modified Field Effect Transistor
(ChemFET) principlet. The NMR and E-Tongue data were correlated.

Although the proton'NMR spectra showed a number of resonances from primary
(carbohydrates, amino and organic acids) and secondary metabolites (polyphenols, flavonoids),
there were differences as well. These were reflected in the PCA ofthe spectral data. The preliminary
results showed similar clustering pattems for NMR and E-tongue data, indicating that NMR profiling
could reflect the organolepic property. Amino acids like alanine, glycine, tyrosine and phenylalanine
could be spectral markers for taste. Further in-depth studies are underway to explore this in detail.
With increasing interest in using organoleptic properties for quality assessment, NMR could open

new vistas of application in sensory sciences.

References:
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t3C NMR Spectral study of Edibte Oils, Mosquito Repellants
and Incense Sticks that cause of IndoorAir Pollution
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During the recent times human society has experienced a lot of changes with respect to life
style and food habits. Previously unknown products have become common household goods and
various unhealthy practices have become commonplace. Along with these changes many new
materials have entered in to our lives, like room fresheners, pest control devises and mosquito
repellents etc.., which may be toxic when used excessively. More and more people are living in
apartments where bed room, kitchen and bath room are very close. Any activity that emit gases in
any room can disperse in to other rooms leading to indoor air pollution.

Human beings inhale an average of 6 liters per minute of air. Even, if the concentrations of
toxic volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are about I ppb (lpg/L), since these VOCs are absorbed
efficiently in the respiratory track, the total concentration will be around 3 ppm per day, which may
affect the health of human beings.

To plan the experimental conditions for the Pyrolysis GC-MS analysis of the emitted gases,

an idea on the nature of emitted gases is essential. The nature of emitted gases especially from
mosquito repellents, incense sticks and edible oils which are burnt or heated to high temperatures in
atmosphere depends on the nature. of organic compounds present in these substances. So, the
authors tried to assess the nature of the organic compounds present in raw materials of mosquito
repellents, incense sticks and edible oils using Cl3 NMR spectra.

Using the l3C-NMRspecfia, the aliphatic and aromatic moieties present in these materials
along with other different carbon moieties have been understood. This information helped us to
predict the nature of the emissions from these compounds and plan the experimental conditions for
their monitoring. The 13C- NMR spectra of mosquito repellents, incense sticks and edible oils will be
presented and discussed in this paper.
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Drug deqign is a process of selection of chemical molecules that are complementary in
shape and charge to biomolecular targets and interact with them resulting in modification of their
activity. Physico-chemical properties of the small molecules like structure, surface tension, viscosit5z,

hydrophilicity, hydrophobicity, site of interaction and strength ofthe interacting site are very important
in their functioning as drugs and in the design of new drugs.

In the list of drugs of small molecule category out of a total of 4700 drugs, total 76.6Yo of
drugs contain Nitrogen alone or Nitrogen with Oxygen, Sulphur, Phosphorous in different
combinations and 55Yo of the drugs contain Nitrogen alone or Nitrogen with Oxygen. In most of
these drugs, the active site of interaction in the drug is likely to be Nitrogen.

Development of NMR based approaches to screen small molecules is in progress I I ]. Fesik
et al f}l developed NMR based approach {hrough "N- NMR chemical shifts of proteins (acceptors)

to screen libraries of small molecules to identify and optimizehighaffrnity ligands (dbnors). Beger, et
al.,l3lhave developed models to correlate tlN- NMR and I3C-NMR spectral data of small molecules
with their biologieal activity. These models were then applied for prediction of cytochrome P 450
inhibition activity. '5N- NMR spectral data of the identified drug molecules which have passed

through several screening piocesses may help in identi$ing the actual site of interaction and its
strength or reactivity in the drug. Since the drug molecules (donors) are smalier compared to the
proteins (acceptors), obtaining natural abundance tN- NMR spectra of drug molecules is relatively
easy. So, we selected several drugs in different categories i.e., Anticancer, Antiviral, Antihypertensive
drugs for the tsN- NMR study for identiffing the active site of interaction and also for assessing its
strength. In this paper, the t5N- NI\,IR spectral data of several anticancer drugs are presented and
discussed.
List ofAnti Cancer drugs studied:

lsN-NMR spectral data of selected Anti-Cancer Drugs

3. Capecitabine 5. Imatinib T.Altretamine 9. Docetaxel
4.Letrozole 6. Irinotecan 8. Amsacrine 10. kniquimod

l. Gemcitabine
2. Pemetrexed
References:
l. Silverrnan,R.B. ;The Organic Chemis@ ofDrug Desigr and DrugAction,2"d Edition; Elsevier

Academic Press:London,20 I 0;pp.44
I Shuker,S.B. ; Hajduk, P.J.; Meadows, R.P.; Fesik, S.W., S.cience 1996,274,1531.

Beger, R.D.; Buzatu, D.A.; Wilkes, J.G. Combining NMR Spectral Information withAssociated
Structural Features to form Computationally non-Intensive, Rugged, and Objective Models
of Biological Activity. In Drug Discovery Handbook (Pharmaceutical Development series),
lst ed.; Gad, S.C., Ed.; Wiley: Hoboken, NJ, USA, 2005; pp. 227-286.
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Boron containing compounds have a wide range ofapplications and are used inmaterials
syrthesis, organic reactionsand in neufron capture therapy rlitments forcancer patien6r. 61y"o
the utility :f :u:h compounds, an undersanding of the structural andelectronic properties of these
compounds is important. Solid-statettB NMR can provide valuableinfo.*utio, about these
properties.Rotational Echo Double Resonance (REDORF is anelegant technique vastly used in
SSNMR for accurate measurementsof dipolar couplings (d) ind 

-hence 
the dirtao.", between

heteronuclear spin-l/2 pairs.Horuever applicatjon oinpoon technique for dipolar coupled spin
halfx6 Quadrupolar spin pairs often suffers due to large quadrupolar broadening. Th... *. u"ry i.*
reports available in SSNMR literature on the distance measurement and the heteronuclear correiation
(HETCoR)befweentH (spin %)anda quadrupolarnucleus such asrrB.Moreover,,,a rigrruf ir U.g"ry
broadened by background signal from the NMR probe.weimplemented ,H 1,r", nEn6R tectrnique
to estimate the B-H distance in lorax (NarBoor:l0Hro) sample. The baciground signal of ,n is
removed by using Hahn echo.technique. ftre ngOO{ dipolai dephasinscurves were prepared by
recording both the controlled and dephased experimenls at 33 kHz MAS (r-:30.30ps; and iampling
at each nz, (n is an integer). Fitting the experimentally obtained REDOffcurv., *i,t siupioN,
srmulated curves; values of 'd' were estimated. In the SIMPSONz(.I simrrlation, the effect of ilB
quadrupolar coupling parameters ofthe two sites ofborax were considered, which were determined
from DM fit2(b) ofthe experimental ttB spectra.The analysis ofREDOR curv.es provided us the dipolar
coupling values fortworrB sites (d:4800 Hz). The calculated iistances between lH-l lB atoms are
matching well with the XRD reported values.rH-rrB FSLG fmTcoR experiments are also performed
on this sample to know the proton chemical shifts and tho nature of protons. eppri."ti* oitt 

"s"methods to amine boranes is in progress and use of the methods prisented rrere for determining
molecular geomefiy and dynamics in the systerq will be ihdicaied. 

^ 
.
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Is sentence comprehension in adult bilinguals a conscious
switching?

S. Senthil Kumorant; Sunito'Gudwanit; R Sagaf
rDepartment of NMR, '?Departrnent of Psychiafiry, All lndia Institute of Medical Sciences, New

Delhi,India

Introduction: The language processing in bilinguals share same cortical areas for first (Ll)
and second language (L2) where L2 recruits greater activity from same regions [] like left inferior
frontal cortex [2]. Difference in bilinguals and monolinguals processing is that in bilinguals left
middle temporal grms [3] and caudate [4] play role in conscious switching, monitoring and contolling
the language used. In India Hindi as Ll that is phonetically transparent with subject object verb
(SOV) wgrd.order and English as primaryr-L2 that is phonetically partially opaque wi.th SVO word
order, whether influence the neural processing was targeted in the present study.

Methodotogy: After IEC approval pilot study was conducted on eight healthy multilingual
subjects (age range 25 to 45 years) with standard inclusion criteria ofrigfut handedness, bilingual
with proficiency in Ll andL2, given written consent and exclusion criteria any sensory impairment
(hearing/ vision), neurological or psychiatric problems, any contraindication for MRI. Single-shot
echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence on 3T whole body MR scanner (32 channel head coil) (Achieva
3.0T TX, Philips, Netherlands) was used for Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) data (slice .

thickness =5 mm, number of slices:29, TR:2000 ms, TE: 30 ms, flip angle:90o, FOV:230 mm,
Dynamics: 360, Resolution: 64x64), overlaid on anatomical images using conventional Tl-weighted
3D sequence. The visual text stimuli were prbsented rising Eprime (version I . I , Psycholory Software
Tools Inc, USA) and MR compatible LCD monitor (NordicNeurolab, Norway). The two tasks
comprised of 3 0 ( 1 5x2) syntactic events (in Hindi and English languages) where each event was of I 0
sec duration. The paradigm included block of simple sentences of 3-4 words (6-9 syllables) in either
language selected randomly and the response was oral reading. Duration ofthe fMRI data acquisition
was 9 min 50 sec (590 sec).Pre- and post-processing was done using SPMS (Wellcome Deparhment of
CognitiveNeurolory, London, UK); Thegroup datawas analyzedby one-wayANOVAtest(p<0.001,
cluster threshold 5).

Results and Diicussion: ln all the subjects similar performance for auditory comprehension
and in six subjects better speed and proficiency for L2 reading performance. The BOLD data showed
that L2 recruited left hemispheric dominance of lingual grms, caudate and right dominance ofmiddle
temporal glrms, middle occipital, fusiform gyms (Table I ) [ t -4]. On comparison ofEnglish vs. Hindi
significant BOLD activity was observed in left inferior frontal grms [3] and right lentiform nucleus
(Table2).

Conclusion:The results indicate that in bilinguals there is conscious switching of language
but not affecting the proficiency and reaction time. The study evidence the role of left caudate in
second language use.

References:
l. Hasegawa M., CarpenterP.A., Just M.A.,2002. Neurolmage 15,647-460.
Z Kovelman I., Baker S.A., Petitto L.A., 2008. J Cogn Newosci;20(l\: 153-169.
3. Nakamura K., Kouider S., Makuuchi M., et a1.,2010. Cerebral Cortac;20:2244-2251.
4. Crinion J., Turner R., GroganA, et al., 2006. Science;312:15J7.
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study of Decoherence in Quantum Information processing

UsingNMR
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In quantum informatlon processing, the information of the quantum system encoded in the
form of coherences of qubits inevitably undergoes irreversible transformations over certaintime-
scales due to the omnipresent environmental inierferences. This process. known asdecoherence, is
a fundamental theat to quantum computation as well as quantum communication. Hence, preserving
quantum information against decoherence is an importantarea of current research. Our work is an
attempttowards a better study ofdecoherence bysubjecting the system qubits to engineered quantum
noise, characterizing the artificialdecoherence by specfial density & quantum process tomography,
and suppressing it usingdynamical Decoupling techniques using a two-spin NMR quan^tum
information processor.

References:
1. Teklemariam,.G; Fortunato, E. M.; Lopez, C. C.; Emerson,!.;paz,J p.;Havel,T. F.;

Cory D. G. Phys. RevA. 2003,67,062316
2. Yuge, T.; Sasaki, S.; Hirayama, Y. phys. Rev. Leff. ZOrL,l}7,170504
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Stmctural and functional analysis ofnovel Antimicrobial
peptides from Chinese odorous frogs

D. Zarenal, Divya Shet2, P Indrani PaP, Hanudatta S. Atreya2
. rDept. ofPhysics, JNTUACEA,Anantapur-515 002

zNMRResearch Centre, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore- 560 012

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are small peptides with microbicidal properties, length
varying from 6 to 50 amino acids. They are majorly cationic pepides having affinity to the negatively
charged bacterial membrane which selectively interacts with it and eventually kills the bacteriar.
AMPs derived from Chinese odorous frogs owe apotential therapeutic target2. These peptides can
be a template to desigp synthetic analogue for antimicrobial agents to act against microbes which
have already gained resistance, over a wide array of antibiotics. Peptidomic analysis of purified
AMPs reveals that the post-translational modification rarely happens in odorous frogs and thus
heli2s td characterize AMPs by cloning techniques. While a number of peptides have been isolated
till date, their mechanistic aspects remain unclear. In order ts know the mechanism by which AMPs
inactivate the host cell, it is essential to know their high resolution structures. This project aims at
cloning a few selected genes of frog peptides in pET32a+ by recombinant DNA technologr, E.coli
C4l exprgssion and purification, chemical synthesis of short length peptides, antimicrobial activity
assays and mechanistic studies of AMPs. Isotope labeling of novel AMPs for structural
characterization by solution NI\[R, these labeled peptides have been expressed in E coli C4l,purified
by Ni-NTA column chromatogaphy. Different 2Di3D NMR spectra have been acquired and spectral
assignment is in progress. The solution structure of these peptides will aid in understanding the
action'ofAMPs at a molecular level, enabling thus to develop peptides with enhanced anti-microbial
activity.

References:
1. Simmaco, M. ; Mignogna, G; and Barra,D. Biopolymers 1998, 47, 435-450.
2. Xinwang Yang;:Wen-Hui Lee; and Yun Zhang, J. Proteome Res. 2012, I I , 306-319 .
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Multidimensional (nD) nuclear magnetic resonance (NI\m.) spectroscopy is one of the most

popular and versatile analytical tools in modern research. Since its discovery it made a strong impact

in organic chemistry, biological and material science, clinical and pre-clinical science etc. But nD
NMR experiments are often time consuming owing to the standard mode of data acquisition. [n
general the complete data set is acquired by repeating the experiments for each increment of the spin

evolution time in the indirect dimension, in -ly' evolution steps. The data acquisition time is thus

proportional to the product of the number of evolution increments in each virtual dimension. In the

last few years several methods have been proposed to accelerate nDNMR acquisition. One of the

most promising methods for fast nD NMR data acquisition is ultrafast (JF) Nltfi, origina{y proposed

by Frydman and co-workers [1], inspired by EPI and chemical shift mapping by EPI [2,3]. This
ingenious method modifies the rl-based temporal encoding of spin evolution in the indirect dimension

into a spatial one and he,nce one can complete an nD NMR - or MRI experiment - in a single scan.

Among several nDUFNMRmethods UF COSY ismostpopular foritgsimple implementation [4]. But
a major problem of 2DCOSY, also in UF implementation, is that diagonal peaks both from coupled and

uncoupled spins may partly obscure informative cross peaks. Spin echo correlation spectroscopy
(SECSY)is an alternative to COSY where the mixing pulse is issued in the middle of the evolution
period, and acquisition of sigrral commences from the echo top to explore the full "I-connectivity in
the molecule. The Ultrafast version of SECSY was reported recently and was found to be fruitful for
applications in inhomogeneous media [5]. SECSY suffers however from mixed phase line shapes,

besides what we may tenn 'pseudo-diagonal' peaks that are centered aroundFl:0.Here we present

for the first time an ultafast 2D sequence that suppresses 'diagonal' peaks from spin correlation
spectra; we tenn this experiment as UF-DtrSSECT (Ultrafast Diagonal Suppressed Spin-Echo Correlation

Spectroscopy). We demonskate and bench mark the efficiency of diagonal suppression of our
sequence with two different samples, measured on a standard high resolution NMR.spectrometer
system.

References:
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r2exe NMR Investigation of theAnisotropic Environment of
Two Nematic Thermotropic Liquid Crystals of Opposite

Diama gnetic Susceptibilities
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The anisotropic environment and Nematic-Isotropic phase transition of two nematic
thermotropic liquidcrystals 5CBandZLI-1695 withpositive andnegativediamagnetic susceptibilities
respectively has demonstrated using t2eXe NMR studies. The temperature dependence of r2'Xe

chemical shifts ofxenon gas dissolved in 5CB andZ[-l-1695 have shown clear signatures of the N-I
phase transition. After applying pairwise additive mode| to the present system, it was inferred that
the variation of t'zeXi shielding with temperature in isotropic phase is mainly due to the change in
density ofthe medium alone, whereas in the nematic phase irr addition to the density of the medium,
LC-xenon molecular pair correlation function plays a vital role. The effect ofrigid confrrement on the
anisotropic environment and N-I phase transition of a nematic liquid crystal is also investigated and
the results are analyzed by using pairwise additive model.
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Internal rrrotions with diverse timescale @s-ms) play crucial role td govirn protein's function.
Motions between the globular rotational correlation time (r^4n5; and 40 ps, knows as supra-rc

range, is proposed to play a decisive role in molecular recognition.r This previously hidden time
window came into evidence from RDC-enhanced structural ensembles.2The very first experimental
access of the kinetics within this supra-r. timescale was achieved recently by Ban et. al usinga
combination of NMR based techniques.3 Here, to investigate the dynamic behavior of proteins in the

supra-?" yitdow we choose,two small globular proteins: ubiquitin (8.5 kDa) and the third IgG-
binding domain ofproteinG(GB3, 6.2 kDa). To get the time constant for conformational exchange, we
performedrotatingframerelaxation dispersion experiments onbackbone amide nfuogen, amide proton
and side chaiq methyl proton pnd methyl carbon that are sensitive dov,rn to 4 ps which is only
recent$ accessible due to high power experiments on cryo probes. For GB3 and ubiquitin the

experiments were caried out at 275.4K and 2'17K respectively. For both proteins side chain and

backbone show motions with similar timescales. In GB3 backbone amide proton and side chain
methyl proton shows a conformational exchange time constant of 9.3 ps, whereas for ubiquitin the

time constant is 55 ps. To independently test this difference in timescale of motion, tate of
conformational exchange for GB3 and ubiquitin were directly measured with dielectric relaxation
(DR) in solution at 305K and 309K respectively. Peak frequencies for the sub-p relaxations, arising
from conformational interconversion differ strongly. In GB3 the sub-p process is sigrrificantly faster
than in ubiquitin. This finding nicely agrees with the results obtained fiom NMR relaxation dispersion

experiments.
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Use of semiconductor nanocrystalsiquantum dots (QDs), in biolical systems, has emerged

as an important aspect in fundamental biophysical areas ofresearch as well as in nano biotechnology

applications [1]. In this context, the interaction of QDs with the biological molecules has geared up

significant research interest in recent times. In this report, we highlight the interaction of polyvinyl

alcohol @VA) dispersed CdSe.QDs with soyabean extracted lecithin. The work describes the synthesis

of CdSe-QDs via aqueous route, extraction of lecithin [2-3] from soyabeen seed (model RKS-I8) and

adequate characteization to probe the QD-lecithin interaction mechanism. Different characterization

techniques such as UV-Vis, FTIR" NMR" Mass spectroscopy (MS) were used to obtain optical,

spectoscopic and structural information. The investigation of QD - lecithin interaction will largely

help in understanding behavior ofnanoscale materials in biological environment in general including

artifi cial and natural semi-permeable bilayers.

Key words: Quantum dot; lecithin; ion channelPACS No.: 8 I '07.Ta; 81 .l4.Cc;87.80.Jg
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hlMR phytochemical analysis of cytotoxic medicinal plants
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Metabolomics provides a global assessment of metabolites within a biological system.
Recent resedrch has established NMR as an important technique for phytochemical fingerprinting
and comparative analysis of medicinal plantt. Ayurveda, the traditional Indian medicine, has a long
history of usage of medicinal plants for therapeutic purpose. Plants such as Anethum graveolens
(AG), Semecarpus anacardium (SA), Picrorrhiza kurroa @K) and Plumbago zylanico (PZ) me
used in treatuent of cancer inAyurveda. The objective ofthis study is to combine NMR metabolomics,
phytochemical colorimetry assays, and cytotoxicity assay to analyse medicinal plants.

lD and 2D (COSY and rTOCSY) proton NMR data were obtained on 700 MHz NMR
specfometer (Agilent USA) using the following parameters: lD (spectal width - 12 ppm; relaxation
delay-15s;no.of.scans-64;datapoints-32K) and2D(2srelmationdelay,l2ppmspectralwidth,
16 scans, 2K data points). Detrterated trimethylsilyl propionate (TSP) was used as an external
reference. The phytochemical assays such as Dragendorftest (alkaloids), Shinoda test (flavonoids),
Molisch test (carbohydrates) were carried out to assess the presence of both primary and secondary
metabolites. The cytotoxic potential of the medicinal plants was evaluated by MTT assay for the
three time po tnts Q4, 48 and72lvs of treatrnent) on Human hepatocellular carcinoma (HepG2) cells.
Chemotherapeutic drug paclitaxel has taken as positive control. Percentage cell survival and inhibitory
concentrations (ICr) were calculated.

Primary metabolites such as carbohydrates, amino acids were seen in general in all plans.
However, there were also unique resonances for each of the plants, for instance, tryptophan in AG,
acetate in SA, flavonoids in PK and polyphenols n PZ. T.lae phytochemical evaluation by the
colorimety assays correlated well with the NMR spectral data. The spectra ofplants which showed
significant amounts of secondary metabolites such as flavonoids, flavonol glycosides, in the
phytochemical assays also showed as resonances in the proton spectra. The medicinal plants also
showed sigrrificant cytgtoxicity in HepG2 cells and comparable to chemotherapeutic drug paclitaxel.
Semecorpus a1acwdtu]mandPlumbagozylanicashowedmaximum (101.93 +2.3 pglml) andminimum
(158.63 *.2.3 p{ml) cytotoxicity respectively. Further in-depth analysis is underway to study the
correlation of the phytochemical profiling with cytotoxicity.
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" Synthesis and biological evaluation of amidine derivatives
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Some new amidine (IIIa-i) derivatives have been synthesized and characterized by rH Nlvffi,
r3c NMR and GC-Mass. synthesized compounds were screened fo, *,r.!llTr"ffi L'"JrHa,
IIIc and IIIh are showing good anticancer activity against ovary (PA-l) and liver (Hep G2).
Keywords :,Amidine, aniiiancer activity
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Structural Chara ctenzatton of Co-crystals by

YJayasubba Reddy, Bholanath Pohari, P. Lokeswara Rao and K- V Ramanathan

NMR Research Centre, Indian Institute of Science. Bangalore-560012, lndia

E-Mail: bhqlp.pahari@8mail.com. kw@sif iisc'ernet'in

Co-crystals are systems constituted by two or more different molecules held together by

supramolecular intpractions.'The study of structure-property relations of co-crystal1 is o1e of the

u"tir" *"u, ofthe modern solid:state Chemistry due to their important pharmaceutical applications.

Solid-state NMR (SSNMR) is emerging as a fundamental tool for the structural identification and

characterization oico-crystalline materials Accessing inforrnation_on cry_ stal packing, conformation

and hydrogen bonding arrang€ments, which are thi fundamentals in determining the final.solid-

state prqperties of a given fo.rm of co-crystal, is possible by newly emerged NMR techniquesl'Here

we iliustrate the combined use of two dirirensisnal pulse sequences'that exploit homonuclear and

heteronuclear dipolar couplings for characterization of co-crystals. _The 
molecular association is

probed using both short- *d torg-.*ge rH (FSLG) 6r3C CP I{ETCOR.IH (DQ) 61H (SQ) experiments

at fast UeS=(30 kllz) have been or"d for achieving information on proton-proton proxinrities and

thus onhydrogen-bondnetworks inthe co-crystals. However, close proximities ofNToH and aromatic

protons hindJred the full assignment of the rH spectra. To unveil this problem we are planning to

perform rH @e) 6rH (Se) qt uitra-fast MAS (-60 kHz) along with exploiting of more exotic spin pairs

io11-t116, ,r11-,H het"ron*lear,multiple-quantum correlation (MHQC) experiment' The NMR methods

utilized will be illustated with some examples.
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iron oxide nanoparticles for MRI contrast imaging
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We report here the influence of interparticle interaction of iron oxide nanoparticles on their

collective magpetic properties and their potential use in MRI imaging application. The particles

which are observed superparamagnetic in individual form can show small ferromagnetic ordering

due to strong dipolar and exchange interaction. We developed three nanostructure up- conversion

assemblies; (i) oleic acid coated iron oxide nanoparticles IO@OA, (ii) Cetyl fimethyl ammonium

bromide (CTAB) stabilized of IO@OA and (iii) Polyacrylic acid @AA) surface modification of CTAB

stabilized NPs. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) reveafed the spherical cluster formation as the result

of CTAB functionalization of oleic acid coated iron oxide nanoirarticles, while for the PAA

functionalized system the clusters were observed as reduced size and separated from each other. In

addition, significant deviation from Curie law (1, l/T) of filed cooling (FC) curve and shifting of zero

filed cooling (ZFC) peak to higher temperature in the temperature dependent magnetization study

can be correlated to the existence ofstrong dipolar and exchange interaction among the nanoparticles

in clustered form. The saturation magretization (Ms) and coercivity (Hc) were obtained higher for
the assembled strucfirres. These anomalous behaviours of bottomup structured assemblies will lead

to promising application as MRI imaging probe.
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F.ic. 1: M-f comparison of IO@o A,IO@OA@CTAB and IO@OA@CTAB@PAA
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Maglumino hybrid nanosystem as dual contrast agent for
magnetic resonance and optical imaging

M. Gogol, A. B. Patel2 and P. Debt
tDepartrnent of Physics, Tezpur University (Central University), Napaart-784D28, Assam, India

2NMR Microimaging and Spectoscopy, CSIR-Centre for Cellular & Molecular Biology,
Uppal Road, Hyderabad- 500007, lndia,

E-Mail: pdeb@tezu.emet.in

Assembling different nanoparticles into a single entity as a novel structural unit has the
potential fcir the development of materials for simultaneous applications in biomedical imaging,
detection or drug delivery. Maglumino hybrid nanosystems are the conjugatiorr of magnetic and
luminescent nanoparticles that integrate magnetio and fluorescent properties [2-3]. Mesoporous
silica, when used as.+-.he template, adds additional functionality of loading efficiency to the maglurnino
hybrid nanosystems. I! the present study, small angle scattering technique based investigation has
been used to probe the constituent microstructures such as - super-paramagnetic iron oxide
nanoparticles (SPION, size - 4.2 nm), luminescent quantum dots of (-3.2 nm) and mesopores (-15.2
nm), in controlled hierarehical aichitecture of the silica hybrid of size -285 nm. Magnetic and optical
chxacteraation techniques are combined to investigate the persistency of the superparamagretic
and fluorescent properties ofthe individual components after hybrid formation. The applicability of
the maglumino hybrid has been nealized as Z, contast agent in magnetic resonance imagrng (MRI).
The transverse relaxivity of SPION isfound to be 436 mgt mL sec-rwhereas that ofthemaglumino
hybrid is found to be214 mg-' mL 3ec-t. This along with the bright fluorescent properly ofthe hybrid
makes it a promising candidate as dual contrast agent.

Conc€nt.ation {mgjml}

Figure 1 (a) Variation of transverse relaxation rate (R ) w.r.t. concentration of SPION and hybrid and
(b) Fluorescenee microscopy image of hybrid (1.* : 5 15 nm).
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X'acile One Pot Synthesis of Ilydrophilic Superparamagnetic X'ePrt

Nanoparticles for Molecular Imaging

Deepok K JhaI, P Debt and A. B. PateP

'Department of Physics, Tezpur University (Central University), Tezpur - 784028, India,
2I.IMR Microimaging and Spectoscopy, CSIR-Centre for Cellular & Molecular Biology, Uppal

Road, Hyderabad- 500007, India
E-Mail : dkjha@tezu.emet. in

Recent advancement in nanomaterials preparation and their engineering has imparted a

significant impact in the field of biomedical imagingt''z. A new generation FePt nanoparticle (NP)
basedMRI contrast agent is developed here and characterized. We demonstrate here a facile one pot
chemical route to fabricate hydrophilic monodispersed face-centered cubic (fcc) FeftNP and can be
easily scaled up to produce multigrams of the NPs. The XRD pattern indicated fcc structure with
( I I 1 ), (200), (220) artd (3l l ) crystal planes. The surface characterization exhibits the -COOH group of
TGA molecules projected outward from the surface which makes the NPs hydrophilic. The HR-TEM
reveals the average NPs size ds 6 nm. The EDX analysis confirm of Fe:Pt ratio as I : l. The extensive
room temp€rature and low temperature magnetic property studies have revealed low coercivity, high
saturation magnetization and blocking temperaare around lOi K. The Fe:Pt ratio makes the NPs
superparamagnetic at room temperature
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Figure: 1 (a) XRD pattem (inset HR-TEM) (b) M-H characterization at different temperature (inset
M-Tcurve) (c) transverse relaxivity (r2) ofthe FePt nanoparticles.
The Eansverse relaxivity (rr) was calculated (599 mgiml s-t)from the slope of transverse relaxation
rate versus concentration graphs and has been observed promising for high T, relaxivity.
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Mn2* ion stands as a strong candidate to be used as MRI contrast agent due to its five

unpaired electons, suitable electronic relaxation time, labile water exchange and similar behaviour to

Cd* ions in the body [1]. Besides, Mn2* ion plays an essential biological role in the hriman bb{y as

a co-factor in many enzymatic reactions. Since Mn2* is involved in niitoChondrial funition, it canbe

proved to be an excellent contast agent for MR imaging.of the mitochondriarich organs like liver

and pancreas. Manganese oxide nanoparticle (MnO NP)s ban be promising Mn2* based MRI confast

agents [2]. But, overexposure to liee Mn'* ions can lead to a nerrological disorder called'tnanganism?'.

Coating of these NPs with a carbon shell can address this issue improving their stability,

biocompatibility andrelaxivity. Mesoporous carbon shell is more relevant as it allows easy accesS of
surrounding water protons to the magnetic core leading to enhanced relaxation.

In this lvork, MnO NPs encapsulated in mesoporous carbon shell were synthesized with

controlled microstructure and.morpholory. Various characterizations.(microstructure, surface

morphology, composition etc.).have been performed to ensure high quality product through this

synihetic stratery-The magnetization corresponding to variation of field up to 9T and temperature

up to 5K has been performed to identiff magnetic phase and magnetic parameters. Distinct

enhancement of relaxivity and contrast of MR images were observed by using this engineered

contrast agent in vitro.

Figure 1 TEM of HCMSM samPle Figure 2 HCMSM sample
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Iron oxide nanoparticles synthesized with varying surface chemishry are widely exploited in

biomedical imaging u5, th.y are benign in nature and exhibit greater sensitivrty in the nano regime.

Fine dimensioniralretic iron oxide nanoparticles have found their use as MRI contrast agent owing

to their spin-spin relaxation effects originating from the induced local field in homogeneities, wiich

oonsequentlyiesults in shorter T, and T, relaxation times [1,2]. Herein 
rye 

renOrt,the-enhanced MRI

contrast proierty ofporbus iron oxide nanospheres developed through a geq4-e chemistry route'

The controlled assembly of iron oxide nanosystems lead to unifonn mesoporous spherical architecture

ofdimensionR-200nm as depicted fromHRTEM analysis. Detailedmagrretic studyofthenanospheres

has been caried out at varying temperatures. A dose dependent transverise relaxation time and

contrast properlry study ofthe nanosystem reveals the potential ofthe nanosyStem for its use as a

MRI T2 coatrast agent

Figure (a) X-ray diftaction pattern of the iron oxide nanospheres (b) HRTEM micrographs revealing

the spherical nature of the iron oxide nanosystems.
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HAMLET and related alternatively-folded proteins with
novel functions
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rTrinity College Dublin, Trinity Biomedical Sciences Institute (TBSI), School of Biochemistry and

Immunology, Dublin 2, Ireland' 
2 Teagasc Food Research Institute, Moorepark, Fermoy, Co. Cork, Ireland

3 Lund Universiry Inst of Laboratory Medicine, Section for Microbiology, Immunolory, and Glycobiology
(MIG), Lund, Sweden

{ Trinity College Dublin, Centre for Research on Adaptive Nanostructures and Nanodevices (CRANN)'

Dublin 2, Ireland

HAMLET (Human o-lactalbumin Made Lethal to Tumoir cells) and its related partially

unfolded protein-fatty acid complexes are novel biomolecular nanoparticles that possess relatively
selective iytotoxic attivities towards tumour cells [,2]. Spearheaded by C. Svanborg and her

associates - ttyough the utilization of a full arsenal of techniques in cell biology, transcriptomics,
proteomics, imaging, and invivo studies - significant progress has been made to deduce the underlying

mechanism(s) oflell deathbrought aboutbyHAMLpT and otherrelated complexes such as BAMLET

[3,4]. Frorni protein biophysicil chemists'/ structural biologists'point of view, during the past few

yeari, we have chosen to isk what would be the 'minimal cytotoxic unit' to give rise to this remarkable

propi*y. It is now well known that one of the key characteristics is the that the protein_is partially

i*ftta.a - aho resulting in endowing native proteins with additional functions in the alternatively

folded states - but how important is*this property in terms of the cytotoxic activity? The dynamic

properties of confonhational exchange on the NMR time scale make residue-specific studies

chaitenging, however diffirsion NMR ind other techniques have allowed us to obtain initial useful

information.
In relation to this, significant results have confirmed previous suggestions that the fatty

acid moiety may be the ultimate cytotoxic agent, and that the protein moiety simply sgrves as carrier

(or .mde,) by increasing its effective critical micelle concentration [5]. Through the example-s of
oth., 

"ur.r, 
we show thai the p4rtially unfolded property of the prolein as well as the nature of fatfy

acid binding is as much as important in determining the cytotoxicity - in other words, there is a

delicate balance ofstructural malleability and related changes in binding affinities thal determine the

tumoricidal properties. Any efforts to design small-molecule mimics appear to require a better

understanding of these skuctural aspects.
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Sharyless asymmetric dihydroxylation in the synthesis of
unit-B of cryptophycin-24
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E-Mail: pphukan@yahoo.com

The cryptophycins are familiar as selective tumour cytotoxins, found in blue green algae.

Sharpless asymmetric dihydroxylation is introduced for the synthesis of unit-B of cryptophycin-24
(Figure l). Conversion of u-hydroxy acid ester into the corresponding a-amino acid ester via
bromocompound was examined with partial racemization of the produgt during bromination and

direct azidation. Result shows direct azidation of o-hydroxy acid ester using diphenylphosphoryl
azide is promoting the asymmetric synthesis of u-amino acid without the loss of chirality during the

transformation. Proposed synthetic pathway is also attempted for the tyrosine-unit of other
cryptophycins bearing a chloro-substituent on the aromatic. ring and found ineffective. rH-, rrc-

NMR specffoscopy is used as the characterization tool for all synthesized compounds.

Unit B

Figure 1: Structure of cryptophycin-24. Unit B is highlighted.
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Rr, Rz = Electron donating and withdrawing substituent

Scheme-l Three component Mannich reaction
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Efficient synthesis of B-amino carbonyl derivatives using

solid acid catalYst

P. Sarma and R Borah*
DePt. of Chemical Sciences
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E-Mail: Parshe@tezu. emet'in

B-Amino carbonyl compounds (4) are important synthetic^intermediates for various

pharmaceuticals and natural products which include the synthesis of amino.alcohols, peplides,

lactams and as precursors to optically active amino acidsr'2' In this presentation, we describe an

efficient environmentally benign three component Mannich reaction of aldehyde, amine and ketone

for the synthesis of p-amino carbonyl compounds (Scheme-l) at room-temperature using silica-

supportei acid catalysts. The significant feitures ofthis procedure are the use ofrecyclable solid

acii catalyst, simpti product separation, short reaction time andgood product-selectivity' The

entire synihesizea p-imino carbonyl compounds are characterizedby NMR and other analytical

techniques
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Synthesis and characterization of anti- 2,3-dihydro-1, 2r3-
trisubstituted-1^El-naphth[1,2-el[l,3loxazinederivatives

A. K Dutta, P. Sarmah and R Borah
Departrnent of Chemical Sciences, Te4pur University, Napaam, Tezpur, Assam, India 784028

Email : akdutta@tezu.ernet.in

This one pot approach produces a new series of anti2,3-dihydro:1, 2, 3-trisubstituted- lFl-
naphth [,2-e][,3]oxazine derivatives (1 ) u{ttr goodyields from the three component reactions of2-
napthol(l mmol), aromatic aldehydes (2 mmol) and various electron rich aromatic or aliphatic primary

amine(l mmol) (Scheme-l) in presence oftrichloroacetic acid (0.5 mmol) as catalyst. The reactions

are carried out in ethanol at room temperature and under solvent free condition at 100 oC. The
products are characterized by various NMR techniques such as HETCOR, DEPT, COSY NOESY ,tH
NMR and t3C NMR and along with other analyical techniques.. The anti -stereochemistry of two
hydrogen atoms on carbon atom 1 and 3 of the oxazinb ring is also confirmed with COSY NOESY and

single crystal XRD studies.

o

-*A
U+

1

,Q 4,*.b*r,"*\-6A^u
23

Rr, Rz = Electron donating and withdrawing substituent
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Preperation of Cu (fI) modified zeolite catalysts for C-N
coupling reaction between aryl halide and N- heterocycles

Rasna Devi and Ramesh C. Deka+
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E-Mail: ramesh@tezu.ernet.in

Cu-catalyzed C-N coupling reaction between aryl halides and N-heterocycles or amines has

received wide attention due to their applications in pharmaceuticals, natural products, biological
and material sciences []. Development of ligand-free Cu-catalyzed coupling and use ofmicrowave
irradiation in presenci of water are important strategies for efficient C-N coupliilg reaction now a

days [2]. Herein, Cu(II) modified zeolite beta, ZSM-5 and NaX catalysts with different amount of
Cu(II) have been prepared by both wet impreguation method and ion-exchange method from an

aqueous solution of Copper acetate [3]. The catalysts have been characterized by X-ray powder
diffiaction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR), differential
scanning calorime0ry (DSC), TGA (thermogravimeuy), Hammett indicator (measurement of base

strengths) and N, adsorption-desorption techniques. The catalysts thus prepared have been utilized
for C-N coupling reaction between aryl halides and N-heterocycles. Both impregnated and ion-
exchaged zeolites are-found to catalyze the reaction effectively at elevated temperatures ( I 00- I 5 0 'C)
under classical heating condition.

Keywords: zeolite, C-N coupling, Cu-acetate monohydrate
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